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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 
I% WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426 

S"" $IN REPLY REFR TO.  

* N•R-ER 

March 22, 1972 

Mr. Lester Rogers 

Director, Division of Radiological 
and Environmental Protection 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

This is in response to your letter dated March 6, 1972, requesting 
the comments of the Federal Power Commission on the AEC's Draft Detailed 
Statement on Environmental Considerations Related to the Proposed 
Issuance of an Operating License to the Commonwealth Edison Company and 
the Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company for the Quad Cities Nuclear 
Power Station Units 1 and 2.  

Comments of the Federal Power Commission on the Quad Cities facilities 
in relation to area power needs were submitted previously in a letter 
dated December 20, 1971, and are referenced in the Draft Detailed State
ment as References Section I, (6). Thus the following comments will 
update the earlier ones to reflect changes occasioned by later develop
ments.  

The Commonwealth Edison Company's evaluation of its 1972 summer 
peak situation without the Quad Cities units and without the Zion unit 
yields a reserve margin of 5.4 percent. This is comparable to the 
7.1 percent margin shown for the similar situation in the FPC December 20, 
1971 report noted above. The difference in reserve margin percentages 
results from the difference of 224 megawatts of net dependable capacity 
between the Company's projected 13,189 megawatts and the 13,423 megawatts 
used in the FPC staff analysis. The staff used the full capability of 
the Dresden Plant rather than the restricted output capability imposed 
by the Illinois Pollution Control Board. The 23.5 percent reserve 
shown for the Company for the 1972 summer period in Table I (referred 
to in the text on page 1 of the Draft Detailed Statement) was predicated 
upon the Company's early plans which included the availability of the 
Quad Cities and Zion units. It is worthy of note that the erosion of 
the reserve margin from the earlier projected level of 23.5 percent to 
the currently anticipated level of only 5.4 percent has been caused by 
the delays in bringing the new nuclear units into commercial operation.
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Mr. Lester Rogers 

The Commonwealth Edison Company is a member of the Mid-America 
Interpool Network (MAIN), a major power planning group and also one of 
the nine regional electric reliability councils organized in response 
to the Federal Power Commission's April 1970 Statement of Policy on 
the Adequacy and Reliability of Electric Service (Order No. 383-2).  

The Draft Detailed Statement illustrates the effect of the delay of the 
Quad Cities nuclear units upon the Commonwealth Edison Company, the 

Iowa Power Pool and the Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company, which 

is related to the Commonwealth Edison Company by formal contract relations, 

but the equally relevant impact of unit delays upon the MAIN systems as 

a whole is not included. The December 20, 1971 report of the FPC Bureau 
of Power included this analysis, and it indicated a reserve margin for 

the MAIN area of only 8.9 percent without the Quad Cities and Zion units.  

This becomes 8.1 percent if the 224-megawatt reduction of Commonwealth 
Edison capacity heretofore noted is subtracted. Also of great importance 
are the seven large fossil-fueled units in the MAIN area included in the 
capacity resources which have suffered some delays and are not now 
expected to be in commercial operation until May and June 1972. These 
units and their sizes are: Cayuga 2 - 500 megawatts, Edwards 3 - 350 
megawatts, Coffeen 2 - 600 megawatts, Powerton 5 - 840 megawatts, 
Neal 2 - 321 megawatts, Labadie 3 - 555 megawatts, and New Madrid 1 
600 megawatts. Recent experience with large new units has indicated a 
relatively high degree of unavailability during initial service periods, 
with a consequent added threat to the adequacy and reliability of 
electric service. Also included in the area capacity are two other 
nuclear units, the operating 497-megawatt Point Beach 1 and the not yet 
operating 497-megawatt Point Beach 2. Because of the logistics of 
current licensing procedures, the latter unit may not be available for 
the 1972 summer peak. Excluding the two Quad Cities units, the seven 
fossil-fueled units and the Point Beach No. 2 unit, not yet in operation, 

total 4,263 megawatts of new capacity which was included in the originally
planned summer 1972 total.  

The staff of the Bureau of Power concludes that developments subse
quent to its December 20, 1971 report, as indicated above, serve to 

further emphasize the need for the power output of the two Quad Cities 
units for the 1972 summer period and beyond.  

Very truly yours, 

Chief, Bureau of Power
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STrATE OF ILLINOIS 

PoxLumimv GOni--iivL 13DA3:D 

309 WEST WASHINGTON STREET SUITE 300 

DAVID R CURRIE,CNAIRMAN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606 TfLEPHONC 
SAMUEL R.ALDRICH 312-793-3620 
JACOB D.DUMrLLE 
RICHARD J.KISSEL 
SAMUEL T. LAWTONJR. March 30, 1972 

Mr. Lester Rogers 
:Director 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Division of Radiological Environmental 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Re: Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement 
Docket Nos. 50-254, 50-265 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

As I understand it we have until April 5 to file comments on the 
draft environmental impact statement dated March 6, 1972 and 
sent to us by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  

The following remarks are my own and not necessarily those of the 
Illinois Pollution Control Board as a body.  

The impact statement was disturbing to me because it revealed apparent 
inconsistencies in information which had been previously given the 
Board under oath by Commonwealth Edison Company. My memorandum to 
the Board of March 23, 1972 which is enclosed, outlines these dif
ferences and I request that you consider them to be part of my coirents.  

'The Board, in its order of March 28, 1972 also enclosed, has now made 
"these inconsistencies part of an ongoing proceeding and they will be 
thus examined in detail in the near future.  

'In addition to the matters mentioned in my memorandum and the Board 
order I find little in the impact statement on three other matters: 

First, the impact statement makes no mention of the 
permit issued by this Board on November 15, 1971 in 
its listing of State approvals on pp. 10-11. Yet on 
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I 
Mr. Lester Rogers -2- March 30, 1972 
Subject: Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement 
Docket Nos. 50-254, 50-255 

page 35 the impact statement mentions the side-jet 
variance granted by my Board to permit operation 
until April 1,.1972. Since the Board permit of 
November 15, 1971 sets tighter radioactive emission 
limits than those mentioned in your statement (p.89) 
it seems important to me that all limiting provisions 
of the Illinois permit be discussed in the impact 
statement.  

Second, the impact statement fails to recognize the 
fatal consequences of a loss-of-coolant (LOCA) accident.  
In Table 19, p. 102, a "large break" is expected to 
give only <0.001 of 500 mrem whole body dose. Yet 
Dr. Henry Kendall, a nuclear physicist at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology who is versed in nuclear weapons 
effects, in testimony before my Board on November 11, 1971, 
postulated actual human fatalities should a LOCA occur.  
The fatal dose to humans is generally taken as being 
about 500,000 mr and certainly would not be <0.001 of 
500 mr or <0.5 mr. The New York Times article of 
March 12, 1972 (enclosed) quotes Philip L. Rittenhouse 
of your Oak Ridge National Laboratory as stating that 
at least 30 nuclear safety experts which he identified 
by name have stated their concerns about nuclear safety.  

Third, and last, the impact statement does not discuss 
the concern that fish may not actually traverse the 
diffuser jets (pp. 73-74 under 2.) because of turbulence 
and noise. See my dissenting opinion (PCB 71-20) filed 
November 19, 1971 (pp. 3-4 "The Jet Diffuser as a Barrier 
to Fish"). This concern over the diffuser may be somewhat 
moot in view of an announced agreement today by Commonwealth 
Edison to install complete spray cooling by May 1974. However, 
the jet diffuser would still be in use for two years and ill 
effects to the environment might occur even in that short 
period if fish in fact refuse to pass through the diffuser's 
discharge.  

One minor point remains. On page "x" the "June 1, 1971" date in the 7 
bottom line should probably be "June 1,1972" since the report referred 
to was written on January 24, 1972.  

--.\Very truly yours, 

c D. Dumelle 

JDD:rj Board Member 
Encls. (3)

cc: Council on Environmental Quality



ILLINOIS POLLUTION COiTRO_ BOAiRD 
March 28, 1972 ...  

In the matter of ) 

JOINT APPLICATION OF ) 
COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO. AND ) PCB -71-20 
IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS & ELECTRIC CO. ) 
(QUAD CITIES PERMIT) ) ) 

) 

Preliminary Opinion and Order of the Board on Petition to Modify 
Permit (by Jacob D. Dumelle) 

Commonwealth Edison Co. and Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric 
Company (hereafter "Utilities") petitioned the Board on March 1, 
1972 to modify the Permit issued on November 16, 1971 with respect 
to Paragraph 5 which dealt with the operation of the power generating 
station's cooling water discharge to the Mississippi River. Para
graph 5(b) of the permit prohibits operation of the station after 
April 1, 1972 in violation of the Mississippi River Thermal Standard 
adopted on November 23, 1971 (R70-16). At the time of the issuance 
of the Permit it was thought that the diffuser discharge system would 
be in operation by April 1, 1972 and that the station would be oDera
ting within the thermal standard. On March 7, 1972 we voted to hold 
a hearing on the Utilities request for variance to be able to exceed 
the temperature limits in the Mississippi River Thermal Standard.  

Since the filing of the petition the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission has issued its Draft Detailed Statement on Environmental 
Considerations (draft impact statement) for the station (March 6, 
1972). Several inconsistencies between the draft impact statement 
and the record on which the Permit was based are apparent. Among 
the inconsistencies are the site boundary dose to people, the sta
tion release rate of radioactive gaseous emissions, the quantity of 
liquid radioactive releases and the anticipated date of operation of 
the station with the diffuser discharge system. Rather than 
initiate a separate hearing on the questions raised with the* publi
cation of the impact staterment we shall order that the subject be 
dealt with in the previously authorized hearing.  

V829
5
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Utilities in addition to pre
senting evidence in support of their Petition to Modify Permit 
address themselves to the apparent inconsistencies between 
the draft impact statement and the previous record in this case 
oxi which the issuance of the Permit was based and show the Board 
why the Permit issuance should not be re-examined.  

I, Christan L. Moffett, Clerk of the Illinois Pollution Control 
Board, hereby certify the Board adopted the above Preliminary Opinion 
and Order on the 28th day of March by a 5-0 vote.  

Christan L. Moffett,..Clerk 
Illinois Pollution Control Board
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XII. DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS

A. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT DETAILED STATEMENT ON ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Pursuant to paragraphs A.6 and D.1 of Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50, 
the drift detailed statement was transmitted, with a request for 
comment, to:

Environmental 
Federal Power 
Department of 
Department of 
Department of 
Department of 
Department of 
Department of 
Department of

Protection Agency 
Commission 
the Army, Corps of Engineers 
the Interior 
Commerce 
Health, Education, and Welfare 
Agriculture 
Housing and Urban Development 
Transportation

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Governor of Illinois 
Iowa Pollution Control Commission 
Supervisor of Rock Island County.

In addition, the AEC requested comments on the draft detailed state
ment from interested persons by a notice published in the Federal 
Register on March 9, 1972 (37 F.R. 5073).  

Comments in response to the requests referred to in the preceding 
paragraph were received from: 

Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Power Commission 
Department of Commerce 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of the Army (Corps of Engineers) 
Department of Transportation 
Department of the Interior 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
Illinois Pollution Control Board, Mr. Dumelle 
Illinois Pollution Control Board, Mr. Kissel 
Univerity of Wisconsin (Professor Nees).
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Our consideration of comments received is reflected in part by 
revised text in other sections of this statement and in part by 
the following discussion. The comments may be found in Appendix A.  

1. Spray-Canal 

The spray-canal is the applicants' planned closed-cycle cooling system.  
The canal will be 170 to 200 feet wide and about 14,000 feet long. In 
the course of flowing through the canal, the water will be sprayed in 
the air through hundreds of spray heads. This action will cool the 
water to a degree which makes the water suitable for pumping back into 
the condenser. Operation of the canal will involve adding about 100 
cfs into the canal from the river, and "blowing down" about 50 cfs to 
the river.  

The canal operation removes almost all of the station's dump heat 
load from the Mississippi River. The canal may result in occasional 
fogging along Illinois Route 84. However, its overall beneficial 
effect should override the adverse affect of the fog.  

2. Reduction in River Flow 

The operation of the Quad-Cities plant constitutes a local diversion 
and return of river water. While a certain amount of change in 
river quality occurs in this diversion, the loss of water per se 
to river flow is only that amount of additional water evaporated 
as a result of heat dissipation. This amounts to less than 50 cfs, 
or less than 0.45% of the lowest flow of record of the Mississippi 
at this location (11,000 cfs). It is also a small loss compared to 
the annual evaporation from bodies of water in this area: 31 to 
43 inches/yr.  

3. Chemical Releases to River 

The present discussion in section III.D.3 characterizes in quantita
tive terms the sources, controls, and releases of chemicals to the 
river. These data appear to indicate low impact on the river, 
because the incremental additions to the river are small, both as 
an added fraction of the present (pre-Quad-Cities) chemical content 
of the river and as compared with applicable present standards. The 
uncertainties as to quantitative amounts and concentrations in the 
dispersion of chemical effluents will be reduced by the implementa
tion of Technical Specifications regarding standard operating pro
cedures and schedules of the monitoring of river water quality.
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4. Non-Radioactive Solid Waste 

Waste in this category includes debris picked up from river water 
intakes (including any trapped fish), and trash and garbage from 
plant operation. The applicants' commitment to suitable off-site 
burial and to no on-site burning for these items (Section III.D.3) 
appears to conform to present practices and not to constitute any 
appreciable environmental insult. Because the quantities involved 
are believed to be very small (especially for trapped fish), but 
quite variable, no quantitative estimate has been made. However, 
such handling procedures would appear to be practical even for very 
large disposals, which are not expected here.  

5. Transmission Line Effects 

The transmission lines traverse mainly farm lands. Less than a mile 
of woodland was lost in installing the lines. Most of the land can 
be used for agricultural purposes for crops may be planted or cattle 
grazed up to the towers. The lines were built to minimize adverse 
effects on railroad signals and communication lines.  

6. Impact of Thermal and Chemical Releases on the Biota of Pool 14 

It is anticipated that the operation of Quad-Cities will affect the 
ecology of Pool 14, primarily as a result of condenser entrainment 
and thermal discharges during operation of the side-jet or diffuser 
discharge. As much as 20% of the planktonic organisms may be 
destroyed in the condensers during extreme low flow periods. How
ever, the infrequency of extreme low flows mitigates this effect.  
The most likely effects to be observed are: (1) changes in down
stream species diversity during critical summer periods; (2) fish 
attraction to effluent areas, creating the potential for thermal 
and chemical effects; and (3) changes in primary production rates com
pared to preoperational conditions. The staff concludes that these 
effects are not likely to permanently alter the ecological stability 
of Pool 14 since they are reversible when the spray-canal is installed.  

7. Biological Monitoring Program 

In addition to the proposed non-radiological monitoring (Bio-Test), 
a number of specific additional monitoring studies will be required 
of the applicants. The total monitoring requirements are outlined in 
the Technical Specifications. The staff concludes that the Bio-Test 
programs are of sufficient detail to detect any long-term ecological 
changes in Pool 14. The additional studies to be required deal with 
specific effects of station operation on each biological community.
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8. Radiological Impact 

There were numerous comments on this section which led to a rather 
complete reevaluation of the radiological impact. The gaseous source 
term was re-computed and the dose values were re-computed without 
the radwaste system improvements and with the radwaste system 
improvements. These results are given in Sections III D and V D.  

The applicants are required to comply with 10 CFR Part 20 and Part 50 
regulations concerning radwaste releases to the environment. Both 
gaseous and liquid releases will be reported in accordance with AEC 
Safety Guide No. 21, "Measuring and Reporting of Effluents from 
Nuclear Power Reactors." In addition, the applicant will be asked 
to make every reasonable effort to limit effluent releases to the 
lowest practicable level.  

In the evaluation of the radiological impact average doses are listed 
for the convenience of the reader and are not expected to be misleading, 
since the maximum individual doses are listed as well. All doses are 
below the limits set forth in 10 CFR Part 20 indicating that under 
normal circumstances, no member of the general population will be 
over-exposed.  

A number of comments have been made regarding radioactive wastes from 
fuel reprocessing and their disposal. Any licensing action by the 
Commission for fuel processing or waste disposal facilities will 
involve special considerations of environmental impacts. In addition, 
the AEC intends to treat generically the entire fuel cycle at a later 
date.  

The ABC is supporting the study of the effects of nuclear power 
generation on the environment. In'addition to the individual 
analysis done on the effects of each plant in its Environmental 
Statements, a program is being carried out to project the effects of 
nuclear power generation in the year 2000 from all United States 
facilities. The results of the latter study will be published when 
it is completed.  

9. Station Accidents 

The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated accidents are 
based on airborne transport of radioactive materials resulting in 
both a direct and an inhalation dose. Our evaluation of the acci
dent doses assumes that the applicants' environmental monitoring
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program and appropriate additional monitoring (which could be 
initiated subsequent to an incident detected by in-plant monitoring) 
would detect the presence of radioactivity in the environment in a 
timely manner such that remedial action could be taken if necessary 
to limit exposures from other potential pathvays to man. The small 
quantities of dispersed radioactive material which might enter the 
food chain would not be significant in terms of endangering aquatic 
life.  

A comment was made that no specific information on meteorology was 
given for accident conditions. The meteorological assumptions used 
in the accident calculations are indicated in the proposed Annex to 
Appendix D published on December 1, 1971. The conditions assumed 
for the analysis approximate the dispersion conditions which would 
prevail at least 50% of the time.  

The station Technical Specifications, which are part of the license 
for facility operation, prohibit facility startup unless all the 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) are proven operable. If a 
part of the ECCS becomes inoperable during facility operation, 
continued operation is permissible for a specified limited period 
of time provided adequate redundancy is proven to be available.  

In addition, the Illinois Pollution Control Board Permit* requires 
that "The permittees shall not operate any reactor at Quad-Cities 
if any of the reactors emergency core cooling systems are unable 
to operate." 

10. Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Comments received on the cost-benefit analysis have been considered 
in connection with the revision of subsection 5 on "Cost-Benefit 
Balance" and Table 22 on "Cost-Benefit Summary" in Section XI. With 
regard to the question of the economic effect of operating a Quad 
Cities unit at less than the full capacity of 800 megawatts, the 
applicants have calculated the cost of replacement energy as varying 
proportionally to the extent of derating from $61,000 per week for 
a 10% derating to $486,000 per week for an 80% derating (minimum 
load).  

*Illinois Pollution Control Board Hearing 71-20 Supplementary order 
(by Mr, Dumelle) December 9, 1971.
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B. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE ADDENDUM TO THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
STATEMENT 

Pursuant to paragraphs A.6 and D.1 of Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50, 
an Addendum to the Draft Environmental Statement, describing a major 
change in the station cooling system, was transmitted, with a request 
for comment, to the: 

Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Power Commission 
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers 
Department of the Interior 
Department of Commerce 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Department of Transportation 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Governor of Illinois 
Iowa Pollution Control Commission 
Supervisor of Rock Island County.  

In addition, the AEC requested comments on the Draft Environmental 
Statement from interested persons by a notice published in the Federal 
Register on June 9, 1972 (37 F.R. 11598).  

Comments in response to the requests referred to in the preceding 
paragraph were received from the: 

Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Power Commission 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers 
Department of Transportation 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Department of the Interior 
Illinois Department of Conservation.  

Our consideration of comments received is reflected in part by revised 
text in other sections of this statement and in part by the following 
discussion. The comments may be seen in Appendix B.  

1. Chlorine Discharge 

Measurements of total free and combined chlorine in the discharge 
canal have been made by the applicants. The limit of the total
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free and combined chlorine permitted in the discharge bay has been 
reduced to < 0.1 ppm. This value has been incorporated into the 
Technical Specifications.  

2. Spray-canal Leakage 

Currently the applicants plan to seal the canal to avoid water loss 
through seepage. The water loss referred to would be from the 
cooling system and, if occurring, would not represent a loss of water 
on the river, since it could return to the river through the seepage.  
The Technical Specifications will be revised to cover matters such 
as these more specifically before the license is issued for spray
canal operation.  

3. Operation of the Diffuser After the Spray Canal Is Installed 

The effects of spray-canal operation that could be detrimental to 
health and safety of the public include fog over the nearby road and 
railroad and leakage of radioactivity (not normally expected to be 
present). In any case the conditions under which operation of the 
diffuser-pipe will be permitted after installation of the spray-canal 
will be delineated in the revised Technical Specifications. These 
Technical Specifications will accompany the amendment of the 
license which permits the operation of the station with the spray
canal cooling system.
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C. LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE STATEMENT IN RESPONSE TO 
COMMENTS

Section Where Topic 
Is AddressedTopic Commented Upon

Population Density (new figures 5a, 5b and 5c) 

Buffalo Bill Birthplace 

River Temperatures 

Spray-Canal Operation 

Interim Open Cycle Cooling 

Spray-Canal Characteristics 

Chlorination, Closed Cycle Cooling 

Reports on Diffuser-Pipe Operation 

Gaseous Radioactive Waste (New tables 6a, 
6b and 6c) 

Utilization of the Radwaste System 

Chemical Wastes (New table 8) 

Chlorination 

Non-Radioactive Gaseous Wastes 

Non-Radioactive Solid Wastes 

Diffuser-Pipe Installation 

Spray-Canal Installation 

Nuclear Information Center 

Transmission Line Impact 

Diffuser-Pipe Operation 

Rapid Shutdown 

Fish Species in Small Island Area 

Thermal Plume Monitoring 

Fish Species in Warm Discharge 

Chlorine Effects

II-C 

II-D 

II-E 

III-D-1, 

III-D-1, 

III-D-1 

III-D-1 

III-D-1

V-B-3 

VIII

III-D-2 

III-D-2 

III-D-3 

III-D-3, V-C-2 

III-D-4 

III-D-4 

IV-A, V-B-l 

IV-A 

V-A-l 

V-A-3, VII-A 

V-B-l, VIII 

V-C-2 

V-C-2 

V-C-2 

V-C-2 

V-C-2
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Annual Radiological Doses (table 11 changed) 

Gaseous Radioactive Effluent 

Cumulative Population Dose (table 12 changed) 

Doses Due to Liquid and Gaseous Radwastes 

Dose to.Regional Population 

Estimated Annual Man-Rem Doses (table 13 
changed) 

Monitoring Program 

Station Dismantling and Decommissioning 

Spoil Banks 

MAIN Power Pool 

Need for Power (Section updated, new table 17) 

Transportation Alternatives 

Cost Benefit Balance 

Incremental Costs for Various Cooling Systems 

Cost of Not Operating the Station 

Cost Benefit Summary (New table 23) 

Disposition of Radioactive Wastes 

Operation Without the Emergency Core 
Cooling System 

Lists of Aquatic Biota (New tables)

V-D 

V-D-l 

V-D-l 

V-D-l, V-D-2 

V-D-3 

V-D-3 

V-F 

V-G 

VI-A 

X 

X 

XI-B-5 

XI-B-6 

XI-B-6 

XI-B-6 

XI-B 

XII-8 

XII-9 

Appendix C
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STATE OF ILLINOIS

309 WEST WASHINGTON STREET SUITE 300 

DAVID P. CURRIC.CHAIRMAN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606 TEL.PHON, 
SAMUEL R.ALDRICH 31Z-703-3620 
JACOs D. DUMELLE 
RICHARD J.KISSEL 
SAMUEL T. LAWTON,.JR..  

March 23, 1972 

ALL BOARD ?I!.BERS 

Jacob D. Dumelle 

Ouad-Cities Draft ~rnvironmental Impact Statement 

I have carefully reviewed the draft environmental impact 
statement of Parch 6, 1972 and am appalled at the apparent 
serious inconsistencies botween its contents and the evidence 
adduced in PCB 71-20. Several of the differences are as 
follows: 

1. Site boundary dose to people in the imnact statement is 
stated to be 120 mranr per Vear. This is I002 of backqround 
and m.uch too hiqh in .v on.inion. Derc-nding on the shielalinq 
factor (not stated in the i-mact statem.ent) the fencepost 
dose would be eith-er 241' or 360 mrem .per vear. This latter 
would be coun.ared to the 157 rares/vr. exnressed to be the "worst official site fence nost" in the 71-20 hearing (R.  
475) or 52 ar .to people using the usual shielding factor 
of 3.  

2. The expected station release rate of radlcactivo qaseous 
emissionr is stated Ps being 390,000 microcuries per sec.  
in the. ",raft stat',nent (n.P)). In the rerriit issued in 
* 71-20 --nun00 uicrocurics PC-r sec. was 
sPet on the basis thst suchi a f!,curs, would roanresent the 
,.w.,er li.7iit fcr antic!•atr! '!nnt e:.nissions (R. 475).  
Other teLironv, 'h':;,ed t~',t ,:r'c'd e:'�.ionq Woeiud be 
in the nirnea o"- 100.Y3 r":.::i:,v r,.-, Crd bolow 
that figure (R. 54,9-550) in tc area of 25,000 microcuries 
per sec. (H. 578-5t4, 587).  

3. In the cvanted verrA3t liriuid ra•l•lactivo releases are 
limited to 26 Ci/,r. exclusive of tritium with an additicnal 
30 Ci/yr."bhinq allowed for tritium. The anticipated 
releases reported in the impact statei.ont are 30 Ci/yr. less 
tritium, plus an additional"40*Ci/yr. for tritium (p.59).  

"152.. 9



TO: All Board Members -2- March 23, 1972 
Subject: Quad-Cities Draft Environ!rental Impact Statement 

4. Apparently notwithstanding any action or prohibition by the 
IPCB or exnectinq acquiesence from the Board as a foregone 
conclusion the applicants seem to intenA, to operate both 
units until January 1973 with the side-jet discharge (p.37).  
Further the statement states, "In order for the station to 
adhere to the Illinois standard...the station power would 
have to be limitcd to about 25% of full station output" 
(p.44). The 1973 date is considerably at variance With1 
the August 1972 date ,.hich tlie applicants recently peti
tioned the IPCB to grant as a modification of the date in 
the permit (Petition to Modify Permit, filed March 1, 1972).  

The unreconciled differences betw.een testimony at the IPCB 
hearings and statements in this later draft environmental statement 
pose several i questions: 

1. Should not the differences he renconciled before the plant 
is allowed to operate? I would sugqest that these matters 
be added to the pendinq Quad-Cities permit modification.  

2. Since the plant cannot operate until after the puxblication of 
a final draft staterent shouldn't we wait for such publication 
in future sLmilar caeso, i.e. ?Jon, Gr :•FRP? 

(T4 •4, • 

Jacoh D. Dumnlle 
J r Board Meir:bor JDD:rJ I./
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ILLI.NOIS POLLUTION CONTRGJ BOt,,.%D /, . ,* 
November 15, 1971 

.In the natter of S) •) - ; . ,•...A /., 

JOINT APPLICATION OF ) 7 7l-2uKD\ / 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO. AND 
IOWA-ALLINOIS GAS & ELECTRIC CO. ) 
(QUAD CITIES PERMI.T) 

dOpinion of the Board (by Mr. Currie): 

"Like in 70-21, Application of Conunomwealth Edison Co. (Dresden 
#3), decided March 3 and April .28, 1971, this is an application under 
Title VI-A of the Environmental Protection Act for a permit to 

" operate a new nuclear generating station, this one consisting 
of two 809-mw boiling-water reactors at the Q,'ad-Cities plant 
near Cordova on the M4ississippi River in northwestern Illinois.  
We grant the permit on terms similar to those imposed in the 
Dresden case, with differences indicated below. We note that 
there are environmental considerations on both sides in this case.  
Petitioner Io,;a-Illinois operates an old, smoky coal-fired power plant 
in Holine that cannot be retired until Quad-Cities is in operation.  
Every day's delay in bringing. Quad-Cities on line means another day 
of dirty air in Moline. See Iow-a-Illinois Gas &.Electric Co. v.  
EPA, f 71-.65 (Sept. 16., 1971).  

The statutory framework, the operation of a reactor, the 
.cnvi;ionmental problcms and their mzaras of control, the federal 
radiation standards, their derivation, and their relation to 
state law, are all explained in detail in our I-larch 3 Dresden 
opinion and will not be repeated here. The utilities raise once 
again the argument that federal law deprives us of authority 
to sot standards for radioactive reactor discharges; we adhere 
to the contrary posAtion Ir reasonz given in the first DresdIn 
o-in ion, and U'o the other juri.sdicational and statutory inte.rpretation 
conclusions there reached.  

As held in Dresden, our authority in this proceeding extends 
to all environmental ase-=ts of the Quad-Citier station, the most 
critical of which are gaseous and licuid radi---ctiv•- wastes, 
"protcction aains:t radiat,.on re-sulting frzp.i acri.aint, and thermal 
discha2:ge, Lo .he river. We also cuit -ex•mine ;:rovisions for 
dispozal of solid ra-1ionctiva waZtes, for ordinary chomidcal.  
"waste and .ewagc, and for control of any conventional air pollutant: 
that may be gernerated by such sources a: boilers. If constructicn 
had not yet begun, we should be concerned with plant siting as 
well. But cdnstruction is all but complete. Pursuant to pernissicn 
granted July 22 (see transcript of Board meoting of that date), 
fuel loading has been compldted in Unit fl, testing at signif-icant 
p•:er loads is ready to begin, and full cormercial service. is expected 
in the near future. Unit .2 it to be loaded in Novenber, with a 
similar teeting, schedule conte_•lating full operation not long af.ter 
the first of the year. We shall discuss the several points of 
environmental concern separatp.ly. iGZ9 11
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I.. Gaseous Radioactive Emissions. Each of the t-.wo generat-'.n;
units is desirnsd to emit no. more t-an 100,.:0 microcuries per 
second (uCi/sec) of' gross activity, and with fair fuel perforjmance+ 
is expected to'emit no more than 25,000 uC!,sec as a long-term 
average ( ) 451, 584, 593; Environmental Feasibil~ty -eport, 
p. 21), with :onthly averages possibl: ranging. as much as 
4I 1/2 times as high (R. 454). Emissions from other 
sburces are far smaller; the principal one _4s the turbine 
gland seals, which are expected to e-it only 625 uCi/sec (R. 477).  

Original AEC emission limitswere designed in individual cases 
so as to assure that the annual radiation dcs- to a h:pothetical 
person spending all his time in the open air at the plant boundary 
("fencepost") would not exceed 500 millirem .-mr). In the case 
of Quad-Cities this standard could be met if emissions (except 
for the small ventilation stack emissions) -.ere limited to 
350,000 uCi/sec when both units are operating at full power 
and 250,000 when one is (R. 474). Anticipating much better 
performance than this, Edison and Io-a-Illinzls have proposed 
annual emission limits of 110,000 uCi/sec and of 80,0Z3, for 
both units or for one, respectively, wThich ":'uld produce a 
fencepost dose of 157 mr per year (R. 26, 47"). As the companies 
point out, t-e actual dose to persons living or pass'_ng through 
the vicinity .ill be s:-nificant1- iower, sn.e most people 
live inside hocuses that p rovide some shieldfn-, most do not 
live at the Droperty line, and most spend pa'_ of the time 
away :om the zi t-. ,atural back--rcund radiation in the area 
is said to yield an annuai dose of 1.a3 to 1:nili:-zms (R. 146; Environmental Feasibility Feort, .. 22). :'oreover, 
at instantaneous emission levels just under half the annual 
average limits proposed (52,500 and 37,500 u.'i/sec for both 
units and fdir one), the ccmpanies up"edge to ::-ake operational 
chan=:es if zozsfzble to red*_ce e-iss"4cns at once and -% look 
tot.ard early,, fuel replace::ent_ if necessary, since sever-al 
months may be :'eouired to rectify the situa:-ion -'",.u" 
undul- interferi:g with .o-er production (F. 26, 50-£2).  

Beyond thifs, howeve-,r, as at Dresden, the ut- ltitfs have
begun the desi:n a:nd are .... . -o the .... t.ct... of 
addit'.onal -o2 c .n-roi faei:t'es, co-'tini-. a Jevri.,! for 

..... .4--. .... . '.. " ri o. i ;:i "::2c1` "azds to 
L L I..uostrnti--lly _.--.. ._ dela:, befoe-e 4scharge so that 
short-lived sa' decay to .-ri -f nce. e 

4t, f-o- each of th. t::o g 'n-t '.ts Will 365-st2)ý;37 0U % foh*" A.il _-_~lee"t'ih -::.t,".n .tb 

after design *.was started, or about "ecemabe:' 1973 (R. 2?8, 54); 
they will reduce design level off-gas emiss".'ns from, each 
unit from 100,000 uCi/sec to less than 250C "a factor of 40) 
(R; 469, 473), and the annual fence-pos-:: of f-;as dose fi:'om both 
units operatin:. at full power to 2."4 millir'e-:.s, with an

12
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additional 0.08 mr/yr :0.8"2] from .the gland seals, which cannot 
be routed throughthe charcoal system (R. 365-72, 478).  
Utilizing the expected annual average emilssions rather than 
the design figures, the additional facilities would reduce 
single-unit emissions to 625 and emissions from both units 
operating together to 1250, which when added to the gland seal 
emissions of 625 [each unit?] would yield an approximate site 
emission of only Ž500 uCI/sec and a total fencepost dose 
clearly less than 5 millirems per year.  

The utilities contend that exposure to 170 millirems 
per year is quite safe, as the AEC standards themselves incorporate 
substantial margins of safety below dose levels at which adverse 
s-natic or genetic effects have been found (R. 324). There 
is of course a school of thought that-the effects of radiation 
are in linear proportion to the dose and that there is no 
threshold (see the March 3 Dresden opinion for discussion).  
Because of this possibility, and in order to be .especially 
safe in dealing with such a dangerous phenomenon as radioactivity, 
we adopted in the Dresden case, and reaffirm here, the policy 
of requiring use of the beat practicable technology for controlling 
radioactive emissions, even though a lesser degree or control 
might suffice to a-olid doses set to give breathing space below 
levels at which harm has so far been discovered. Accordingly>* r, 

5 millirems, which will be achieved by this system, is a desirable 
and achievable goal (R. 324,, 474). The AEC has recently required, 
as a numerical translation of the requirement of best practicable 
control, that the dose to persons living near the site (.:h.ich 
should be less than that at the fencepost) be limited to 5 .-r/yr 
(AEC Release 11778, June 7, 1971).  

The companies -Dropose an interim emission limit of 110,030 
uCi/sec for all zources .-:en bcnth units operate and SO,000 "hen 
one oerats. - The reco-bTIner and charcoal beds w:ll reduce 
tota) rte o~issons b.1, a factor of 30. Therefore, in light of 

r.--cZon: "Iven above, -.'e Z-h11I redUce the proposed lwmit. ,, 
a .f'-.2:r o 30, l:'..; a s11-n. leoway' in round o'.f: afI , tv 
L1000 and 3000 uCi/sec, 're-spect_.Pvely, as annual avwrages. T:•ese 
standards, based on oore, that, expectedi fuel per'ormance, ... _

allo'.: •orie room for less than o..timal op:eration, since the 
resulzant doses arc quite small. ",-'e do not, however, agree 
with the comoanies that we should give Euch leeway (10,000 
uCi/sec) as to ignore the problem of excessive fuel leakage; 
the policy of beet practicable treatment requires both good fuel 
and good controls. We do agr.ee that there is no need for monthly 
avera.es, s'nce at those low levels onl: long-term exposures 
are. relevant and since monthly values fluctuate enough that meeting 
a strict monthly standard might Impose a significant hardship (R. 4.

13
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Very high, short-term emissions of course must be prevented; 
we think this problem can be adequately handled by the AEC's 
accident provisions and by requiring the companies. as agreed, 
to take action when high emission levels (57,500 or 
37,500 uCi/sec) are exceeded on an instantaneous basis.  

We are urged bY the Attorney General to require still 
further control systems for gaseous emissions. It is said that 
freon systems, for examnple, can provide even greater degrees 
of control than can charcoal, at lower cost, and can in addition 
remove from the effluent gas long-lived radioisotopes of xenon 
and krypton, which are not reduced by the system planned for 
Quad-Cities (R. 630-31). The companies respond that such systems 
have not yet been shown commercially feasible for facilities as 
large as Quad-Cities and that it may be more undesirable to 
concentrate and store the small quantities of long-lived isotopes 
produced than to disperse them, highly diluted, to the atmosphere 
(R. 402-06). We need not decide the tricky issue of commercial 
availability, for we-believe the charcoal system will reduce 
emissions to a very prudent level indeed insofar as gross 
activity is concerned. The-problem of the long-lived isotope, 
however, is one as to which we wish to express some additional 
caution for future guidance. Krypton 85, which will be emitted.  

years and takes a century to decay to insi~nificance (R. 650-51).  
One witness predicted that, unless control measures are instituted, 
a worldw.-ide buildup of radicactive krypton will occur so that the 
annual dose, to people everywhere from this source will reach 1.7 
millirems by the year 2000 and 17-20 millirems 20 to 30 years 
thereaf'ter (R. 650-51, 664-65). Even these projected levels 
are rather modest so far as current know.;ledae of adverse effects 
goes, and certainly there is no cause fcr immediate fear. It is 
not too soon to warn, hc;-.ever, th ft .e do not intend to allow: the 
long-lived radiation problem to become another DDT situation, in 
which: emi:,sions so dilute or so s:na!il as to be ins.rI.ficant in 
the vcS.nity of the dac-.arge r.ersst and accumulate to create 
wld:rS.ed uoncentrations cf po-sible adverse ecological 
si:nIffeance. We do not today require the capture of K"yptan 85 
or oth:er ].o .:-ji-N-... .ot... n ,t , f T ad. f-•, -,•- -' 
neZI!.DTITc qun.nt!-ca•; Lut we: n:ay w'ell reqluire such• captur-e befure 

many rore years have* elapsed.  

Aion stimilar lines, it is worth noting the companies' 
observat.Ion that, while gland seal emissions are small in relation 
to those fro; tne main system as originally designed, they are 
comparable in magnitude to those from the charcoal bed system 
(R. 395-97, 477). .oreover, while in plants already built it 
is impracticable to divert such e:aisskona to the charcoal ccntrol 
facilities, new plants can be built so a:n to mak-e control of 1.-nd 
seals feasible (R. 395-97). Thou•h the ;land seal ermi~scons are 
small, they should be controlled in the future if they can be 
without exorbitant exoense, in light of the policy of avoiding 
any unnecessary emissions.
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Construction of the recor-biner and charzzal beds at Quad
Cities will not be complete until December 1972, and the plant 
is ready for operation this year. It is bad!. needed both to 

provide more adequate reserve capaci:"y to guard against interruptions 
of electric service that would impose significant hardships 
on innocent customers (see the detailed discussion in the April 
Dresden opinion) and to relieve the load cn oli.r fossil-fuel 
plants that contribute significantly to air pc!lution. Most 
significantly, the operation of Quad-Cities will make possible 
the greatly reduced use of coal at an inadequately controlled 
station in Moline (see I(wa-Illinois Gas & Elestric Co. v. EPA, 
S71-165, Sept. 16, 1%71). At the sate time the emissions from 
Quad-Cities during the interim before cornletin of the-additional 
control facilities will be low enough to afford a substantial safety 
margin below dose levels at which adverSe effects have been 
detected. While we have required that those leviels be greatly 
reduced for additional safety in the future because they reasonably 
can be, we hold as in the Dresden case that the plant should be 
allowed to operate in the meantime subject to interim limits, 
namely, that not more than the proposed 110,00P uCi/sec be emitted 
from both units, or 80,000 from either alone. i 

2. Liouid Radioactive Wastes. The planned dischnrge of 
gross actii to the si oi River from various sourdes 
of liquid waste at Quad-Citi-7 is 26 curies rer vear plus 30 
curies of tritium (R. "384). The utiU::ies inzend to dilute 
these radioactive Wastes with cooling water to a concentration 
of 1 x 10-8 uCi/cc (excluding tritiu•' in the discharge canal.  
In the river further dilution will rediuce concentrations to 
7 x 10-10 uCi/cc, affording a safety factor of 2300 belo;; the 
drinking-water*standard of 1 x 10-7 i:i/cc (which is based 
on a 500 mr/yr dose to a hypothetical "erszn -rinking river 
water exclusively), so that the dose :o one dr::nking solely 
from the river would be 0.2 milliremn :er year. Dilutibn would 
also leave a large margin below: the dri nking-a::aer triti-om 
standard oZ 3 x 10-3 uCi/cc (R. 48O-•P). *n th basis of these 
facts the companies contend that the zxpected ises are so 
insignificant that no further trsatmnz:- is. wor:-hile.  

Confrontr:d with a sim•.)r vitu-.:.Aon -:-I Dresden case, 
we pointed out that dilution is not a-. adequate substitute for 
treatment becauso it is better to kc;- haar-..ful materials cut 
of the cnvironment than to dilute thr:. T:.is -z esnecially 
true of mnterials, such as certain r isotc3•, that retain 
their dangerous ?roparties for long tim.as after discharge and 
that can be biologically concentrated by organisms as they 
move up the food chain. A utility witnass ackn:wledged that 
cesium, for example, concentrates in fz.sh by a factor of 100 or 
1000 (R. 333--34); A zoologi!st for thc Attorney aeneral testified - 1 

lE 
1. These figures were substantially confirmed by additional testimony 

in the Dresden case, #70-21 (Oct. 19, 197]:,, which predicted annual 

emissions in the naighborhood of `7,500 uCi sec from one unit.
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that strontium 90 is concentrated 20,000 to 30,000 times (R. 2168).  
It may therefore be that the most limiting aspect bf liquid waste 
discharges is not drinking water but aquatic life. It is true 
that the total quantity of activity to be discharged to the water 
is quite small as compared with that to be discharged to the air 
(26 curies per year as compared with several thousand microcuries 
per second, even after maximum control). But the discharge is to 
a much more limited receptacle, the river, not to the enormous 
atmospheric reservoir; and, in light of the policy of keeping as 
much radiation out of the environment as we reasonably can, we 
think it important to consider possibilities for reducing liquid 
radioactive discharges still further.  

In response to our concern over this issue, the utilities 
have with accustomed thoroughness described for us two alternative 
systems that would provide dramatic additional reductions in 
radioactive discharges to the river. Neither system will remove 
tritium from water, for the evidence is that cannot be done.  
But the "maximum recycle" plan, by the addition of extia ion
exchange demineralizers in the floor drain system, would reduce 
non-tritium activity to 2 x 10-5 uCi/cc before mixing, reduce 
the total non-tritium discharge from 26 Ci/yr to 1.2, and reduce 
the non-tritium dose to a hypothetical river drinker from 0.2 
to 0.009 millirems per year. This system would cost $5,000,000 
and require 24 months to construct (R. 372--77, 483). Or, with the "umaximjm treatment" plan, utilizing further concentration, 
distillation, and ion exchange, the companies think it probable 
they could meet the effluent standards without any dilution 
(except for tritium). With this alternative, non-tritium re
leases would be only 0.0004 Ci/yr and the dose to a river drinker 
0.000003 millirems per year. The estimated cost of this 
alternative would be $9,000,000 and the time for construction 
36 months (R. 377-83, 483).  

We think the "maximum recycle" system is a desirable addition 
to the Quad-Cities .plant, in that for a price that is only 
2 1/2% of total plant cost it will reduce radioactive discharges 
from 26 Ci/yr to 1.2. The comp:anies have agreed to the installation 
of a similar system at Dresdcn (470-21, hearings, Oct. 19, 1971, 
Ex. 1). Although the need for such a s:y-stem. is greater there in 
order to avoid radiation buildup in the largely closed cooling 
system p!anner! to m:.2t the thermal stýr~dard*: for the Illinois 
Rdiver, --!e aaree u.ith the Attorncy Cý-ncralts witness Dr. Devolpi 
that th'i ndditio•,pl caution •s - f;crth h oney in dealingi with 
somethi.ng so dangerous as radiation (R. 630). On the other hand, 
we shall noL be dcgnitic in insisting on a complete absence of 
dilution irrespective of the costs and be-efits of so doing.  
The impinortant policy is that dilution not be employed in lieu of 
reasonably practicable treatment; when all reasonable means 
of treatment have beenk:)plied, and the costs of further treat
ment. are excessive, dilution should not be forbidden. In the 
Dresden case we announced the general bolicy against unnecessary 
dilution. in the light of additional evidenqe received since that 
decision, we think the further reductions balow the already small 
discharges from the proposed "maximum recycle" system that would 
be afforded by the "maximum treatment" system would not at the 
present time be worth the $4,000,000 extra cost.

16
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Thus we shall order Edison and Iowa-Illinois to reduce 
gross activity discharges, exclusive of tritium, to 1.2 Ci/yr 
and to 2 x 10-5 Ci/cc before mixing, by December 1, 1973, and in 
the meantime to meet the gross activity limit of 1 x 10-7 uCi/cc 
after dilution, at the point of discharge to the river. As in the 
case of gaseous discharges, there is no serious risk from the 
discharges during the interim, and to require the stricter standard 
to be met at once would keep the plant closed for two years, im
posing an unjustified hardship.  

3. Heat. Two thirds of the heat generated in'a nuclear 
power plant cannot be translated into electricity; it is a waste 
product that presents its own disposal problems. The companies' 
original plan was simply to discharge the heated cooling water 
(which at low flow will comprise 1/4 to 1/5 of the river's entire 
flow and which will be 23* warmer than the river) into the main 
river channel (R. 698-99, 715, 731, 768). In the summer of 1970, 
however, a study demonstrated that this scheme would violate the 
then existing water quality standard (SWB-12) (R. 768), which 
limited stream temperatures to 900 F. and to 50 above natural 
temperatures outside a mixing zone extending 600 feet in any direction 
from the point of discharge. So the companies proposed to install 
a diffuser, a pipe extending most of the way acfods the river, 
discharging heated water at various points in order to maximize 
rapid mixing with the cooler river Water (R. 722). It was their 
contention- that with such an arrangement the standard could be 
met (R. 824).  

But the old standard, we concluded in a recent rule-making 
proceeding (#R 70-1.6, Mississippi River Thermal Standards, adopted 
Nov. 15, 1971), was inadequate to protect the river against 
a substantial risk of ecological alteration, since it would allow 
the whole river. to be raised by 50 nearly all the time. For this 
reason we adopted a new standard that imposes monthly maximum 
temperatures, based uron federal recommendations derived from 
prevailing toeperatures and the requiremants of the biota at various 
seasons, that must be met during all but a few days each year 
at the edge of the 600-foot mixing xonc. The cormpanies' evidence, 
not substantihlly contradicted, is that. they can meet the newŽ 
stanali-d toc *,*;.ith their diffu-e- arona, avoiding thie ex-enditure of 
$40,000,000 or more for cooling towers or spray ponds. We find; 
it probable on this record that they can and therefore will not 
zequirb the installation of alternative cooling devices at this 
time. We do require that the companies conduct a detailed study 
of the effects, of discharges and that additional measures be taken 
if significant harm is shown to occur.  

A more difficult issue is what to prescribe while the diffuser 
is being built. As in the Dresden case, ue find it somewhat sur
prising that the comnanies did not discover until 1970 that the 
long-existinq standards would require even so much as a diffuser 
pipe, with the unhappy result that even the diffuser will not be 
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available before-February, 1972 (R. 9). Indeed, later dalays re
sulting from permit proceedings before the fedferal government and 
the Iowa water pollution agency have so far prevented construction 
of the diffuser and-put its operation off until later in the 
Spring. However, as noted above, the plant is badly needed, and 
right away, if innocent consumers (and the air-breathing public) 
are not to suffer. The harm to the river in the meantime, if we 
impose certain conditions to keep it within bounds, is a risk 
rather than a certainty; while we would not allow it over the 
long term, the great probability is that any harm that does occur 
will be undone naturally by repopulation from unaffected areas 
after adequate cooling is provided.  

So we will allow Unit #1 to be operated, with the discharge 
improvements promised by the companies, as soon as it is ready.  
With only one unit in operation, the increase in teomzperature 
through the plant. will be only 130 (R. 30), and river dilution 
will be adequate to a sure that the w..hole stream not be raised by 
5s even at low water.  

Moreover, we shall require the pomtpanies to report on the 
feasibilitv of installing spray modul.es in tne discharge canal, 
as at Dresden, to reduce the heati discharge.- to the river. Unit 
12 may be tested during this period, as the Utziit.ies request, in order to assure :ts avC-_abilitv for t4- u=ca)a d-mands o 

summer 1972 (R. 31), but, to avoid a full h-eat load on th. river 
without even rapid mixing, which micght do considerable damage, 
the total station outnut shall not exceed 809 mn--that of either 
unit alone--until the diffuser p!?e is in operation to assure that 
large areas are not raised more than 50.  

4. Nucleari Accident. The Attorney General raised the 
question of t-e adequacy of safec¢uards ageinst the poszible esca:.e 
of radioJct!.-. "..,.• .... _ n tie Cvent :f an: :ident. In light 
recentt conroversv over the ade-,uacy: o-f ccrzain systems for cooli-ng 
reaiutor cores in the evcnt or a coola:n-n lo.zs, -.: scIcdu!ed an 
add. iit.ional of h ia:InczS, af C1... th . re:c..d h -d aeen c1c':•-, 
to r ursuuc th•, :tio: On O* .f th'w, "'cord . cannot 
find such a sic.-'i-ficant danger of failurs of -emerency cooling 
sys;Ltm as to lcad us to Jalav furth::.: the o--r-.tion of this 
needed facilit4,.  

2. The companies say tho area raised by more than 5* will be only 
20 acres (R. 791).
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A highly qualified witness from General Electric, 
manufacturer of the reactors, testified in great detail as 
to the integrity of normal controls making the need for 
emergency cooling highly improbable; to the quadruple 
emergency systems provided, each independently capable 
of quelling any foreseeable problem; and to the extensive 
testing that had been and would be performed to determine 
and to maintain the adequacy of the systems. He assured 
the Board that the problems encountered in recently 
publicized tests were specific to an entirely different 
type of emergency system that had never been used or planned 
for boiling water reactors (R. 2336-2426). Dr. Alexander 
DeVolpi of Argonne National Laboratory suggested that a 
1970 incident at Dresden raised questions as to the adequacy 
of BWR emergency cooling systems, but he was unable to 
demonstrate that the incident was one in which an emergency 
cooling system would be expected to operate. Dr. Henry 
Kendall of MIT emphasized the desirability of further 
testing of these systems but agreed that the problems 
recently encountered with cooling systems had no application 
to the BWR's and had no suggestions for improving the Quad
Cities system. Neither he nor Dr. DeVolpi asked that the 
permit be delayed or withheld; tha latter- expressly said 
that "inherent safety features make water reactors ex
tremely safe" and that the'"probability of failure 
necessitating emergency core cooling is very small" (R.  
2428-2542).  

While we shall maintain a continuing concern for this 
and all other matters related to possible radiation hazards, 
and while we shall rrovide thnt the rermit may be modified 
or revoked if this is proved necessary by new information, 
we dc0 not perceive a justification tWday for withholding the 
permit.  

5. Othcot IsZZu4Z. B'ýcau:c c: ta u d-vmnced st~ign of 
construction, sit-n-gconsidcrations are of little consequence 
in this procceding; suffice it that we see no reason to require 
that this plant be dismantled and rebuilt somewhere else. Solid 
radioactive wastes will be contained and shipped to an established 
burial site (Environmental Feasibility Report, p. 36), and 
we have no evidence to indicate any undue dangers in the plans 
for this operation, either at Quad-Cities, in transit, or 
at. the ultimate disposal site. The ApDropriate disposal of 
such dangerous wastes, however, is an important subject with 
which we expect to havc rore to do in the near future. The 
Attorney General raises the question of nuclear accidents, but 
we Wink the evidence insufficient to shot.' the need fox 
additional precautions on this score beyond those already 19
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provided. The gaseous radiation controls agreed to by the
utilities will add significantly to accident protection (R.  
641-42). The sewage treatment system and the gas-fired boilers 
are designed to comply with all relevant regulations, and 
there is no indication that any nonradioactive solid wastes 
generated at the site will be improperly disposed of. No 
chemical water contaminant problems appear; the use of sodium 
hypochlorite for condenser cleaning will add some chlorine 
to the river, and chlorine and its compounds can be toxic 
to fish; but the undisputed testimony is that the small amount 
of chlorine added will be rendered innocuous within two minutes 
by the chlorine demand in the river (R. 285-87).  

The Attorney General moved on November 11 that we 
further delay decision in this case pending- study of the 
transcript of a recent Iowa hearing with respect to the 
.effects of the proposed diffuser. We denied this motion 
4-1, Mr. Dumelle dissenting,. on the ground that ample 
om-crr'Curnity had already been afforded for the presentation of 
evidence and that there was no justification for the extra
ordinary ccu.se of reopening and further delay.  

In conclusion, we should like to ccr•aend the applicants 
for a thorouglh and lucid prcsentation of the relevant facts, 
and to thank the Attorney General for his participation, 
which provided the adversary proceeding that is so necessary 
to adequate resolution of the issues by the Board.  

Mr. Dumelle dissents for reasons to be stated in a separate 
opinion.  

This opinion constitutes the Board's findings of fact 
and c:onclu•-!onS oZf Jaw.

20
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ORDER 

After due notice and hearing, and for the reasons given in the 
Board's opinion, a permit is hereby issued to Comuionwealth Edison 
Co. and Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co. to operate Units ##1 
and 2 at the Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station near Cordova, Illinois, 
subject to the following conditions: 

General Condi tions 

1. This permit shall not release the permi~ttees from any 
liability or obligation imposed by Illinois statutes or local ordinances 
and shall remain in force subject to all conditions and limitations 
now or hereafter imposeO by law. The permit shall be permissive 
only and shall not be construed as estopping or limiting any 
claims against thepermittees for damage or injury to person or 
property resulting from any acts, opnerations, or omissions of 
the pormittees, their agents,. ontractors or assigns, nor as estopping 
or limiting any legal claim of the state against the permittees, 
their agents, contractors or assigns, for damage to state property, 
or for any violation of subsequent regulations or conditions of 
this permit.  

2. This permit is subject to modification or revocation, anl 
may bh" suspended at any time for failure to co-r':1y with the tern.s stated hereincr with the Provisions of *tny other ,ic,•le 
prc.•scnt or future r equiations or stanO(arf of the IPC-? or its 
prcedecessors or succerssors, and iz issued wihh the utieerstandincr 
that it does ndt estop the 'eoar- fron subseciinert estrblishnent 
of further renuirements for treatment or control at any time.  
The Board upon notice and opportunitv to be heard r•a, reooen 
this proceeding at any time for the purnose of such revocation 
or modification in order to prevent or reduce possible .ollution 
of the environment.  

3. The permittees or their assigns shall defend, "indemnify and :-•C".1 
harmless the State of Illinois, its of~ficers, acents and epnlo'.'ces, 

or p-r-.enr-Alv, eqainn a'nv ..:d aP1 rrctionn, ni.ai-, c'r 
der..-nds whatsoever which ma'y arir.e -rr,- .- " noa aCoo.unt o0 the 
isleunee of thir nor:sIt, or the const-rction or maintc.-n-nnce of 
any -cilitics hcereun d e.-r.  

(1. Vo•oicy of the nrare• 

It is the policy of the IPCS that all radioactive pollution 
of the environm'nt shall be hold to the lowest level that is 
attainable within the limitations imposce by technolog.ical feasibility 
and economic reasonableness. Tn no case shall .oembers of the puhlic 
bc exposed to rae.ltio.in !eyornd the li.Tits rnccr.r.rn0e Iy tit 
Internetional Cor.mi.sinn on !'adicloc.ic-l- Protection, nor shall 
rarioactive emissions ever exceed the limits ii"posed by the tInitec 
States Atomic Energy Conmi-ssion. In addition, the actual 16vels 
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of radiation exposure of members Of the public shall be kept as 
far below those limits as possible, consistent with technological 
feasibility and reasonableness of cost.  

[2. Radioactive Discharges Generally] 

In keeping with the above policy of the IPCB, all practical 
measures for treatment, control and containment of radioactive 
wastes from Quad-Cities Units 1 & 2 nuclear generating plant of the 
Commonwealth Edison Company shall be employed for the purpose of pre
venting the release of radioactivity to the environment. Such 
measures shall include at least, but not be limited to; all measures 
for the treatment, control and containment of liquid and gaseous 
radioactive effluents that are indicated in the Final Safety 
Analysis Report of the Quad-Cities Units 1 & 2 nuclear generating 
plant.  

[3. Liquid Radioactive Discharges] 

(a) The annual average gross beta-gamma radioactivity of 
liquid effluents released to the Mississippi River shall not 
excee'd 10-7 uCi/ml (100 -zCi/l).  

(b) Total activity discharged to the Mississippi River 
in any year, exclusive of tritium, shall not exceed 26 curies.  

(c) Tritium discharged to the Mississippi River in any year 
shall not exceed 30 curies.  

(d) On and agter December 1, 1973, total activity discharged to 
the Micsiss1:i River in any year, exclusive of tritiumn, shall 
not exceed 1.2 curies; and _ro-5s activity exclusive of trJtium 
shall be reduced to 2 x 10 n Ci/cc bceore dilution.  

[4. Gaseous Radioactive Di-scharges•] 

(a) Gross bc-ta-gaz.mma rediact.vity of a-7seous cnui-:-ions 
release.1 to the: a s'hcre from either Un4.it 1 or Unit 2 £11 
not exce.... ¢-. i -.n, . .-. of 80,0'V'0 ::'crocu•-.•es :.er -.econd, 
and c'a;- - . - --. " bod-. un- s -. 4%... " q .t tih same time shall 
not exceed an annual average of 110,000.  

(b) If ceous radioa.ctive cmissions at any time exceed 
37,500 u#i/3-;• from either Unit I or Unit 2, or exceed 57,500 
uCi/sec from both units operating at the s ame time, the permittees 
shall initiate orerating procedures, to the extent permitted by 
power demand, to reduce such release.  

(C) On and after Scpt'ciuer 1, 1973,ga-:eous radioactive emriissions 
from either Unit ]. cr Unit 2 shall not exce.-d an i.nnual average 
of 3000 uCi/sec, nor shall emissions from both units operating 
at the same time exceed an annual average of 4000 uCi/sec.  

22
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[5. Heated Water Discharges) 

(a) With the discharge improvements described in the 
Supplement to Appendix C of the Application as Amended, Units 1" 
and/or 2 may be operated until April 1, 1972, at a total output 
not to exceed 809 mrw, without regard to the heat. limitations of 
regulations SWB-12 as amended by #TR 70-16 or of successor 
regulations, provided that: 

.(i) until operation of the diffuser is achieved, 
effluents shall not exceed ambient river 
temperatures by more than 12*F; and 

(ii) within thirty days after receipt of this 
pexmit, the permittees shall submit a state
ment regarding the feasibility and cost of 
installing spray modules to reduce the heat 
discharged in the interim before completion 
of the diffu-er. The Board upoh receipt of 
sich stateen t-swill take such further action 
as appears a!?_ropriate.  

(b) On and after April 1, 1972, Units 1 and 2 shall be 
operated only in full compliance with all provisions of SWB-12 
as amended by #R 70-16 or of successor regulations, with regard 
to heated discharges.  

[6. Reporting .and Monitoring] 

(a) Iciaid discharges. Prior to any release of radio
activity in liquid effluents, each batch will be counted for 
gross beta act-•v-t, excluhd.inr tritium. Recor'ds of t-* rad4..
active crnccritratLon and volumu of ea.ch batch of effluent .:hall 
be ma-intained a: ,el! as record, of the amount ot circul_'.zitng 
wactr available roe p.!xin-. At least c-..e •er ii:onth t:. c-a:rw:.a 
Z 'C: "A .. • " •. . . ". • b ". .. .• .: o f c - f .- uv e n t t- n a l. l !-) _ • ne_ .% o d e t eo r 
mine the c'amrna ene.rgy .peaks of these batches. Isotopic analyses 
of repros-entacive batchcs of effluent, including termination 
of tritium, shall be performied and recorded at least o:nce pcr 
quarter. If the monthly gamma scan revcals energy peaks other 
than those determined by the previous isotopic analyses and if 
the differencb is significant, a new set of isotopic analyses 
will be performed and recorded.  

(b) Airborne activity. Radioactive gases released from 
the reactor building stack and plant chimnneys shall be continuoualy 
monitored. To accomplish this, at least one reactor building 
stack monftoring system and plant chimney monitoring system shall 
b- operable at all times. Daily samples of the air ejector 
offluen:. will be taken. Within one month after initial 
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commercial operation of the unit, an isotopic analysis will be 
made. From this analysis a ratio of long lived to short lived 
activity will be computed. If a ratio based on any daily sam.-le indicates a change greater than 20 ner cent from the previous 
isotopic analysis, a new isotopic analysis will be performed 
and recorded. In any event, a new isotopic analysis will be 
performed at least quarterlv. Gaseous releases of tritiuTm, shall 
be calculated monthly from measured data. Records from the 
continuous monitors, the daily samples and the isotopic examinations 
shall be maintained.  

(c). All effluent and environmental monitoring program 
results shall be reported monthly by the Permittees to the 
Environmental Protection Aaencv (EPA). All monitoring programi 
results shall also be available for inspection by the 
Environmental Protection Agency at the plant site at any time.  

17. Emergency Situations] 

The Permittees shall. co:.:erate to the full .extent neces--ary 
with the EVA and with the Illinois De7artmient of Public Health 
for puroses of develo•mcnt b-- those agencies of an adecuate 
and effective enercenc-. prot-cCion -,an de-signed to imzec-iate> 
control and minixiize the effects of any accidental release of 
unex.ecteily la--e 'ua:iit-ic°s of radioactivity from the Quad
Cities nuclear gener-lting l2.ant. In particular, the permittees 
shall immediate>- notify both the EPA and the Illinois Department 
of Public Health of any uncontrolled release of unexoectedlv 
large quantities or radioactix'ity to the offsite air- and/cr 
,:%ater cnviren•n ent due to o'.-a-ilure of an: of the uc-e_ 
plant rysteinm, and sh-:!] rer-cr: mtonthly to the Boý._d and iPA a.:- act':.va
tion of the emergency core cooling system, whather spzurious or real,.  
exclusive of tcofar.  

18. ".'- of Ptrmit] 
T-p i h-.i Novernbnr 15, 1973. If the 

-ot .... h o- t -'.- -ti o f -Qu d-Citiz s -nits t .  
an! 2 be2 n- th-,t datc--.'.:ll fite "-ith the IC' -n a' : -e-un 
for a rv... c. .- :• .rit. o - .. . ... ; ," t 15, 1973. Laid 
aP7lication shall contain co-inlee inFormation and %-ta: 

(a) concerning the radi_:active emissions, gaseous and 
liquid, up to that date, 

(b) concerning the status of the construction and installation 
of the radioactive conLrol facilities required by this permit, 
and 

(c) conccrni.ng thermal `ischarces. and their effects on the 
Mississippi River. Said application shall also include such 
other information and data as revuired by the Beard to evaluate 
the.impact on the environment of Qua,!-Cities Units I and 2. 24s
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[9. Compliance with Existing Laws] 

The permittees shall conform to all existing and future 
laws and regulations in other aspects of the operation of Quad
Cities Units 1 and 2, including among other things the operation 
of boilers, the operation of sewage treatment facilities, and the 
disposal of solid waste, and shall procure from the Environmental 
Protection Agency such permits as may be required for various 
aspects of that operation.  

I, Christan Moffett, Acting Clerk of tha Pollution Control Board, 
certify that the Board issued the above Permit this ,/`< day 
of, -. 1971.  

// 

* /
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ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
November 15,1971 

0.-.  

in the :eatter of ) - '<A$ 

JO!iiT APPLICATION OF ) PCB 71-20 
CO210"WO.'.4FALTH EDISON CO. AND 1 
IOWA-ILI,INOIS GAS & ELECTRIC CO. ) 
(QUAD-CITIES PERMIT) ) 

P Dissenting opinion by Mr. Dumelle: 

The Board, by a 3-1 vote on this date has granted the permit 
for the Quad-Cities reactors to operate. I dissented for the followin
reasons in this order of importance.  

1. The lack of time in which to adequately assess 
the Emergency Core Cooling System (UCCS) testi
mony received only eight working hours prev.ious 
to the decision.  

2. The excessive and unnecessary radiation dosage 
to the public in the vicinity of the Quad-Cities 
nuclear plant under t.he permit.  

3. The opinion that the jet eiffuser Will serve as 
a barrier to the passage of fish in the .ississippi 
River.  

I. The Emergency Core Cooling Syttem 

-On Thursday, Novennber 11, tlohe Board heard Dr. Henry Kendall, 
Chairn:-n of thc Union of Concerned S--ieni-i-ts, and a " i ' 1-icist Ft 
the 1-assachusetts Institute of Techn-ology, t'_-l .-hy . group 
feels that present F.-.ergenc-y Core Coc] inc S t-m de.-.-- is Dolot 
ad(.C.uate. .is tc.atimj ny, w..-ich was "'%el rt3l earc' ,..-- inres•'.  
detailed the consequences of an ECCS failure.  

If a Loss o_- Cooli.-r Accident ocru:s, t'. uncc -e.-0 fuel r'"-" 
"in. tjh - .. ... ...... 1A -4o1-dh a u--% . st-_r t-, ": :. •. ..-, t u - - . cck cc -." t' 

flow into the hot -oots of the core. Meal-ter re--c .ons win
add to 1-the heat prezent; c.';,ritt, : of '_he cla diding w.l occv.'
and c'ut,,ctic al],-s will fc::,.. A]' of this coui; l-. to an 
irreversible rweac ion--a * r. .!n co: at 3,,0C)C(-F. to 5,'00 F, whie"C 

would rupture bothi the inner: and outer contaminant vessels and 
release clouds of radioactive gases to the atmosFhere. Depending 
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upon the winds at the time, these lethal clouds could travel over 
highly populated areas and cause lethal doses of radiation within 
a 60-70 mile radius. Hundreds of t-housands of people might be 
killed if such a sequence occurred at either Quad-Cities or its 
twin at Dresden (R. 2467-8, 2527-30).  

Commonwealth Edison Company and Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric 
Company (the Utilities) and their vendor, General Electric Company, 
point to the several core cooling or feedwater systems which would 
energize and cool the core before the fatal 60 seconds of uncovered 
core has passed. Accepting as true the uncontroverted testimony 
that after the initiation of an incident requiring Emergency Core 
Cooling, 30 seconds elapse before the core sprays are activated, 
leaving only another 30 seconds.for the ECCS to do its job 
(R.2475, 2491) we. must take note of the import of Dr. Kendall's 
testimony.  

Dr. Kendall tells us that even if the ECCS system functions 
it may not stop the excursion and consequent disaster. The ECCS 
system' is like the emergency brake system on our cars. We may 
put it on and the brakes may engage but just as the mechanical 
momentum irmels the car forward so too may the reaction in. the 
core be unstoppable and proceed to total core meltdown. That is 
the meaning of all the testimony by Dr. Kendall about test results 
and computer codes and blithe :.ssumptions that are not realistic.  

The next logical question is "What are the chances of a 
Iioss-of-Ceolant-Accident?" Dr. Kendall puts them at being very 
high when he says "I expect an incident (of core uncovering) in 
the next few years" (R. 2532). If we take a "few years'" as 
being three years and compare the seven existing power reactors 
in Illinois soon to be on line (Dresden 3, Quad-Cities 2, Zion 2) 
with the 121 reactors listed by Dr. Kendall (Bd. Ex. #2 Supp. 2 pl) 
the chances are sinply 7 in 121 that this incident will occar 
in Illinois or a 1:17 chance. TChese are very hich odds. And if 
the "brake" does not work then :.ronr•rpental tragedy may ensue.  

The short time left after Dr. Kendall's testimony was finished 
was simply not enoUvZh to read t:he o Final Sa.fety Analysiz L.port or 
the Ecison report- to the Atomic Energy Co:a,.ission of the previous1y 
not pzxblicly khno.n ECCS activiaticn incide:nt at Dresden 2 on 
June 5, 2970. -Fro- those do uents, nt Jhe ve-O l-st, a ful.ler 
p, ctt~re '.*o, ;d haive -.- cz-••,, t .t :it .' resrilc' in .-e-, co_, 
teYi*eaL-aure restriction or, a spee-tup in the sensor testing program, 
or both. I had asked1 to defer cons.Lderation of thie perI:it application 
until the ne;:t Board mcetinca a '..iezk hence and that ;ioticn, by a 2-2 
vote was lost. With so much at stake the Board should have granted 
the additional study time.  

IX. Excessive Radiation Doses to the Public 

The permit as passed by the Board will permit dosages to the 
public living nearby of 80 millirems when full power on both reactors 
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is achieved, supposedly after April 1, 1972. From this date, until 
September 1973, the amended date at which the gas.cleaning system 
is to be operative, an approximate 120 millirems doso will be 

Sdelivered to the public living nearby. In other words, these 
people will receive an unnecessary dose of radiation equal to a 
year's normal background level. Put ahother way, in the year
and a half of full power, the nearby public will receive two and 
one half years of radiation. Since most scientists hold that no 
acceptable threshold values exist for unnecessary radiation 
exposure, it follows that there is some unnecessary risk of induc
tion of leukemia, other cancers and genetic defects.  

If it were necessary that this radiation occur then the balance 
might be somewhat- easier. The Board could then balance 'the effects 
from the smoke from the Moline power plant and the leukemia-cancer
genetic defects against the necessity for power. But it is wholly 
unnecessary. Edison's own witness, Mr. Harold Williamson testified 
that fuel. rods did not deteriorate in storage and could be used 
again (Dresden Record, October 19, 1971 p. 75-79). All that 
would be necessary for the Utilities to do would be to refuel 
when emissions exceeded 25,000 pCi/sec. per reactor at full load, 
retain the "dirty" fuel, load with new fuel, and use the "dirty" 
fuel after September 1973 when the off-gas control system would 
be operative. The only cost tG the Utilities would be the interest 
on the fuel rod investrent plus the cost of the additional do.w..n 
time required for refueling. Since we have been told by Edison 
that it took the unusual step of comnoetely refueling Dresden 2 
after the June 5, 1970 incident,refueling as a precaution is cer
tainly possible and indeed has been done in the past.  

I would have.retained the 25,000 pCi/sec. limit on the uncon
trolled Quad-Cities readtors as a maximum, similar to the limit we 
set on the Dresden 3 reactor in March 1971. I think the Dcard has 
now s'2t a precedent, in parmitting 30.000 uCi/sec. for a single 
QOtud-Cities reactor (more than a 200% incre2ase) thnt will haunt 
the Board. The Board next week may decide a further order on 
Dresden 3 and the nressure will be on to relax the linit in t:-at 
pc:nit and to go with Lhe lcoser (anzd "dirLier") Quad-Cities level.  

III. The Jet Diffuser as a Barrier to Fish 

'rThe J]aald has &'.ven i-t per .v.ii.cn to tV0 Util-ties to ;.ze e 
jet diffucer to dissipate the heat from their o.eration. The 
e"ffluoint is p1:rnitted to be 23"'. above river temperature. It 
ha! not been n-oven Lc :-.e that fish will in fact ao through the 
diffuser's considerable turbulence (which is the reason for its 
effectiveness zts a heat spreader). Just because there may be 
interstices of cool water between the individual hot plumes does 
not mean thAt a fish will seek them out any more than a horse may 
willingly run between burning trees in a forest fire. Furthermore, 
the jets will create some underwater noise and fish are notoriously
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sensitive to noise. E'hat is called for and what is lacking, are 
actual exoeriments wi~th full-width di-fus6rs to determine if 
fish will in fact ",-willingly go through them. The Board should 
not permit a barrier to be constructed and then be under the 
considerable pressure of raking w-orthless this substantial invest
ment if it is show..n to greatly impair natural fish movement.  

IV. Conclusion 

Between the November 11 testimony of Dr. Kendall and the 
Board action o" November 15 the Chicago Daily News (November 13) 
ran a perceptive editorial as follows: 

Nuclear po-wer dilemma 

From the testimony adduced so far there appears no 
reason to deny the Com:non•wealt-h Edison Co. a permit 
to build its projected new Quad Cities nuclear plant 
at Cordova. Edison, speaking through Asst. to the 
President Byron Lee, told the Illinois Pollution 
Control Board that at no time during a pre-operational 
accident at the Dresden plant: in June, 1970, was there 
any hazard to the public. At that time a safety valve 
was accidentally opened by a "spurious" electronic 
signa!. The st-a. turbine and reactor were shut 
down ins•ar-tl". iHad the .t....- level recede§d'e:cugh 
to expose the reactor fuel core, t.he core could have 
overheated arnd sent radioactive r-as clouds over the 
adjacent Ccntritrvside.  

Members of the Union of Concerned Scientists have 
testified that, while "fail-safe" mechanists operated 
in this case, th, sum-total of existing precaut ions 
are not sufficircent to ensure such an acQnt .ill not
recura aa-n i " 2. 6 to c 1 e t e c.ce u ,c -: . It 
questions the fe-asibility c- p-o. edinz' ;:ith new 
plants of the Dresden design until and unless crcater 
Safrctv:.an bult into - :,• c-in..  

Con Ed PVs ... is js t!h:: cnv tie,: .saety valve 
h••-fa i eCl to - .. ... n i p' : .... :n *• •:. • is no 

:,'::•: '- t ::-':-, ,•.. . h if i-_ L cer Cdic: ~:" ii •'-zi :, 

the built-i..1 n nrecautio s ,,u1 cn' t operate as -they 
did in this • ase.  

Wrappd.d ._ t, in this single e':-aiple is the ;.-hole dile!ll'.a 
facing govzrnzient, industry and the public: Granting 
the deadly potentials of the fuels used in nuclear power 
plants, how safe is "safe enough?"
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There can hardly be any turning back from the course 
of development charted by the power companies. In
creasingly, the public is being. locked into absolute 
dependency upon the power frori the great nuclear 
plants that are mushrooming adjacent to the principal 
lakes and rivers. In Illinois the Pollution Control Board 
and nationally the Atomic Energy Commission have the 
job of making as certain as possible that the risk 
of contamination is kept at the absolute minimum. In 
a situation where disasters can result either from too 
little or too much caution, the public can only hope 
that their judgment is good.  

The Board by its Dresden decision in March 1971 and under 
Title VI-A of the Environmental Protection Act has responsibilities 
in the area of nuclear plant regulation. With these responsibilities 

comes the "job of makinq as certain as Dbssible that the risk of 
contamination is kept at the absolute minimum". I feel that we 

should have done more in this proceeding to be "certain".  

bracob D. Dumelle 

I, Christan .loffett, Acting Clerk of the Illinois Pollution 
Control Board, hereby certify that the above Dissenting Opinion 
was submitted on the//';'day of November, 1971.  

Chlix-itan -- :.' cl•Clerk; 

Illinois Pollution Control Board
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON 53706 

50- 25 4 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 50 - 2 6 5 

DIRGE HALL 

April 3, 1972 

Dr. Peter A. Morris, Director 
Division of Licensing 
U. Sa Atomic &-ergy Commission 
1717-H Street, N. W.  
'lashington, D. C.  

Dear Sirl 

Enclosed are evaluative comments on "Draft Detailed 
Statement on Environmental Considerations by the U. Sm 
Atomic inergy Commission, Division of Radiological and 
Environnmental Protection Related to the Proposed Issuance 
of an Operating License to the Commonwealth 1ecison Com
pany and the Iorua-Illinois Gas and Electric Company Quad
Cities iYuclear Power Station Units 1 & 2, Docket Nos.  
50-254 and 50-265." issued March 6, 1972.  

Comments are submitted by me on behalf of thu League 
of 'Jomen Voters of .i•oline, Illinois and Scott. County, Iowa, 
at whose rejuest I have studied the Draft Statement, pre
pared the coaments, and forwarded them to you, pursuant to 
certain provisions of Section 102, KThA° 

I would like to state here that I hold the degree 
Ph. D. in Zoology and Statistics from the University of 
Wisconsin, that I have been a member of the permanent facul
ty (Zoology) in the University of 'Jisconsin, Ladison, (is
consin, since 1951, and that my professional specialties 
are Ecology and Aquatic Biology.  

Vero sincerely yours, 

.John C. Neess 
Professor of Zoology 

Sc C a E. !Z, 'Jashington, D.C.  
L. W. V., Moline, Illinois ZZ-0 Tz
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U. So AT01r11IC INMGY COLMIISSION

DRAFT DE!AIL"_D STA.12TM1' ON MThVIRO',1!ErALi 
CO1'TIDRATI0:iS BY TEE U. S. -T0."IC MT=,LGY 
OOiZISSIOTN DIVI310N OF fRADIOLOGICAL AINTD 

,IVIRO0A:..TAL PROTICTION RM.Z."TD TO TEE Docket Nose 
PROPOSED ISSUTCE, OF A!T 0OPMAý•IITG LICE,.SE 50--254 and 
TO Ti CO.•:,1,O'1 'r_,T H EDISON CO2.2_..-Y' .AND 50-265 
THE IO7A-IILI;0OIS GAS AlTD ELWOTRIO _C0LCM
PAflY CLUAD-CIT-M ItJCLEAR POW7M1 STA.TIONI 
UNITS I& 2 

00,1C.,17TS 0N SAID DRAIT STT.M,.IIT SUBMfITTED ON B]XALF OF 
LEAGUE OF 170M1I VOT-S OF MULINE, ILLflTIS AN)D SOOTT COUI1TY, 

IOWA 

...Comments here are directed primarily at certain parts 

of sections V*, VI., VII., VIII., IX., and Ze of the 

Draft Statement. They will be arranged under those head

ings. Also included , under "Summary", are comments con

cerning the Statement as a whole.  

Vq Environmental Impacts of Plant Operation.  

A.5. Transmission Lines 

The station will require about 80 miles of high 

transmission lines that would not be built if the station 

were not in operation. It is stated that these lines 

.will pass primarily through flat farmland. No information 

is given of the reduction in productivity of these lands 

following from the presence of the lines; it is apparently 

assumed that there will be none. Such lines interfere 

seriously with the following practices, all of which may 

now or later be used in the area: installation of self-
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propelled irrigating systems and their operation, 

aerial seeding, fertilizing, and distribution of in

secticides, As much as 5,000 acres of farmland may 

be affected by 80 miles of transmission lines, de

pending upon how the lines are laid out, and the re

duction in yield may be substantial if aircraft cannot 

be used in working the land* 

B,19 Water Use; River Water 

See comments below on isolation of the effects 

of this single plant. No diminution of flow volume 

due to operation of this plant can be considered in

significant as long as it is recognized that the exis

tence or later installation of other plants of the same 

sort will steadily add to its effect. Even small re-.  

ductions in flow volume may have profound effects in 

redistribution of bed-load, changes in the contours of 

the channel, changes in the seasonal deposition of sed

iment, etc* The question of flow-reduction is dismis

sed with insufficient attention.  

0.,. Biological Impact; Terrestrial 

There is no evidence for the stated expectation 

that the habitat for land animals on adjacent islands 

or in the nearby wildlife refuge will not be affected 

by operation of the plant. Many of the terrestrial 

vertebrates inhabiting the islands and the refuge de

pend upon aquatic invertebrates and fish as a supply of 

foode Such an expectation could only be supported 34



by the results of a careful study of the food-habits 

of the animals in question, compilation of a census of 

species and numbers, and computation of the reduction 

in food yield from the river as affected by operation 

of the plant. As will be noted below, information on 

the effects of the plant's operation on the river organ

isms is completely inadequate for the purpose of deci

ding whether they will be adversely affected; it follows 

that no conclusion concerning the welfare of the ter

restrial animals can be drawn with any confidence.  

0.2. Biological Impact; Aquatic 

Comments here will be directed at the section as 

a whole rather than at its individual subsections.  

The only substantial information in this section 

is in restatements of the expected thermal effects al

ready described in Part III. Beyond this, there is 

little of a substantial nature in the entire section.  

It does not appear to be known what impact the expected 

temperature changes will have o. the aguatid organisms 

actually in Pool 14 or in the vicinity of the plant.  

There does not appear to be available even a complete 

list of the species of fish present in Pool 14, or any 

information on their numbers. Without this very basic 

information, how can one begin to try to appraise the 

effects of the plant on fish populations? Also lacking 

are inventories of the other animals and plants present, 

any classification or mapping of habitat-types, of ma

Jor areas of benthic production, of spawning grounds
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.or principal feeding areas. There has been no in

vestigation of principal pathways of food interchange.  

Such deficiencies suggest a serious misunder

standing concerning the nature of the evidence required 

to support conclusions about biological impact. With 

regard to fish, for example, the following principles 

need to be taken into account* No serious attempt has 

been made to take account of them in this section of the 

Statement.  

1. The direct effects of water temperature in killing 

adults is only one of the ways in which heat discharge 

will affect a fish population. There are others

a. direct lethal effects on other stages: egg, larva, 

pre-adult 

b, changes in metabolic rate, leading to changes in 

growth and disturbance of patterning of reproduc

tive cycle; leading also to changes in oxygen de

mand" 

o. change in accessibility of normal spawning grounds 

or any spawning grounds, or of feeding grounds for 

young stages 

d. change in response to toxic substances, e.g. Chlor

ine, produced by the plant itself or already present, 

or in the ultimate ability of these substances to 

be harmful to the fish through, for example, changes 

in their rates of decomposition or in the decomposi.  

tion products formed.  
36 2, Sites for reproduction of fish of particular species



in extensive reaches of a river may be extremely 

.localized. No evidence is adduced that areas ad

Jacent to the plant and strongly affected by temp

erature change are not vital to reproduction in 

populations of some species for the entire extent 

of Pool 14.  

3. Survival of a fish population depends upon avail

ability of adeouate food for all stages. No information 

on the food of any species in Pool 14 appears to be 

available, 

4. The welfare of a population of fish or other organisms 

is likely to depend upon the extreme conditions which 

it actually experiences, rather than upon average con

ditions, which are abstractions, possibly never ex

per ienced, 

In my Opinion, the nature of the biological impact 

of this plalit on aquatic organisms, fish and all others, 

remains entirely conjectural. I do not believe the State

ment contains any substantial evidence supporting the 

conclusion that the impact will be anything less than 

severe. M'ost of. this 6ection consists of "expectations" 

that there will be no harmful effects for which, because 

of an extreme lack of relevant data, no convincing arguments 

can be adduced.  

D. Radiological Impact 

The computation of average dose (rem/yr) by dividing 

cumulative dose (man-rem/yr) by population is objectionable 

and provides misleading results, for reasons which lam



certain are obvious to the authors of this statementk 

If a sufficiently large under-exposed moiety is in

eluded in the population upon which the computation is 

based, a situation in which a certain fraction of the 

population is bound to be over-exposed can always be 

made to look harmless.  

F. Environmental Monitoring 2. Non-Radiological 

I have not had access to the relevant Bio-Test 

"Study Plan". However, there is no suggestion among 

the nine items listed as components of non-radiological 

monitoring of any regular recurrent measurement of a 

biological variable that would indicate change or deteriora

tion in the environment following from adverse affects 

of the plant and its discharges. There is no indication 

of continued examination of terrestrial organisms on 

shores o2 islands below the plant, or of examination on 

a regular and systematic basis of the status of the sport 

or commercial fisheries that might be affected. Until 

these matters are clarified, it is necessary to conclude 

that plans for non-radiological monitoring of later en

vironmental impact are unsatisfactory, and will not lead 

to detection of widespread biological changes resulting 

from plant operation.  

VII Adverse Effects Which Cannot be Avoided 

A serious deficiency of this section is a statement 

concerning the impact or risk of impact consequent on 

the storage or disposal of radioactive solid waste ex

ported from the plant site. This would amount to approx.
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limately 19,000 curies/yr for routine wastes, end an 

unspecified amount, probably very much larger, in ir

radiated fuel elements removed from the plant and ex

ported from the site. Adverse environmental impacts 

and costs associated with storage, disposal, and sur

* veillance of the exported radioactivity comprise probably 

the largest single unavoidable adverse effect of the 

plant, but no information is provided in this Statement 

that would lead to proper evaluation. The following 

items are particularly Important: 

1. That are the locations and local environmental effects 

of "licensed burial grounds"? 

2& That is the disposition of waste resulting from re

fining of irradiated fuel elements? That is the en

vironmental impact of such refining? Where will the 

resulting waste be stored or disposed of, and what 

environmental impact or risk of impact are associated 

with its disposal? 

3q Over how long a time will it be necessary to exercise 

surveillance over stored radioactive solid waste? 

4* (for a later section) That costs are assignable to 

such disposition? 

VIIM, Short-Term Uses and Long-Term. Productivity 

Other comments given above and below apply here.  

This section is completely inadequate. There is no 

consideration of the matters dealt with under VII. above, 

for example. 39
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1. Alternatives to Proposed Action and Cost-Benefit 

Analysis of their Environmental &ffects 

B. Summary of Cost-Benefit Analysis 3. Biological Impact 

The total impact of this installation on fish, 

for example, is hardly likely to be dtermIned by the 

ratio of condenser-water flow to total river flow.  

There is no scientific--biological, ecological or 

other---basis that I know of for adopting such a 

measure, even as a first approximation. Its use in 

this Statement is to be taken as an admission of com

plete ignorance concerning the effects on fish or the 

fisheries. The same comment is applicable to other 

organisms, only more emphatically, since these are 

not discussed in the Statement to even the small ex

tent that fish are.  

Be Summary of Cost-Benefit Analysis 5. Cost-Benefit Balance 

The cost-benefit balance summarized in Table 22 

(p. lla) is woefully incomplete and very misleading.  

Following are particular comments on it2 

1, Benefits, line Ig "Electrical Power Produced and 

Sold". Is this total capacity, or capacity cor

rected for unsold reserve? If the latter, it should 

be reduced by at least 151, to about $I,506,000,000, 

Is the value given based on price at retail? If 

sol a) prices at retail should be used in figuring 

o.osts; b) the item for local taxes should be de

ducted if such taxes are to be listed in the balance: 

Iretail price already includes local taxes paid as an

4.0
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operating expense.  

2* Costs. The entire section is incomplete; at least 

the following items should be corrected or listed 

as costs based upon appropriate retaai! prices: 

ae (using estimates of losses to fishery given, which 

may be too low by a factor of 20; see above) Sports 

Fish. Assuming $5000 per fish angler's contribu

tion to local economy, we obtain for 1972-.1973, 

costs of $25,000.; after 1973, 0375,000.  

Commercial Fish. Assuming $0.75 per lb retail, costs 

for 1972-1973 are $01,250.; after 1973, $169,000.  

Total for Fish, $580,2504 This may well be a mini

mum; in any case, costs assignable to loss of fish 

may well be a very minor item in the balance. Other 

items to be included are as follows: 

bt Loss of employment in the commercial fishery 

c¢ Loss of production on 560 acres of farmland assignable 

to life of the installation 

do Loss of taxes paid on 560 acres of farmland assignable 

to life of the installation 

e. Costs of waste storage for total waste accumulated 

over life of installation, for as long as this must 

be stored and guarded (not a plant pperating cost) 

f. Costs assignable to excesses in radiation doses 

produced by operation and accidents (prorated by 

probabilities of various classes of accidents; pro

rated share of costs of accumulation of radioactive 

nobio gases in the atmosphere 41



g, Costs assignable to reduced productivity of 

something like 5,000 acres of farmland affected 

by transmission lines 

h. Ground rent for an indefinite period after expira

tion of the plant's economic life for approximately 

.00 acres of plant site affected by unremovable 

buildings and equipment.  

Summary 

1. There is substantial evidence that, with the dif

fuser pipe installed and in operation, the entire cross

section of the river for some distance downstream from 

the plant will be affected by a rise in temperature.  

2. The magnitude of the rise, under conditions near 

the extreme of an expected range (low river-flow of about 

11,000 CFS,.spray canal inoperative, 2 units operating 

at ful1 power) would reach values of about 5°1.  

3. The temperature rise will dissipate at varying dis

tances downstream from the plant, depending upon certain 

variables external to the river system (V.P.D. of the at

mosphere, wind velocity and direction, etc.)* 

4. -A high-temperature barrier would therefore be placed 

across the river in the vicinity of the plant, and 4 high

temperature zone would be present in a varying reach of 

Pool 14.  

5, The effects of such barrier and zone on organisms 

within the river and near it are essentially unknown be

cause of a dearth of information, but are potentially very 

great a Significant'declines' in populations of fish and
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"other organisms in Pool 14, and significant declines 

in populations of terrestrial animals in the vicinity 

of the plant cannot be excluded as possibilities re
sulting from its operation by any data or evidence pro

vided in this Statement.  

6. This Statement consideracthe Impact of this parti

cular project as though it were the only one of its kindi 

and restricts .itself to consideration of its effects 

against a presumed constant background. For example, 

in looking at the effects of this plant in increasing 

radioactivity of the water in the Mississippi (as in 

Tablel4),.no allowance is made for residual effects of 

discharges from the Monticello reactor upstrear. Cited 

studies of 1968 background in the River at the plant are 

now obsolete. The same is true of evaluation of the ef

fects of release of radioactive noble gases into the at-.  

mospheree This criticism of A42oC. management of radia

tion hazards has been made before; I'mention it here so 

that its importance-is not forgotten. Zvery time the en

vfronmental impact of an additional installation of this 

kind is examined, the accumulative effects,- potential and 

actual, must be taken into aocountt 

Respectfully submitted,.  

JOHN __ TZS 

Professor of Zoology 
University of Wisconsin 43 
Madison, Wisconsin



DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
A. -.ANG ADDRE5SS, ) 

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD " •" CoASTGUAoRC(tWS) 
H Aflr) qEVENTH STREET SW 

.. - ,•. %-•tt•G "'r.. D.C .;'590 PHONE 20---426-22o 

*OHrr''s 

-Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 'IUI~I 9 
Division of Radiological APR 10 1972% 50 2 5 4 
and Environmental Protection u ,, a. 50 - 2 6 

U. S. Atomic EnerQ" Commission 502.-t,.: 
Washington, D. C. 20545 I•J.  

Dear Mr. Rogers: . . .  

This is in response to your letter of 6 March 1972 addressed to mr.  
Herbert F. DeSimone, Assistant 6ecretary for Environment and Urban 
Systems of the Department of Transportation. Your letter cuncerned 
the draft environmental impact statement, environmental report and 
other pertinent papers on the Quad Citie- Nuclear Power •tation.  
Units 1 and 2, Rock Island county, Illinois.  

The concerned .operating administrations and staff of the Department 
of Transportation have reviewed the material presented. Noted in 
the review bx the Office of Hazardous Materials is the following: 

"We have no specific comment to offer on the report. We 
find no information in the statement regarding the trans
port of radioactive material which is inconsistent with 
existing DOT or AEC regulatory, requirements." 

Noted in the review by the Federal Railroad Administration is the 
following: 

"Referring to page 68, item 3 of the Draft Detailed Statement 
on Environmental Considerations we note that there will be 
some 125 miles of new transmission lines constructed. In 
the small section dealing with the effect of these lines 
there is no mention of the possible impact upon e:i4stinr 
railroad signal and communication lines. It is suggested 
that some indication be given that the new lines will not 
come in clnc pronximity tn Pyi-tinj rnil faeilitipz no- that 
consideration has been given to the problem of inductive 
coupling and direct faulting." 

As indi~zted in our previous rc:-icý f this projcct t- r 
report addressed to Mr. Harold L. Price dated 16 February 1971, it 
• ci,.,i,,c v,., deter'winatioti L Lit: iL,•y•AC . .... :± fairly 
minimal upon transportation.
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T, *~ ~ t'~:,er o;' tilt -E-d ral :x i d ý .hi --

men!. Phis Departmeiit haF no fur1+rr col~vnent tor of fer i-. ' ~iaS no 

The opportunity for the Depart-nert of 'Fran~spor tati on to b'p'ieiw and 
c'j~I. c.;n~ the diraft er: u~ni.impact- statement and .)t-her papcors 

.-otunitteo cott !l~o (mil~ Citiles Noii'½ar project is nnpreciat-,-d.  

Acting Cht1 CflIcS Of M~ar~n& 
Environmenst and systems
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ir- tS~ISTAflT S CRETJ!&RY OF CG1V-IrERCE SWashington, D.C. 20230 

.&r ( ' .  

April 7, 1972.,,..  

Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Division of Radiological & ,/.  
Environmental Protection 

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

The Draft Detailed Statement on the Environmental Considerations 
by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Related to the Proposed 
Issuance of an Operating License to the Commonwealth Edison 
Company and the Iowa - Illinois Gas and Electric Company Quad 
Cities Nuclear Power Stations, Units 1 and 2, Docket Numbers 
50-254 and 50-265, which rccompanied your letter of March 6, 
1972, has been received by the Department of Commerce for 
review and comment.  

In order to give you the benefit of the Department's analysis, 
the following comments are offered for your consideration.  

The statement on the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units 
1 & 2 seems to consider a number of. the factors contributing 
to the probable impact and potential adverse effects of opera
tion of this nuclear power plant on the aquatic environment 
and biota of the Mississippi River in the vicinity of the 
plant site. However, additional discussion may be warranted 
on the following points.  

In the section on "Ecology of site and Environs," it would be 
helpful to refer, on page 27, to the specific organisms sam
pled and the parameters measured.  

It is stated (page 27, second paragraph) that "the benthos 
population appeared to be dominated by pollution-tolerant 
tubificid worms at a few stations but generally consisted of 
organisms such as burrowing mayfly nymphs that are considered 
to be indicative of relatively unpolluted water." We question 
the accuracy of this statement. It would be preferable *to state 
that either tubificids were found to be more numerous than 
other organisms, or they were not found to be more nurmerous. 46
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Secondly, in view of the fact that there are both polluted
water and clean-water species of tubificids, we believe that 
the description should indicate whether these organisms were 
identified to a level that would permit this distinction to 
be made. Finally, if the tubificids referred to here were 
actually the pollution-tolerant forms, the stations at which 
they were found should be specified.  

SOn page 38- second paragraph, the statement is made that the 
floating boom" . . . may also help to reduce the entrainment 
of floating fish eggs, larvae and fry." That this statement 

Sshould be modified or deleted is suggested by a contradictory 
statement on page 75, first paragraph, that " . . . there is 
no evidence available that indicates the effectiveness of the 
barrier in reducing the flow of fish eggs and larvae into the 
intake canal . . .  

The information on Pool 14 used in Table 7, page 29, is now 
14 years old, and probably does not reflect the present 
increase in sport fishing activity in this area. titation of 
more recent information for all the pools mentioned in this 
Table would be desirable.  

The discussion of the environmental impact of plant operation 
on the downstream area, page 81 stresses that the island area 
comprises less than,5 percent of the total downstream area of 
Pool 14. It should be pointed out, however, that even though 
the island area is only 5 percent of the downstream area of 
this pool, it is the last downstream habitat of this type in 
the pool and is an important bluegill-largemouth bass spawn
ing area. Even though the area is relatively small, it is 
important in the production of fishes in the entire poQl and 
should be evaluated as such.  

SThe updating of fish hatching in the downstream area, in 
conjunction with reduced availability of prey organisms serv
ing as food for developing fish larvae, could have serious 
"adverse consequences on survival of fish larvae. Lack of 
"documented evidence does not eliminate the possibility of 
this type of adverse effect. This problem is presently being 
studied by the Environmental Protection Agency and the Bureau 
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, and the results to date 
indicate that fish populations are adversely, affected by pre
mature hatching and lack of food as a result of abnormally 47 
elevated temperatures.
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The small contribution of the downstream island area is again 
referred to on page 38, first paragraph, and it is concluded 
that loss of the entire area would have no adverse effect on 
the total fish population of Pool 14. As we contend above, 
the importance of this island area may be relatively greater 
than its small size would imply. The relative importance of 
cumulative effects of similar environmental impacts in the 
past and future, might be considered in this. section.  

A statement appears on page 85, fourth paragraph, to the effect 
that the diffuser-pipe minimizes the adverse effects of waste 
heat disposal. This statement may be misleading from an eco
logical point of view. The diffuser-pipe accomplishes the 
task of reducing the temperature of the discharge water by pulling 
additional water into the diffuser and discharging the total 
volume at high velocity. Because of the high velocity and 
turbulence created in the discharge region, more organisms 
may be entrained and affected than if the discharge velocity 
were less. Some discussion of this problem as related to 
adverse effects due to increased temperature, as well ks the 
potential problem of increasing the incidence of gas-,bubble 
disease, might be warranted.  

The discussion of the adverse effects of chlorine on p~ge 86 
could be expanded to cover chloramines and other by-prOducts 
that would be released to the environment. In addition, the 
effect of discharging these chemicals through the diffoser
pipe could be compared with discharge into the spray-canal.  

The outline for the non-radiological monitoring program 
provides no specific information regarding the conduct of the 
various projects that propose to evaluate and define the 
physical, chemical and biological conditions.that exist in 
the Mississippi River in the vicinity of the Station prior to 
operation, after start-up of Unit 1, and after both units are 
operational. It is concluded on pages 28 and 74 that the 
aquatic ecology of Pool 14 has not been studied adequately by 
the consultants. In view of this conclusion, we suggest that 
additional detailed information regarding the monitoring pro
gram be included (pages 97 and 108) to support the claim that 
the proposed monitoring program will be adequate to detect 
any undesirable biological effects that may occur downstream 
as a result of plant operation. L8
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We see no additional information in the subject statement 
that would cause us to change, our comments submitted October 27, 
1971, on what was called a Final Detailed Statement (dated 
July 2, 1971). As a matter of fact, the subject draft con
tains no specific information on diffusion meteorology and on 
the probability of atmospheric diffusion rates from which we 
could assess the environmental impact of accidental or routine 
radiological releases to the atmosphere.  

Although the applicant refers to future reductions in radwaste 
operation it is possible to comment only on what is presented 
in the document. It is noted that while the annual average 
radiation doses to individuals, as listed in table 14, page 88, 
are less than the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20, at some 
locations they are not greatly less and at the site boundary 
are comparable to natural radiation background. With respect 
to table 14 further information is needed. What assumptions 
were made in table 14 to determine the whole body dose of 
120mrem/ year? What fractional occupancy and shielding from 
living part-time indoors was assumed? What is the expected 
whole body dose to individuals at different distances from the 
site boundary? (Note that a location 2 miles SW of the station 
was stated in table 14 to be the site of maximum deposition in 
determining thyroid dose from ingestion of milk.) 

The very brief description of an environmental radiation 
monitoring program given in section V.F.l, page 96, is inade
quate considering that the expected initial average annual 
environmental radiation dose from the facility as given in 
table 14 is within a factor of 4 of 10 CFR 20 limits. A 
complete environmental radiation monitoring program should be 
described. Additionally, an on-site monitoring program should 
be described in the draft statement.  

With regard to Table 22, Cost-Benefit Summary, it appears that 
* the cost-benefit summary probably could be made more meaningful.  

Specifically, on the benefit side, the derivation of the esti
mated employment and tax benefits should be documented or 
explained, either in the table or in the text. In addition, 
on the cost side, the loss of fish should be translated into 
dollar terms. In the case of commercial fish, it should be 
possible to use average market values to derive an order of 
magnitude estimate.  
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We hope these comments will be of assistance to you in the 
preparation of the final statement.

Sincerely, 

S idney R/Caller 
.Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for Environmental Affairs
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

OFFICE OF THE 

7 APR 1972 CVADMINISTRATOR 

Mr. Manning L. Muntzing A 
Director of Regulation APR 111972 '0-24 

- U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 0'. i. LTO!'Eh•C fy 50"265 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Muntzing: 

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the 
draft environmental impact statement for the Quad-Cities 
Station.  

We appreciate the difficult circumstances and time 
restrictions under which the Atomic Energy Commission must 
prepare a series of complex impact statements. We also 
recognize the difficulty in determining the appropriate 
degree to which an agency should go in developing and pro
viding data to support conclusions reached in the impact 
statement. It is our judgment, however, that this state
ment should contain additional information in order to 
evaluate fully the environmental impact of the operation 
of the Quad-Cities Station. We therefore recommend that 
the final impact statement contain the additional informa
tion outlined in our detailed comments. Our detailed 
comments -are enclosed.  

The major impact of Quad-Cities Station prior to May 
1975, when the complete closed-cycle cooling system for both 
units is to be operational, will result from thermal dis
charges. Although these discharges may exceed Iowa and 
Illinois standards, we accept interim operation of the Quad
Cities Station at an environmentally acceptable level of 
power output using the side jet and diffuser system with 
the understanding that the proposed closed-cycle cooling 
system will be installed in accordance with the schedule 
set forth in "Quad-Cities Agreement."-
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Page 2 - Mr. Manning L. Muntzing

The most significant radiological impact due to routine 
operation of the Quad-Cities Station will be from gaseous 
discharges from secondary sources. In order to achieve low 
as practicable discharges, we recommend that the final state
ment discuss the feasibility of treating the ventilation air 
to remove radioiodine.  

We will be pleased to discuss our comments with you or 
members of your staff.  

Sincerely yours, 

heldon Meyers 
Director 
Office of Federal Activities 

Enclosure
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IN'T]'O'IUMTIO'N A-,0 C(J',C1,XSJ'.S 

The Environ:.-'-.ntl Protection Agency has reviewed the draft environ

mental impact stater.ent for the Quad-Cities Nuc]ear Station Units 

1 & 2 prepared by the U.S. Atomic Energy Cvmr'!ission and issued on 'arch 

6, 1972. Fol]ov-ing are our r.ajor conclusions: 

1.- We cor-,iend the applicant for the recent cov.niltment to a closed

cycle cooling system for both units at the Quad-Cities Station and 

recornmcnd that the system be made operational at the earliest possible 

date.  

2. With regard to the operation of the side jet while the closed 

cycle system is being installed, we note the following: 

a. Operation at power levels up to approximately 25A% will 

protect the biota in the island area.  

b. Although operation at power levels up to approximately 30% 

may meet Illinois water quality standards, levels greater than 

50% will not.  

c. Interim side jet operation will probably not cause irreparable 

damage. Prolonged operation at higher power levels (i.e., greater 

than 30%), however, could have a significant adverse impact, but 

may be possible if river flow and temperature are closely 

monitored to insure compliance with standards.  

3. We are concerned about the environmental consequences of using 

chlorine as an antifouling chemical in conjunction with the proposed 

diffuser system.
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4. In order to athieve lovest practicable rudwaste discharge levels 

until the augmented system becomes operationa], it will be necessary 

to employ all available components of the present system and to route 

waste streams so as. to optimize treatment.  

5. The dose reduction factor-attributable to the augmented radwaste 

system- should be revised to consider the doses from all secondary 

sources.
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P•DIfOLOCICAL, ASPECTS 

The draft statement Indicates that the station will operate 

with the originilly designed i quid and gaseous radioactive waste 

treatment systems until approximately Dece:rer 1, 1973, %hen the 

augmented systems will be operational.  

Current Syst-ems 

The present waste treatment systems are not capable of reducing 

the Quad-Cities Station radioactive discharges to levels which can 

be considered "as low as practicable." Therefore, until the augmented 

systems are operational, the minimization of. radioactive effluent 

discharge will primarily depend on administrative controls over the 

operation of the radwaste systems.  

Historically, boiling water reactors have experienced increased 

emission levels with time. Although initial plant operation will be 

with new fuel, without significant cladding failures, the fission of 

tramp uranium, neutron activation of corrosion products, and some fuel 

cladding failures will occur progressively.  

According to the AEC analyses, condenser air ejector releases 

after 30 minutes decay will account for 6,000,000 Ci/year of radioactive 

gaseous discharges (90% of the total), while gland seal leakage will 

contribute 30,000 Ci/year. Based on these figures, other secondary 

sources (e.g., the reactor building exhaust system, the drywell and 

torus purge .system, the turbine building exhaust system, and the 

radwaite building cdihaust systen) will contribute an additional 

570,000 CI/ycar.
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In order to miniizuiA radioactive effluent releases, the existing 

waste management cquIp,:ent should be utilized to its design capabilities.  

This position is consistent with J0 CFR Part 50.36a. Some administra

tive procedures which would restrict release to "as low as practicable" 

levels are mentioned in the draft stateaent and include: 

1. Routing of the reactor building exhaust system through 

the standby gas treatment system (SOTS) for treatment and release 

through the main stack instead of through the reactor building 

vent stack.  

2. Routing of the drywell and torus purge system through the 

SGTS and out the main stack.  

3. Operating the chemical radioactive waste subsystem with 

emphasis on the solidification of the wastes to minimize discharge 

of liquid activity to the river.  

The final stateinent should address the feasibility of utilizing 

these systems In the manner described.
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The proposed aug"rnnted gaseous. radioactive waste treatment 

system apparently will only treat the condenser air ejector source.  

If this source, which accounted for 90% of the original total source, 

is reduced by a factor of 40, as assurned in the statement, then it 

would constitute about 20% of the total source after the augmented 

system is operational. If the 3 rarer/year site boundary dose given 

in the draft statemrent for the augmented system refers specifically 

to the condenser air ejector system dose, then the total from all 

gaseous sources would be approximately 15 mrem/year. The final 

statement should reevaluate the gaseous releases and include a complete 

analysis of the expected effluent levels from all gaseou- sources.  

It should contain a reassessment of the overall dose reduction 

benefit gained from the use of the augmented off-gas system and 

ihould include the design bases of the new system. The feasibility 

of making further modifications to the gaseous waste treatment 

system, such as providing clean steam for the gland seal system, 

and providing routine treatment for the secondary sources (e.g., 

providing iodine filtration and discharging ventilation air through 

the main stack) should be considered.  

The "maximum recycle" liquid radwaste system, described in the 

draft statement and other referenced documents, appears to have the 

theoretical capability of satisfying the "as low as practicablg" 

criteria. The actual attainment of this goal is greatly dependent 

on how. the system is actually used. For e:xamples, the ch.mica] wasgte 

sa';.ple tank propcsLed for the. ,ic'haical wa,;te system, will not, by
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itself, reduce the effluie, levels. Its effectiveness in reducing 

releases will be a function of how it is used as a decision point for 

deciding whether the wasted. Ehould be discharged to the river, retreated, 

or solidified.  

Transportation and Reactor Accidents 

"In its review of nuclear power plants, EPA has identified a need 

for additional Information on two types of Accidents which could 

result in radiation exposure to the public: (1) those involving 

transportation of spent fuel and radioactive wastes and (2) in-plant 

accidents. Since these accidents are common to all nuclear power 

plants, the environmental risk for each type of accident is amenable 

to a general analysis. Although the AEC has done considerable work 

for a number of years on the safety aspects of such accidents, we 

believe that a thorough analysis of the probabilities of occurrence, 

and the expected consequences of such accidents, is necessary. A 

general study would'result in a better understanding of the environ

mental risks than would a less-detailed examination of the questions 

on a case-by-case basis in Individual impact statements. For this 

reason we have reached an understanding with the AEC that they will 

conduct, concurrent with revwews of impact statement -for individual 

facilitics, such general analyses with EPA participation and will 

make the results public in the near future. .'e believe that any 

"changes in equipment or opera ting procedures for individual plants 

required as a result of the investigations. can be included without
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appreciably ch'nging. the oveirall pla;nt design. If major redesign 

of the plant:s to include engineering changes vzere expected, or if az 

iimrnediate public or envJro:f.ental risk were befiig taken while these 

two issu cs arc, being resolved, we vill], of course, make our concerns 

knoun, and a new' impact statement may be necessary.  

The statei.ent concludes "...that the environmental risks due to 

postulated radiological accidents at the station are exceedingly 

small and need not be considered further." This conclusion is based 

on the standard accident assumptions and guidance issued by the AEC 

for light-water-cooled reactors as a proposed Amendment to Appendix D 

of 10 CFR Part 50 on December 1, 1971. EPA commented on this proposed 

amendment in a letter to the Comrission on January 13, 1972. These 

comments essentially stated the necessity for a detailed discussion 

of the technical bases of the assumptions involved in determining the 

various classes of accidents and expected consequences.. We believe 

that the general analyses mentioned above will be adequate to resolve 

these points and that the AEC will apply the results to all licensed 

facilities.
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T UlE1C.'L S -1A.-DARD,, 

1.11e understand thrt a reeent egrcce.cnt: involving the utilities, 

arrived at-aftcr the draft stut'cment was released, calls for closed-cyclc 

operations of unit one by Ilay 2974 and of both units by May 1975. -We 

endorse closed-cycle operations for this facility as a cooling alternative 

"that will permit the plent to operate in accordance with existing and 

proposed standards and will minimize the impact on the environment.  

Analysis of the available data (particularly figure llC) indicates 

that operations under present design (side-jet) should be limited to a 

range of 25-31 percent of capacity at a 30,000 cfs flow in order to meet 

Illinois water quality standards. The 25% is arrived at by calculating 

the maximum operating level that will produce a 5*F temperature rise 

above ambient at the edge of the islands located downs'tream from the 

plant. The 31% is arrived at by calculating the maximum operating level 

that will produce a 5*F temperature rise above ambient at the edge of a 

mixing zone equivalent to an area contained within a 600 foot radius 

circle. Since the plant will employ the side jet cooling system during 

part of the interim period (until the spray canal system is operational), 

thb AEC should further define the extent of operational restrictions

required to meet existing standards.  

We are also concerned about the ability of the plant to meet Iowa 

Pollution Control Conm.:ission criteria u:hich set maxinum temperatures of 

85'F in July and August, except that 3*F above maximum limits shall be 

permitted for periods not to exceed eight hours in any one day or more
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than 40 hours. in any givea month. Observed rxaa:imum ambient temperatures 

have reached 8S*F at Dubuque, Io'wa, 87°' at Clinton, Iowa, and 88*F 

at Blettendorf, lo-.,,a.  

As indicated on page 39 oi the stateneit, at 50% of power and river 

flo;,ws betw:een 1.3,500 and 30,000 cfs, eater temperature 4,000 feet downstream 

will rise 50 - S*F abco.-i-Mbient at the surface and 2' - 6*F above a.bic:t 

at a depth of six feet.  

Assuraing the plant can meet Illinois standards at 30,000 cfs while.  

operating at 31% of capacity, the final statement should also clarify the 

percentage of power that can be reached at 30,000 cfs without violating 

Iowa standards. In addition, the percentage of operational capacity that 

can be maintained during periods of low flow without violating Iowa or 

.Illinois standards should also be discussed in the final statement.  

We understand that the utility intends to construct a diffuser system 

in order to permit operations at increased capacities without violating 

applicable standards. With the agreement to use a spray canal system, the 

construction of the diffuser would permit increased power output during the 

interim pbriod of operation. EPA is concerned, however, about the 

environnental consequences resulting from installation and operation 

of the diffuser and from using chlorine as an antifouling chemical in 

conjunction with the diffuser system. It is therefore recommended 

that the AEC thoroughly investigate alternatives that will either preclude 

the need to install the diffuser or limit the environmental damage re

sulting from the use of chlorine during interim operation with the 

diffuser.
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TI1EIM -\L AND BM!OGIOCAL__ fl :ECTS 

Most of the conceriis lasted bclow relate to the use of the side jet 

and will be obviated by installation .of the spray canal system. The draft 

statement does not discuss the behavior of the side jet plu=e at flow.:s 

above 30,000 cfs. Inasmuch as average flow is 46,800 cfs, such a discussion 

would be appropriate, especially in view of the inference one can draw 

from figures IlM through 1.D that flows above 30,000 cfs might force the 

plume more closely- against the shoreline, and, thus, increase the water 

temperature in the vicinity of the downstream islands.  

The statement (p. 51) indicates that 85°F was used in temperature 

predictions. If a lower figure had been used, one more closely approximating 

the average water temperature, the heat loss-rate would have been less than 

implied. This is due to a reduced energy exchange coefficient for the 

lower temperature.  

The statencnt discusses the effect of solar radiation on the slough 

.areas and indicates that the effects of additional heat from the plant 

will be small. Based on the data on page 81, it can be calculated 

that waximum temperatures in slough areas now vary from approximately 85°F 

to 98'F. Any heat addition could create a critical or lethal environment 

in the sloughs.  

The discussion on page 82 of temperature requirements for spawning of 

yellow perch, walleye and saugr does not address the critical "chill 

"period" required for gonad development. These species are near the 

southern limit of their geographical distribution, and small increases 

in temperature could effect their Liaturation" and reproduction. This is 

particulnrly ir.-port:nnt in the slouth areas and the waters surrounding tile 

jslnnd's.
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Te.•sts conducted at tht'- -.:t . *..r Quality Laboratory, Duluth, 

indicate the importance of the "'chi] I periods." Those tests indicate 

that the level of reproductive succO.;s ;mo3ng perch held at 39*F for about 

six months (70 percent fertile eggs, 52- percent normal larvae) was a!;ro::i

mately twice as great as for fish held at 143*F for about six months 

(35 percent fertile eggs, 31. percent normal larvae) and approximiatelv four 

times as great as for fiih held at 460 to 583F for about six r-onths (16 and 

21 percent fertile eggs, 13 and 7 percent pormal larvae).. Exposure to.the 

above higher temperatures for periods less than six months lowered repro

ductive success at each temperature. Further, the data indicate substantial 

impairment of yellow perch reproduction by an increase in winter- temperature 

of approximately 4VF above 39'F, the lowest temperature tested. It is 

expected that reproduction of closely related species, such as saucr and 

walleye, may be impaired by similar increases in winter temperature.  

The loss of spawning areas for bass, bluegill, and catfish, described 

on page 83, may be serious and should be more thoroughly discussed. The 

statement on page 28 implies that the sloughs south of the facility are 

relatively unimportant spawning and nursery areas. The applicant's report, 

however, implies that they are somewhat more important. Since these areas 

constitute about 20 percent of the bluegill and bass spawning area.in 

the pool, the effect of heated discharges on spawning will, at the very 

least, shift the spawning season to an earlier date.  

It is stated on page 77 that the overall ecological balance of Pool I"' 

will not be adversely affected. This does not agree with the statem:ent on 

page 28 that ". . . The biology of Pool .14 iJ; not adequately characterized Co
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.ka co;.!p.1etc aunAy•,ls of* the i.mpact of station operation.'" This diffcre.:n:,: 

should be resolved in the final state:ment.  

The final statereat should specifically discuss the availability of 

free passage tor fish past the thermal plumc. If some fish are repelled 

by tbe plume, they will be forced to change ihcir movements upstream or 

downstream, which may have adverse effects upon their feeding and reprcduc.i;' 

habits. The statement indicates that fish will not stay In the discharge 

canal area if the temperature is above laboratory determined therma! 

tolerences. The basis for this conclusion should be given.  

According to Hackenthun and Ingram (ref: Mackenthun, K.M. and W.M.  

Ingram, 1967, "Biological Associated Probletas in Freshwater Environments," 

U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Federal Vater Pollution Control Administraticn, 

page 47) "Some fish will swim into .hot water in which they are killed 

although they might easily have swum into water which would have been 

harmless. Fish acclimated to warm water are rapidly killed when they swin 

into cold water." This should be recognized in the discussion and in 

Table 21 of the draft statement.  

No prediction is wade of the reversibility of island effects from 

operation of the side jet. Such analysis and prediction would be appropriate 

It "is noted that exposure time for drifting plankton, fish eggs, end larvae 

entrained in the diffuser discharge is calculated and evaluated'. but that 

no such calculation is i:ade for the side jet discharge. In view of the 

probable higher exposure time associated with the side jet, an analysis 

and discussion of this phenomenon should'be contained in the final 

statecment.
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The. chd.ft stater::cnt notes that very few fish hills have been 

definitely attributed to thormla discharges from steam electric pla~nts.  

IL should be recognie7d that indirect effects, such as loss of spawning 

areas, avoidknce of certain areas, slo-..wer grow:th, loss of habitat, and 

entrain.menL loss, can be as significant as direct theriaal kills. As indicate, 

in the statcent, the entrainment loss will be very significant at lo,.w flow 

periods, reaehing 20 percent of the microorganisms in that area. This is an 

sig.nificant biological loss and corrective action should be discussed.  

in the final statement. The analysis of the effects of plankton entrainment 

fails, to note that while plankton populations may recover downstream, 

the impact on the area surrounding the islands could be significant.  

EPA shares AEC concern over the possible promotion of gas bubble 

disease as a result of diffuser operation. The final statement should 

provide a plan for monitoring this. situation and taking corrective action 

should the problem develop.  

Any plans by the Corps of Engineers to change the pool configuraticon 

of the Upper Mississippi River should be discussed in the final statczent 

since any such changes could have significant impact on all cooling vater 

data.  

Spray Canal Effehts 

Since there has been little operating experience with large spray 

cooling systems, there is little data to evaluate their potential for 

producing steam fogs, icing potentials, and visible plumes near a local 

sIte under cri.tical ntetcorological conditions. Hlowever, applying the 

r-'sul.ius of v;0l:, once w:inrcr prototypl test -in Ne:w Hiat-ps'liIre and a 7iJnterrt!.-e
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observatlon from the Dresden, lIlinoic plant to the Qu.Id-CiLies site 

app'rs too subjcctive. To obtain a 'ore quantitative estimate of the 

fog and icing potential from the Quad-Cities spray, canal, it would be 

helpful to determine. the w,Intcrti.e at-mb;phoric conditions (temperature, 

vapor pressure, etc.) causin- these situations. Then, using local data 

from the Quad-Cities netebrological tower, observe the frequency .nd 

magnitude of the problem as a function of surface wind data. The results 

"-of this approach could be a graphical indication of potential areas of 

concern downwind from the canal.  

As discussed above, because nceded.parameters are not known, quantita

tive estJitatcs lof fog and icing potential from the spray canal are not 

possible. However, a statement on page 68 indicates that "Deposits of 

1/4 to 112 inches of light rime ice can be expected on fences, poles, and 

vegetation along highways..*" on cold winter mornings (temperature less 

than 101F). The statement further states that "...no ice lcyer should form 

on the ro3cbed 11.se3t'." '. estimate should be made of the tonc-rature 

at which ice wilr fora ot roadbeds in the area, and information should be 

-presented on precautions which will be taken to protect the public from 

fog and ice conditions on the affected highways caused by spray canal 

operations.  

Although the sulfur dioxide .level was low at the one station cited, 

vhich would indicate little likelihood of the possibility of interaction 

-Ith the spray canal plume to form an acid taist, the proximity of the 

Cordova Industrial Park and the possibility of it as a future source of 

h02 hould be recognized. Plans for dealing with the potential problem 

. should be prepared.
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NON-RADI)ILON~'ICAI, AN•D UPE1'11CA1, WASTES 

Air ltV, Effects 

The draft statement mentions that the present Quad-Cities air quality 

is "Approxi'ately at or belo'•; national. primary ambient standard levels 

for SO2 and suspended particulates." In order to assess the impac.t 

of the operation of the Quad-Cities Station on these and other air 

quality parameters, the final statement should be expanded to include 

information describing any potential increase in air contaminants 

from the operation of the station. Information should be provided 

concerning the employment of auxiliary diesel engines and boilers, 

their nurnbers and sizes, and the annual quantity and types of fuel 

consumed. Also, the final statcment should describe any disposal 

methods proposed for use at the station for non-radioactive solid 

wastes generated during plt, operation, w:hich may affect air quality.  

Even though the emission of air contaminants from this station may be 

small in comparison to other impacts on the environment, it is 

appropriate that air-quality considerations be included in the state

ment.  

Chemical and Sanitary :astes 

The statement (p. 70) that "...the station chemical discharge will 

not have an adverse impact on the environment," needs to be supported.  

For example, the quantities of wastes and the expected composition 

should be presented. Also, the discussion of chemical waste discharges 

indicates that treatment will be by dilution. In our opinion,
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dilution will not adequatcly protect the environment." Other 

treatr:ent methods based on removal of wastes should be discussed 

in the final statrment. In addition. the final stntcerent should provide 

details on blo.dv-:n from the spray canal including a list of the 

chemicals and their expected concentrations and indicating any treat

ment methods that way be'necessary.  

Additional inforriation should beprovided concerning the sewage 

treatment plant.- Specifically, the final statement should. contain a 

map which shows the location of the outfall and indicate whether the 

effluent will be mixed with the once-through cooling system discharge.  

Also, it is mentioned that sanitary wastes will receive secondary 

treatnent and chlorination before discharge to the river. The final 

statement should explain the type of treatment, ROD and suspended 

solids removal efficiency, and the method of sludge disposal.  

This information Is necessary to determine the impact of the sewage 

treatment plant on the river and.to identify and analyze any possible 

cumulative effects of-the effluents.  

We recommend that further consideration be given to the use of 

mechanical antifouling techniques to replace application of hypo

chlorite or other biocides. Biocides may be necessary occasionally,

however, to support 'mechanical methods should these methods becom-e 

ineffective in cleaning condenser tubes. In addition, we are 

concerned about the environmental impact that could result from the 

use of chlorine, particularly in conjunction with proposed diffuser 

systems. We suggest tfiat the potential environmenLal consequences
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warrant a thurourh evaluation of alternatives that would preclude 

this undesirable co:Mbinatiop. If the use of'chlorine is necessary in 

the onc.-through cooling systen or ihe spray canal, it is recor:iended 

that residual chlorine in the receiving waters be limited to the 

values specified in the attached appendix..  

The statement does. not provide information as to the expected 

concentration of chemical wastes prior to dilution. Since the 

Illinois effluent standards are applicable prior to dilution, infor"a

tion on such concentrations is needed to determine compliance.  

In addition, the statement should discuss any chemicals to be used for 

algal control in the spray canal system, the concentrations to be 

expected, and adverse effects, if any, on aquatic organisms in the 

river.
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CONSTI*:UMMO: n:!:n'•':7 

.Cencral Con-itruction 

The environ•ent,] effects from the reracining general constructioh 

activitics can be redu.'nd or el:mninated by proper planning. Attention 

should be given to the climignation of open burning of foliage fron 

land clearing operations and disposing of other debris that is collected 

during constr'Uction in sanitary land fills. In addition, the spoil 

bank described in the draft statcerment could become a source of polluted 

runoff if. not properly graded and seeded to prevent erosion. The types 

and quantities of materials contained in this bank and a wore complete 

description of erosion control meisures to be employed should be 

included in the final statem,.nt.  

Spray Canal Construction.  

The construction of the spray canal system will result In a 

significant impact on the environment and should be carefully reviewed.  

Thus, information concerning the precautions that will be taken to 

vitigatid the impact on the environment should be included in the 

final stateaent.  

General Development 

We realize that any problems caused by Increased population and 

davelopment in the area are not a direct result of the Quad.-Cities 

plant. To ensure the quality environment that exists In Rock Island 

County, however, ,e recommend that the Commonwealth Edison Co1apny 

and he. loua-Ulinofs Gas and Electric Com•pany, as regional power 

vuppllers, Join uttnicia], state' end Federel noencles In developing 

it land ,and .%v.:Lvr pl.-a, Ir';-sd un -.,nnd capdal,111tien. in the re.n.  
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This plan should be designed, to achieve a balance between popu!'tion, 

In.rl J use and resources of the regions, which will permit high .- :*.,: ards 

•f living and a quality environmebt.
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COST-!-`!."'IEiT A"NALYSIS AND. A.Try,:,,'ATTvEs 

The cost-benefit assess.:ent, in the draft state-m~ent does not consider 

all of the j;-portant onvironrental costs attributzable to the operation 

of the Quwd-Cities Station.  

The draft statement indicates that there is a power shortage in 

the regions which are serviced by Com:'.onweal.th Edison Company 

and 1o.:a-lllinois Gas and Electric Comtpany and t:lat, because 

of. this shortage, the Quad-Cities Station is necessary. The utilities 

have agreed, however, to operate at reduced power in order to mitigate 

the effects of the plant on the environment and to satisfy the states' 

standards for thermal discharges. Furthermore, until the plant is 

backfitted with the charcoal beds to reduce the levels of radioactive 

gaseous emissions, the Quad-Cities Station will not be in conformance 

with the regulations specified in the proposed draft Appendix I to 

10 CFR Part 50. These aspects constitute the most immediate and 

major environmental impacts for the Quad-CIt~es Station and yet,

neither has been adequately considered in the cost-benefit assessment 

in the draft statement.  

The statement presents a limited assessment of the number of fish 

k~lls anticipated prior to and after installation of the proposed 

diffuser. This assessment, based on a ratio of station condenser flow 

to average river flow, Is not adequately supported in the draft 

statement. The prime considerations--thermal effects in the slough 

areas--have been discussed, but no consideration to aquatic life 

effects his been given in the cost-beonefit section.
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The cost-bcnefit assessment does not reflect either the costs 

or benefits of the reduced power operations. The spray cooling 

system is expected to have some effect on the environment. Although 

the actuial impact of this system is not known the cost-benefit 

assessment should ref1pcet the potential impact after all backfit 

items are installed in the plant.  

The draft statement does not present a cost-benefit study of 

alternate radioactive waste treatment systems, but rather presents the 

liquid treatment system as the "ultimate" in conjunction with the 

alternate cooling systems. There is no basis upon which to make.a 

cost-benefit assessment of the proposed systems.  

In the applicant's supplemental environmental report the benefits 

accruing to the region from the Quad-Cities Station have been considered.  

The distribution ot costs and benefits, however, is limited and not 

considered in the draft statement.  

The draff environmental impact statement c.oncludes that,"...the 

benefits exceed the cost." This conclusion is not clearly justifed 

on the basis of the cost-benefit assessment as presented.
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Appendix I

CIlLORIhE RECO'r-.IENDATIO'NS AMD THlEIR, BASES.  

Table 1

Reeec.-oended Toital Residual Chlorine ii Receiving 
Protection of Freslc..ater Aquatic Life

Ilaters for the

Type of Criteria 

Continuous 

Continuous" 

Intenrit tell t

Recoramrnndation for Total 
Residual Chlorine 

0.01 r.g/liter 

0.002 ig/Iliter 

A. 0.1 IAg/liter nrot 
to exceed 30 minutes 
per day.  

B. 0.05 i.g/liter not 
to ce:ceed 2 hours 
per day.

Level of Protection 

This level would c'2s.: 
not protect trout re
production, sore.  
fish food organis:z, c:.z 
could be partially 
to sensitive l.fe staz.
of sensitive fish s-c-z

This level shiould .  
most aquatic org:,s.'.  

These levels shculd .-. t 
result in siS:ificz.:t: 
kills of aequrt-c 
organis-s or -dverse'_.y 
affect the acuatic 
ecology.

(Thec'bove recommendations reouire the use of the arierc-etric
titration rnethod that is among the most accurate for the deterinar~in of 

free or combined available chlorine in clean water. The method is larzel" 
unaffected by the presence of'com-mon oxidizing agents, ter.perature varf:.  

and turbidity tnd color, which interfere with the accuracy of the other 

methods. Simpler methods, such as orthotol.udine, are best suited for t-.e 
routine tmoosurement of total residual chlorine but are co=monly affected 
by the' above interferences and provide appreciably lower values than a=:uai'y 

occur !Srnd.rd :rethed_, 1971). These cojorimetric methods may provide a 
measure as low as 10% or less than the real level depending upon Inter=ere.&=:.
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Surcmary of

Table 2 

Results of Jrief Exposures of Fish to Total Residual Chlo:ine

ASpccJ es 

misc.  

"misc.  

trout fry 

ehinbok" salmon 

white sucker 

brook trout 

smallmouth bass 

rainbow trout 

rainbow trout 

fingerling 
rainbow trout 

fathead minnows 

fathead minnows 

yellow perch 

yelloa parch 

largemouth bass 

largemoutla bass 

brook trout 

brook trout 

"brook trout" 

brook trout

Effcr I.'.n,,.oInt 

initial kill 

erratic s.-im.a Ing 

lethal 

first death 

lethal 

median mortalitv

median 

slight 

lethal

mortality 

avoidance

lethal 
TL50bh, 

TL50 

TL50 

TL5O 

TL50 
b 

mean survival tire 

mean survival tire

Residuil Chlorine 
Concentrationa 

Tir,-e ,/i t er 

15 main 0.28 

6 min 0.09 

instantly 0.3 

2.2 hrs 0.25 

30-60 m•n 1.0 

90 min 0.5 

15 hours 0.5 

10 rain 0.001 

2 frs- 0.3

4-5 brs 

I hr 

12 hrs 

1 hr 

12 hrs 

I hr 

12 hrs 

8.7 hrs 

14.1 hrs

0.25 

0.79 

0.26 

0.88 

0.494 

>0.74 

0.365 

0.35 

0.10

mean survival tiveo 20.9 hrs 0.05 

=ean survlval tLme 24 hrs 0.005

Reference 

Truchan, 1971 

Truchan, 1971 

Coventry, et 21.,.19J 

Holland, et al., 1960 

Fobes, 1972 

Pyle, 1960 

Pyle, 1960 

Sprague & Drury, I961 

Taylor &Jares, 1923 

Taylor & James, 1923 

Arthur, 1972 

Arthur, 1972 

Arthur, 1972 

Arthur, 1972 

Arthur, 1972 

Arthur, 1972 

Dandy, 1967 

Dandy, .1967 

Dandy, 1967 

Dandy., 1%67

a.'All coanetitt riatcln.; are r.-tsure'd datr 
,.. TI.50 t,•xlr~um Iol vronce' 11 i t



OFFiCE OF THE SECRETARY.  DOEPARTMENT O AGRICULTURE ' 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20250 

0a -254V 

April 10, 1972 •0oZ5 

Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Division of Radiological and 

Environmental Protection 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

We have had the draft environmental impact statement for 
the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station of Commonwealth 
Edison Company and Iowa-IllLnois Gas and Electric Company 
reviewed in the relevant agencies of the Department of 
Agriculture, and comments from the Forest Service, an agency 
of the Department, are enclosed.  

Sincerely, 

T. C. BYE 
Assistant irector 
Science and Educa •on 

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 

We have reviewed the subject statement prepared by the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission in relation to the proposed issuance of an operating 
license to the Commonwealth Edison Company and the Iowa-Illinois Gas 
and Electric Company for the operation of the Quad-Cities Nuclear Power 
Station.  

The Station is located in Rock Island County on the east bank of the 
Mississippi River, about 3 miles north of Cordova, Illinois. The 
statement indicates that location of the Station involv'ed a reassignment 
of about 560 acres from agricultural and woodland use to industrial use.  
This loss is unavoidable and has been reported Ps an adverse effect.  
Likewise it is reported that an additional'quantity of farmland will be 
traversed by the 125 miles of transmission lines that are required to 
transmit the power. In each case we believe that the acreage of forest 
land that will be cleared should be included in the statement. This is 
needed as a basis to consider forest resource values (timber, recreation, 
wildlife, esthetic) foregone as a result of the project. The statement 
should also be more specific as to criteria that was employed in locating 
lines that assured adequate consideration of environmental values. The 
statement also should discuss measures that must be undertaken to mini
mize soil erosion and sedimentation during and following construction of 
the lines.  

On page 105, the disposal of solid radioactive wastes to a disposal site 
is discussed. The report is quite clear as to shipping safeguards but 
is not clear as to how solid waste would be shielded to prevent radio
active contamination to subsurface and groundwater at the disposal site.  
It would seem important to also include information on the location and 
site characteristics of the disposal area.  

196$
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

309 WEST WASHINGTON STREET SUITE 300 

DAvIo P. CURRIK, CHAIRMAN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6.0606 TELEPHONE 

SAMUEL R.ALDRICH 31Z-793-36ZO 

JACOB D. DUMELLE " 
-RICHARD J.KISSEL 
.SAMUEL T. LAWTON,JR. April 12, 1972 

Mr. Lester Rogers, Director I.T* 
Atomic Energy Commission 494v 
Division of Radiological and 

Environmental Protection 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Quad
Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units #1 and 
#2, Docket Nos. 50-254 and 50-265 

Dear Mr. Rogers: 

In a letter dated March 8, 1972 addressed to Mr. David Currie, 
Chairman, Illinois Pollution Control Board, Merrill B. Gamet for
warded a copy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement regarding 
the Quad-Cities nuclear power station. Although comments were not 

.requested, the letter indicated that the Board could comment on that 
statement and refer such comments to you. The purpose of this letter 
is to make the AEC aware of the comments of the majority of the 
Illinois Pollution Control Board. The statements made in this letter 
have been approved by the Board for submission to the AEC.  

As the Draft Impact Statement points .out, on November 15, 1971 
the Illinois Pollution Control Board issued a permit to Iowa-Illinois 
Gas & Electric Company and Commonwealth Edison Company (the "Utilities") 
allowing the operation of the Quad-Cities Units 1 and 2 under the 

:conditions more fully set forth in the permit, which is herein enclosed.  
The Board also rendered an opinion detailing its reasons for issuing 
the permit, and a copy of that opinion is also enclosed. Then, on 

-Decembar 9, 1971, the Board amended the conditions of the permit, as 
the enclosed supplementary .orcer indicates. These three documents, 
plus the dissentina opinion of Mr. Dumelle, a member of therBoard, 
constitute thie decisions to date, which have been rendered by the 
Board regarding.Quad-Cities. In addition, Edison and Iowa-Illinois 
Gas & Electric Company recently have petitioned the Board for a 
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Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Atomic Energy Commission -2- April 12, 1972 

variance from the thermal standards of the Mississippi River, which 
variance is also enclosed. A hearing of this matter was held last 
week and a decision is expected within the next month. When such.  
a decision is made, it will be forwarded to the ABC so that the AEC 
will have a complete set of the decisions of the Board affecting the 
Quad-Cities plant. In making its many decisions in the Quad-Cities 
case, the Board has relied on the evidence obtained in open, public 
hearings held either in the Quad-Cities area, or in Chicago, Illinois.  
A rather extensive hearing record is available (as the Draft State
ment points out) for review by anyone in the Board's offices at 
309 West Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois. Copies of that hear
ing record are available to anyone upon.. request-.and upon payment of 
the cost of reproducing the record (about 100 per page).  

Before getting to substantive comments, one very important 
procedural point must be raised. Because of its intimate involvement 
in the review of the proposed operation of the Quad-Cities plant, 
the Dresden 3 plant, and other nuclear power plants or fuel reproces
sing plants, the Board feels it is capable fo providing to the AEC 
intelligent comments on the Draft Statement regarding the Quad-Cities 
plant. This capability apparently was not recognized by the ABC 
because the Board was not included in the list of agencies from whom 
comment would be sought. In particular, paragraph 6 of the "Summary" 
(unnumbered page) lists a number of federal and state agencies from 

whom the ABC specifically sought comment. That list did include 
the Governor of Illinois and various state and local agencies, includ
ing the Water and Air Pollution Control Commissions of Iowa, but 
specifically did not include the Pollution Control Board of Illinois.  
While this may seem to be a trivial matter, we feel that it is 
absolutely essential that the ABC include the Board in this, and 
particularly, specifically request Board comment on other draft im
pact statements covering projects not only in Illinois, but those 
outside our state which would affect the environment in Illinois.  
We would like an indication from the ABC that in other projects the 
comments of the Board will be specifically sought.  

Now to the substantive comments: 

1. Radioactive gaseous discharges.  

The Draft Statement points out that the anticipated normal re
lease rate of noble gases for the total plant (Units 1 and 2 operating 
simultaneously) will be .19 curie/second and that the anticipated 
whole body dose to those individuals living nearest to the site would
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Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Atomiq Cnergy Commission -3- April 12, 1972 

be 120 millirem per year.[I] We consider this. exposurz as not com
plying with the general premise that gaseous emissions-be kept "as 
low as practicable". As was pointed out in our opinion, the Utili
ties agreed that during the interim period before the gaseous radio
active control devices are installed, the emissions from the units 
will be lrimited to a maximum of .11 ci/sec if both units are operat
ing and .08 ci/sec if one unit is operating. Taking into account 
shielding and occupancy factors, the exposure from the emission at 
the lower level to the nearby persons is less than 50 mr/year. It 
seems prudent, therefore, that the AEC require that these interim 
emission limits be adhered to, as required by the Board's permit.  
See paragraph 4(a) of the Board's permit.  

Another requirement which the Board has imposed on the interim 
gaseous radioactive emissions is found in paragraph 4(b) of the per
mit which provides: 

"If gaseous radioactive emissions at any time 
exceed 37,500 uCi/sec from either Unit 1 or Unit 2, 
or exceed 57,500 uCi/sec from both units operating 
at the same time, the permittees shall initiate oper
ating procedures, to the extent permitted by power 
demand, to reduce such release." Y2] 

This paragraph places the-burden on the Utilities to effectively do 
something to reduce emission levels within the confines of reasonable
ness. Nowhere in the Draft Statement is there any reference to a 
possible requirement that the Utilities take action at the designated 
emission levels. Imposing this requirement would seem imperative 
because it requires that the Utilities constantly review the instan
taneous emission levels, and then take some affirmative action, i.e., 
reduction of power, early fuel rod replacement, etc., to reduce the 
emissions, which of course could significantly reduce the exposure 
level to individuals. We therefore request that this provision be 
included in any operating license issued by the AEC.  

1[1] This figure of 120 mr/year takes into account a factor 
reduction of between 2 and 3 for occupancy considerations and shield
ing from living part time indoors. See Draft Statement, p. 39.  

[21 JTi 4l- provision was suggested by the Utilities themselves.
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Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Atomic EDaTgy Commission -4- April 12, 1972 

One final point (and a major one) on the subjectlof gaseous 
radioactive emissions. The Board required the construction of con
trol devices by September 1, 1972, which would reduce the emissions 
by a factor of 40. The system to be used is described in detail in 
the Draft Statement (see page 55). The record before our Board 
adequately demonstrates that the recombiner and. the charcoal beds 
are both technically feasible and economically reasonable. The cost 
of $3 million is justifiable to reduce the emissions to a millirem 
per year exposure which is less than the variation in natural back
ground levels. We believe and recommend that the AEC require the 
construction of the outlined radioactive gaseous control systems, as 
required by our Board (see paragraph 4(c) of the Board's permit), 
as a condition to the issuance of any operating license to the 
Utilities. Further, the AEC should require, as the Board did, that 
the control equipment be installed by September 1, 1973. We were 
advised by the Utilities that the control equipment would take about 
30 months to complete. In fact, Edison's experience with construc
ting the same equipment at the Dresden Unit 3 facility has indicated 
that the construction schedule can be improved upon somewhat. In 
any case, the September 1, 1973 deadline is certainly a reasonable 
one and should be required to be met. This control system is entire
ly consistent with Appendix I, proposed by the AEC, and according 
to the Utilities, has already been included in the technical speci
fications for the Quad-Cities plant.  

2. Liquid radioactive emissions.  

In its permit, the Board required that the Utilities install 
the "maximum recylce" system for controlling liquid radioactive dis
charges, at a cost of approximately $4 million. This same system 
was required in the permit issued by the Board to Edison for the 
operation of Dresden Unit 3. This system is certainly technically 
feasible and economically reasonable, since there is a reduction in 
the curies released to the Mississippi from 26 ci/year to 1.2 ci/year.  
On this basis, we recommend that the installation of the "maximum 
recycle" system be required by the AEC to be installed by the Utili
ties by December 1, 1973, as a condition to the issuance of an operat-
ing license.
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Mr. Lester Rogers, Director 
Atomic !.drgy Commission -5- April 10, 1972 

3. Core cooling systems.  

The testimony received in our record demonstrated to the 
majority of the Board that the emergency core cooling systems were 
demonstrated to be adequate to meet the needs of cooling the core 
in case of a loss of coolant accident. We expect that the recent 
AEC hearings on the subject will serve to enlighten us all on the 
question of the adequacy of the system. Notwithstanding our posi
tion on the system, which position is detailed in the enclosed 
opinion, we did feel that it was important to impose a condition 
on the utilities - that the Quad-Cities units could not be operated 
"if any of the reactor's emergency core cooling systems are unable 
to operate". This kind of provision, we feel, is absolutely essen
tial because it places the burden on the utilities to constantly 
check and double check to absolutely assure that the core cooling 
system will operate when it must operate. This provision should 
be a condition of the operating license issued by the AEC.  

We wish to thank the AEC for allowing the Board to submit 
these comments. We hope that the AEC will follow the recommendations 
made by the Board.  

0'4 
Veky truly yours, 

chard J. issel 

RJK:am 
Encls.
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ILLINIOIS POLLUTION CC'WITROL BOARD

IneLha matter of.  
I N 

JOINT APPLICATICZ OF 0 PCB 71-20 
-,.:,,,LT- £DIZO:', CO. ANTD , 

ICWA ILLI:;OIS GAS .; ELECTRiC CO. . . : 
(QUAD CITIES PE ITNIT) "`.....  

:;.\ - ,. -:... .  

PETITION TO MODIFY PERMIT , 

Commonwealth Edison Co. and Iowa Illinois Gas & Electric 

Company petition for a modification of paragraph 5 of the permit 

granted to them on November 16, 1971, for operation of the Quad 

Cities Nuclear Power Station, stating: 

1. Paragraph 5(a) of the permit authorizes operation of 

the station at approximately 800 mw until April 1, 1972, without 

having installed a diffuser pipe to discharge cooling water to the 

Mississippi River and without reference to the mixing zone limitation 

contained in the Mississippi River Thermal Standard adopted on 

November 23, 1971 (#R 70-16).  

2. Paragraph 5(b) of the permit prohibits operation of.the 

station after April 1, 1972 if the diffuser discharge has not been 

completed, except in compliance with the mixing zone limitation of the* 

Mississippi River Thermal Standards.  

3. The provisions of paragraph 5 were premised on Edison's 

testimcny that each of the quad-Cities units could be tested over the 

winter w.ithout ":arm to the biota of the river, and they would then 

be operaole 1ihen che diffuser w..as comnpleted in the spring of 1972.  
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4. The Quad-Citics units were not tested during the 

biologically quiet winter months because the Attorney General of 

Illinois obtained an injunction from the United State4 District Court 

for the District Of Columbia prohibiting the AEC from granting an 

interim operating license to the station (The cause is entitled People 

of the State of Illinois, et al. v. Schlesinger, et al., Civil 

Action No. 2208-71). That cause is presently on appeal to the United 

States Court of Appeals. The Attorney General refused to consent to 

expedited briefing and argument of the appeal. The Applicants have 

now requested that oral argument be scheduled the week of March 15.  

The Attorney General has opposed this motion also.  

5. As a result of the injunction, the Quad-Cities units 

can be made ready for operation during the summer of 1972 only by 

testing them during the spring and early summer, both compaiatively 

active biological periods.  

6. Construction of the diffuser discharge has not been 

begun because the Iowa Conservation Commission has not granted a 

permit for its construction. The application for a construction 

permit was denied on September 7, 1971, without prejudice to a renewal 

of that application after public hearings. A renewal of that app

lication vras filed in January, 1972 and will be heard by the Conmis

sion on i.arch 7, 1972. If a p:rnit is then granted, a construction 

%1l1 'all r.h "'re the U.S. Army Corps of Engincers under 

Section 10 of tho 2livers and Harbors Act of 1899.
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7. Construction work in-the river can begin only after 

water levels in the river recede from the high spring flood flows 

since construction machinery cannot be operated in the river during 

flood flows. Applicants estimate that work on the diffuser can 

begin on about April 15, 1972, assuming all necessary permits have 

been received.  

8. If construction of the diffuser begins approximately 

April 15, completion is expected approximately August 1, 1972.  

9. These delays in testing the units and in construction 

of the diffuser now require, if the units are to be made operable 

prior to the summer 1972 peak load, that the units be tested even 

though the cooling water discharge will not meet the mixing zone 

limitation of the Mississippi River Thermal Standard. After testing 

is completed, operation of the units will be required at varying 

capacity levels in order to meet the applicants' load requirements.  

At some capacity levels, the mixing zone limitation of the standards 

will be exceeded. The applicants propose to operate the station in 

the following manner: 

a) Each Quad-Cities unit must be tested'at power levels 

of approximately 10, 25,. 50, 75 and 100 per cent power.  

A unit cannot be operated at levels above those at which it 

has. successfully completed all tests. Successful completion 

o_- • "•:tz -rone ut, if no complications arise, can
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be completed in approximately fifty-five d~ys. Testing of 

Unit 2 at lower power levels may proceed wbile Unit I is 

between tests, or operating at low power leVels. The 

applicants therefore anticipate that if testing of Unit I 

begins by April 1, 1972, both Quad-Cities units can be 

fully tested, without at any time operating the station 

at a power level in excess of 809 mw.  

b) Once the two units have been fully tested, the ap

plicants propose to operate at approximately 200 mw per 

unit, the lowest power level from which they can be raised 

to full power within a reasonable period of time (estimated 

at five hours).  

c) Operating levels would be raised above 200 mw, to 

not more than 500 mw, for one or both units only on those 

days in which, in the Judgment of the system load dis

patchers, total demand is likely to exceed available 

capacity (including that of Powerton units 1-4) even if all 

available emergency power were purchased.  

d) Operation at station capacities above 1000 mw, or unit 

capacities above 500 mw, will occur for not more than 

8 hours in any 24 hour period, and only after, in the 

judgnent of the system load dispatchers, capacity in excezz
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of that amount will be required to meet system demand 

even after all available emergency power has been pur

chased and Powerton Units 1-4 placed in service.  

10. Operation of the Quad-Cities station at power levels 

above approximately 350 mw without the diffuser will mean that the 

area of the Mississippi River raised 50 F. or more above the ambient 

water temperature will be larger than 26 acres. At flows above 

25,000 cfs, water more than 5o above ambient (but not, even at full 

power, more than approximately 15* above ambient) will flow along the 

Illinois shore, and, depending on ambient water temperatures, may be 

harmful to young of the year fish and that portion of their food 

supply located along that shore downstream from the station.  

11. Unless the Quad-Cities station is in operation, neither 

of the applicants will have capacity available to it sufficient to 

meet the projected 1972 summer peak load. In the case of Iowa

Illinois, the deficiency will exist even if every unit it owns is 

in service during the peak period. In the case of Commonwealth 

Edison Company, the deficiency will exist because it is likely that 

equipment outages during the summer will approach the aggregate 

outages which occurred during the summer of 1971.  

12. The harm which will result from involuntary interrupticr 

ofA elcctrlcal supipy so far outweigh the potential for injury to the 

biota -;P .. V -. ..d Onreasonable not to allow opcraticrn CA
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the station in accordance with the proposal outlined in paragraph 9 

even though operation will require a mixing zone larger than allowed 

by the Mississippi River Thermal Standards.  

Isham, Lincoln & Beale 
Attorneys for Applicants 

A. Daniel Feldman 
Michael I. Miller 
John W. Rowe 

Isham, Lincoln & Beale 
One First Nat'l. Plaza 
Suite 4200 
Chicago, Illinois 60670 
786-7500 

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

Jill Gamlin on oath states: On March 1, 1972, I served 

this notice by mailing a copy to David Landgraff, Esq., 188 W.  

Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill., 60606.  

Jill Gamlin 

Signed and sworn to before me 
this Ist day of March, 
1972.  

Notary Public
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ILLT1~OS ?L~tY~C "C')TROIL 3_CAýRD 

I r'* ~xte of ) 

CO~M~lO1WEALTH. ErDT.SON CC. ANID) .. / 
IO'NA-ILLINOIS GAS & ELECTRIC CO. ) 
(QUAID CITIES PEXMIT)) 

Opinion of the Board (by M4r. Currie): 

* Like in 70-21, Application of Commomwvealth Edison Co. (Dresden 
~3,decidud March 3 and April 28, 1971, this is an az~licationr under 

T -tle VI--A o-71 the Envi-ronrrental Protection A.ct for a Verrnit to 
operate a rncw: nuclear agcaera&ting station, this one consisting 
Of two 8j-wboilina-w.ater reactor7s at the Quad-Cities plant-t 
near Cordova on the eMississinpi Ri'ver, in nor--h-estern Illinocz..  
We eirant- t1he oermit on terms 3irnilar to those imoosed in the 
Dresden zswith differences ind-;.cated bel-cw. We notICe.ta 

thereare ev~rorminnrai cons idera'tio'ns on both- sicios in thiscae 

Petitioner lca.a-Illinais oparates an old, smokyv coal-fi-red no-.%er 0olant
in %Iciine thalt cannot be retired unt-il Quad-Cities is in operat'io-n.  

Eve~~da 1s' d1a- in 1br~rnglng Quaad-Cities on line mea~nz anotther day 
Of tiirt- ai,: in _'olina. See lo~.-alllinfl0s Gas & ElecticC..  
EPA, V "11-65 (Sept. 16, 171).  

The stat%-utory,. frdmanework, the o ,eration cf. a react-or, the 
environinsntal -troblernz ani their!ý moans o-&: contrbl., t*.-,-- 7=e2.ja] 

radieat,.on. stawidards, their derivation, and their relatio.0r c 
state la*.,, ar3 all eXT~lained in de-cail in our March 3 ';rc-sden 
op'n n4on and -..ill not !3e re-.eated hare. TLhe u-ti lities raise once 
again the iargiunient- that £Cde-RI.Lia-.% deprives us of auý,th"cri4tv 
to set Stanl:zrds for rýdiactive reactor disch~arges ; we adhetre 
to the contrar.'y Loziticn for rea-ronZ given in t~he first Dresýen 
or~n:n, and to the -ot.1,r ju1riccli. cational ar: statuitcr' 
conlclusions. there reached.  

As held in Dresdena, our alithority in t-,'-is p~roceedin~g ste::tdc±; 
to all £vrn.ta3,.-ectsa ofE the Quad-Citi--es station, the iz-ost 

criical ofP -:hich are cascaus and licuid-radioacti.~ve wates, 

protection ~-.ntra'diation recultir.g from. a-cident, anC1 t11RrzTJ.U 
discharges to the ri~vevr. Wc. also mu-st exa: n~:e rvsis2c 

waste and sewage, and for control off any conventional aic noolutants 

had noCL. yet begun, wS- should be concerneod w4;J. zh plan-c sitingj as 
Tw±1 -ult cns-ttction is all but-ý c=+P-tlete. Purtrua~3nt" tci ) ' ' 

5~'A:2.a L~:ti~ h13u- :7. a A' fUl C. 0 t - nct ac~ :U~ 
the: f ir~t. o-- tno v A'l .;hWiJ, di z-c 3 a the, a evc-raI '-in-tE Cl 

enviroznmnt~nl cnnra~rr separately. 9
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1. ,Gaes-' Padicti,..' £-.i Each of the; t.o generating 
units is dcesizr-'d 5 e,,n- do o oe .than 100,000 microcuries per 
second (uCi/sec) o-'L Fro..-3 act•ivity•, and'with fair fuel performance 
is exp.ct... to e:•1t no.-more n.han 25,000 uCi/sec as a& long-term 

average (.. 451, 584, 593; Environmental FeasibilityJ Report, 
p. 21), t'*thc L.n.. t'. ay _ ;: .ocbl.y ran.iný- as ...uh as 
4 1/2 times as high (R.: 454). Emissions from other 
sources are far smaller; the principal one is the turbine 
gland seals, which are expected to emit only .625 uCi/sec (R. 477).  

Original AEC emission limits were designed in individual cases 
-so as to assure that the annual radiation dose to a hypothetical 
person spendin; all his time in the open air at the plant boundary 
("f encepost") wouldnot exceed 500 millilrem (mr). In the case 
of Quad-Cities this standard could be met if emissions (except 
for the small ventilation stack emissions) were limitbd to 
350,000 uCi/CSec ,uhen both units are operating at full power 
and 250,000 when oneis (R. 474). Anticipating much better 
performance than this, Edison and Iowa-illinois have proposed 
annual emission limits of 110,000 uCi/sec and of 80,000, for 
both units or for one, respectively, which would produce a 
fencepost dose of 157 mr per year (R. 26, 474). As the companies 
point out, the actual dose to persons living or passing through 
the vicinity will be significantly lower, since most people' 
live inside houses that provide some shielding, most do not 
live at the property line, and most spend part of the time 
away from the site. Natural background radiation in the area 
is said to yield an annual dose of 100 to 140 millirems 
(R. 146; EnvLron&aenta!Feasibilit-y Report, p. 22). Moreover, 
at instantaneous emission levels Just under half the annual 
average limits proposed (52,500 and 37,500 uCi/sec for both 
units and for one), the companies pledge to make operational 
changes if possible to reduce emissions at once and to look 
toward early fuel replacement if necessary, since several 
months may ba required to rectify the situation without 
unduly interfering with power production (6L. 26, 50-52).  

Bc:'on, • this, however, as at Dresden, the utilities have 
berun the design and are committed to the construction of 
addiltinal contrcl facilit-es, ccnsic-n- of a device for 
reco:th-n-_n_ hydrc-rn-.%`ith ox;.'-en and ei';:t charcoal beds to 
afford a suostanti-ally loncer dola,.' before dl=soharge so that 

.o:'t-i.'/•d "isoi;0~�: nov. de.av to inzi-nificance. These facilities 
will cost `3'5`0,00 3 for each cA' thc t..c ,at•n_ units 

" -. " .... -- ,..IR: thl:tv months 
after v•-- ',as started, or aoout DeceIbe•r 1973 (R. 28, 54); 
they .;,ill redu:e des.3i;n level off-gas emissions from each 
unit fron, 1.00,000 uCi/sec to less than 2500 (a factor of 40)
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additional 0.08 mr/yr 0.8 . frozi the gland seals, which cannot 
be routed throun.hthe chrar.coal system (R. 365-72, 478).  

S..... ... :, the 7X.e•:-d anr.:al averaz-e emissions rather than 
the design figures, the additional facilities i-would reduce 
single-unit emirisions to 625 a-nd omissions from both units 
operating together to 1250, which when added to the gland seal 
emissions of 625 Eeach unit?] would yield an approximate site 
emission of only 2500 uCi/sec and a total fencepost dose 
clearly less than 5 millirems per year.  

The utilities contend that exposure to 170 millirems 
per year is quite safe, as the AEC standards themselves incorporate 
substantial margins of safety below dose levels at which adverse 
s:-[atic or genetic effects have been -found (R. 324). There 
is of course a school of thought that the effects of radiation 
are in linear proportion to the dose and that there is no 
threshold (see the March 3 Dresden opinion for discussion).  
Because of this possili"lity, and in order to be especially 
safe in dealing .with such a dangerous phenomenon as radioactivity, 
we adopted in the Dresden case, and reaffirm here, the policy 
of re-uirinz use of the best uracticable technology for controlling 
radioaCtiva s ssons, even though a lesser degree of control 
mr_:ht suffice to avoid doses set to give breathinz space below 
levels at which harm has so far been discovered. Accordingly 

. .-- ., . •... . j : . • . ,': t.•.. ...

5 millirems, which will be achieved by this system, is a desirable 
and achievable goal (R. 324, 474). The AEC has recently required, 
as a numerical translation of the requirement of best practicable 
control, that the dose to persons living near the site (which 
should be less than that at the fencepost) be limited to 5 mr/yr 
(AEC Release .#778, June 7, 1971).  

The companies propose an interim emission limit of 110,000 
uCi/sec for all sources --hen both units operate and 80,000 when 
one ope~rates. The reccrbiner and charcoal-beds will reduce 
total..to e-..iss_.cns by a factor of 30. Therefore, in light of 
the reasons given above, we shall reduce the proposed li:mits by 
a f 'cto' of 30, a!low.•ing a small leeway in rounding off, Wo 
11000 and 3000 uCf./ec, respectively, As annual averages. These 
•.,2" , %.I ... .... noorer ti-an expected fuel oerfor.mance, will 
ailow.% some roo;a for less than optimal operation, since the 

~ ~ .~.. Uit. do nxot, ce?, 
with the comp.anies that we should give such leeway (10,000 
uC'/•,o) as to ignore the problem of excessive fuel leacage; 

S-'4... "- .... - -t .'vctieable treatment requires both.good fuel 

a strict s::onthly tandard might impose a significant harusiiIi.. '.-R
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" Very ;-".., short-term emissions of course must be prevented; 
we t.hink . h's ,cbl.em cani be ade:qately handled by :he AEC's 
acci:f '.t y'iy s ant, by reui .. n. the czmpanies. as agreed, 
to ta"e ...- action wihen high emission levels (57,500 or 
37,500 uC•_,,n)c are exceeied on i. instantaneous basis.  

".Ie are urged bY the Attorney 2eneral to require still 
.further contrcl systems for gasecus emissions. It is said that 
freon vyzzevs, for example, can Irovide even greater degree
of c:ntrc, than can charcoal, at lower cost, and can in addition 
remove from the effluent gas long-lived radioisotpoes of xenon 
and krypton, b-hich are not reduced by the system planned for 
Quad-Cities (R. 630-31). The com-anies respond that such systems 
have not yet been shown commercially feasible for facilities as 
large as Zuad-Zities and that it may be more undesirable to 
concentrate and store the small quantities of long-lived isotcpes 
produced thai-i"o disperse them, highly diluted, to she atmosphere 
(R. 432-06). "e need nct decide the tricky issue of cormmercial 
availbility, for we believe the z-arcoal system will reduce 
emissions to a very prudent level indeed insofar as gross 
activity is concerned. The problem of the long-lived isotope, 
however,\is one as to which we ':'o to express-some additional 
caution for future Zuldance. Kry:.on 85, w:hich will be emitted , 
--n . . . . - . n" . ... , lc - -. 1 

years and ta•-es a century to deca" to Insi•nificance (R. 650-51).  
one witness predicted that, unless control measures are instituted, 
a worldwide buildup of radloactIve kryoton will occur so that the 
annual dose tc people 6e7rywhere from this source will reach 1.7 
millirems by the year 2000 and 17-20 millirems 20 to 30 years 
thereafter (R. 650-51, 664-65). Even these projected levels 
are rather modest so far as current knowledge of adverse effects 
goes, and certainly there is no cause for imnmediate fear. it is 
not tco soon to warn, however, thaz we do nbo. intend to allow the 
long-lived radiation problem to tecomre another DDT situation, in 
which e'-.isaions so dilute or sou..all as to be insignificant in 
the vicinity of the discharge persist and accumulate to create 
widespread concentrations of possible adverse ecological 
significance. We do not todayi require the capture - Krypton 35.  

- or or,"er lonj-kfived isotopes released fNom Qudd-Citles in presently 
neg,•i,.b• quantities; but we ma:" w;ell require such capture before 
m.an~y .novv•"-:. .... . have elapsed.  

Alon..........ar lines, it s w:zrth noting the cc.panies' 
ob'rnon whi-l, e Cland s:a"il emissions are small in reiation 
.to tiiose fro.. :;he main system as originally designed, they are 
comparable in :..anitude to those :r:om the charcoal bed syste::.  
(R. .:-57, A7). -oreovcv, whil. in plants already built it 

S.. .. .. ,. + -' - . -* • .. ' +." - • -.4. . . .  

small, a.',y s.ouid b. conuo.olled In the fuzure if tihey can be 
wlkhou! ex.,Puan~t epense, in lIght of the policy Vf avoiding 93 
any unnecessary emissions..
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"* Construction of the recombiner and charcoal beds at Quad
Cities will not be complete until December 1973, and the plant 
is ready for operation this year. It is badly neededý both to 
provide morc adecuate rsscrve cpa cit: to guard against interruptions 
of electric service that would impose significant hardships 
on innocent customers (see the detaile4 discussion in the April 
Dresden opinion) and to relieve the load on. older fossil-fuel 
plants that contribute significantly to air pollution. Most 
significantly, the operation of Quad-Cities will make possible 
the greatly reduced use of coal at an inadequately controlled 
station in M7loline (see Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co. v. EPA, 
#-71-165, Sept. 16, 1971). At the same time the emissions from 
Quad-Cities during the interim before completion of the additional 
control facilities will be low enough to afford a substantial safety 
margin below dose levels at whichadverse effects have been 
detected. While we have required that those levels be greatly 
reduced for additional safety in the future because they reasonably 
can be, we hold as in the Dresden case that the plant should be 
allowed to operate in the meantime subject to interim limits, 
namely, that not more than the proposed 110,000 uCi/sec be emitted 
from both units, or 80,000 from either alone. 1 

2. Licuid Radioactive Wastes. The planned discharge of 
gross activity to the MississirJFRiver from various sources 
of liquid waste at Quad-Cities is 26 curies per year plus 30 
curies of tritium (R. 384). The utilities intend to dilute 
these radioactive wastes with cooling water to a concentration 
of 1 x 10-3 uCi/cc (excluding tritium) in the discharge canal.  
In the river further dilution will reduce concentrations to 
7 x 10-10 uCi/cc, affording a safety factor of 2300 below the 
drinking-water standard of 1 x 10-7 uCi/cc (which is based 
on a 500 mr/yr dose to a hypothetical person drinking river 
water exclusively), so that the dose to one drinking solely 
from. the river would be 0.2 millirems per year. Dilution would 
also leave a large mirgin below the dr_....-... tc tritium 
standard of 3 x 10-3 uCi/cc (R. 481-83). On the basis of these 
facts the companies contend that the exnected doses are so 
insignificant that no further treatment is worthwhile.  

Confronted with a similar situation in the Dresden case, 
we pointed out.that dilution is not an adequate substitute for 
treatment because it is better to keen harmful materials out 
of the environment than to dil1W thom.. Th• ..L c~pecially 
true of materials, such as certain radioisotopes, that retain 

;.c. rc , ir iozeg ti:nss after discharge and 
that can c biologically concentrated by organisms as they 
move up the food chain.. A utilily witneass acknowledged that 
cesi.wn, for examrnle. Inn.*- ~.  

i-. These figures were substantially confirmed by additional testimony 
in the Dresden case, J70-21 (Oct. 19, 1971), which predicted annual 
-emissions in the neighborhood of 67,500 uCi/sec from one unit.



that t.rontium90 is concentrated 20,000 to 30,000 times (R. 2168).  
It may theretore be that the most limiting aspect. of liquid waste 
discharses i3 not drinking water but aquatic life. It is true 
that the trtai quantitv of activity to be discharged to the water 
-s quito s:aall as comnared-with that to be discharged to the air 
(26 curies per year as compared with several thousand microcuries 
per second, oven after maximnum control). But the discharge is to 
a much more limited rcceptacle, the river, not to the enormous 
atmospheric reservoir; and, in light of the policy of keeping as 
much radiation out of the environment as we reasonably can, we 
think it important to consider possibilities for reducing liquid.  
radioactive discharges still further.  

In response to our concern over this issue, the utilities 
have with accustomed thoroughness described for us two alternative 
systems that would provide dramatic additional reductions in 
radioactive discharges to the river. N'either systeln will remove 
tritium from water, for the evidence is that cannot be done.  
But the "maximum recycle" plan, by the addition of extra ion
exchange demineralizers in the floor drain system, would reduce 
non-tritium activity to 2 x 10-5 uCi/cc before mixing, reduce 
the total non-tritium discharge from 26 Ci/yr to 1.2, and reduce 
the non-tritium dose to a hypothetical river drinker from 0.2 
to 0.009 millirems per year. This system would cost $5,000,000 
and require 24 months to construct (R. 372-77, 483). Or, with the 
"maximum treatment" plan, utilizing further conctntration, 
distillation, and ion exchange, the companies think it probable 
they could meet the effluent standards without any dilution 
(except for tritium). With this alternative,.non-tritium re
leases would be only 0.0004 Ci/yr and the dose to a river drinker 
0.000003 millirems per year. The estimated cost of this 
alternative would be $9,000,000 and the time for construction 
36 months (R. 377-83, 483).  

We think the "maximum recycle" system is a desirable addition 
to the Quad-Cities plant, in that for a price that is only 
2 1/2% of total- plant cost it will reduce radioactive discharges 
from 26 Ci/yr to 1.2. The companies have agreed to the installation 
of a similar system at Dresden (#70-21, hearings, Oct. 19, 1971, 
Ex. 1). Although the need for such a system is greater there in 
order to avoid radiation buildup in the largely ciosed cooling 
system planned to metL the thermal standards for the Illinois 
River, •.;e agree with the Attorney General's witness Dr. .Devolpi 
that this additional caution is worth the money in dealing with 
somethinci so dancerous as radiation (R. 630). On the other hand, 
we shall not be dogmatic in insisting on a complete absence of 
dilution irrcsnsctive of the costs and'benefits of so doing.  
The important policy is that dilution not be employed in lieu of 
r o:•:ia.l. =a Ueatarmnt; t:han all roaeonabble means 
of treatmcnt have been mplied, and the costs of further treat
ment are e::_c'ssivc, dilution.should not be forbidden. In the 

D~o -- .rn-•,ed the ceneral policy against unnecessary 

d±•c •;:. ••,•• in •o•o~e [n axaum ecfle"system thei •u•' 
b" affordedoI by the "maximum treatment" system would not at the 
present time be %,orth the $4,000,000 extra cost.
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Thus we shall order Edison a Iowa-Illinois to reduce 
gross activity. discharges, excluiva of tritium, to 1.2 Ci/yr.  
and to 2 x !- Ci/c .Z. a mixing, by December 1, 1973, and in 
the meantime :o racet the g:,oss activity limit of 1 x 10-7 uCi/co 
after dilution, at th2 point of diszharge to the river.. As in the 
case of gaseous discharges, there is no serious risk from the 
discharges during the interim, and to require the stricter standard 
to be met at once would keep the plant closed for two years, im
posing an unjustified hashi.  

3. Heat. Two thirds of the heat generated in a nuclear 
powere plant cannot be translated into electricity; it is a waste 
product that presents its own disposal problemi. The companies' 
original plan was simply to discharge.the heated cooling water 
(which at low flow will comprise 1/4 to 1/5 of the river's entire 
flow and which will be 23* warmer than the river) into the main 
river channel (R. 698-99, 715, 731, 768). In the stunmer of 1970, 
however, a studcy demonstrated that this scheme would violate the 
then existing water quality standard (SWB-12) (R. 768), which 
limited stream temperaturea to 900 F. and to 50 above natural 
temperatures outside a mixing zone extending 600 feet in any direction 
from the roint of discharge. So the companies proposed to install 
a diffuser, a Pipe extending most of the way across the river, 
dischaarging heated waLer at various points in order to maximize 
rapid mixing with the cooler river water (R. 722). It was their 
contention that with such an arranaement the standard could be 
met (R. 824).  

But the old standard, we concluded in a recent rule-making 
proceeding (OR 70-16, Mississippi River Thermal Standards, adopted 
Nov. 15, 1971), was inadequate to protect the river against 
a substantial risk of ecological alteration, since it would allow 
tho %hcle river to be raisesd by 50 nearly all the time. For this 
reason we adopted a new standard that imposes monthly maximum 
temperatures, based upon federal recommwendations derived from 
prevailing temperatures and the requirements of the biota at various 
seasons, that must be met during all but a few days each year 
at the edge of the 600-foot mixing zone. The companies' evidence, 
not substdntiaiiv contradicted, is that they can mee.t the new 
standard too -.'ith their diffuser alone, avoiding the expenditure of 
$4O,003,Cs0 or moLr for cooling towers or spray nonds. We find 
it o-o:xbie on. this record that they can and therefore will not 
requir. the :_.-vtzlation of alternative cooling devices at th!'.2 
titrn. !'2 ý ur that thn ccm-,'nies conduct a detailed strdv 
of the effects of discharces and that additional measures be taken 
if significant harm is shcwn to occur.  

iong-exiuin9s •:iaras wouiu reutire even so much as a diffuser 
pipe, wth" _ unhappy' r t t.....hat. even the diffuser will not be
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available befcre February, 1972 (R. 9). Indeed, !atei dalays re
sult.Lng fro:n -ermLt Droceedings before the federal goxter=ment and 
the Iowa ",water pollution acrcnc- have so far prevented 'construction 
of the diffuser and put its operation off until later.in the 
Spring. However, as noted above, the plant. is badly needed, and 
right awa-, ,if innocent consumers (and the air-breathing public) 
are not t- suf-f-r. T- harm to the river in the mcantime, if we 
impose certain conditions to-keen it within bounds, is a risk 
rzther than a certainty; while we would not allow it over the 
long term, the great probability is that any harm that does occur 
will be undone naturally by. repopulation from unaffected areas 
after adequate cooling is provided.  

So we will allow Unit #1 to be operated, with the discharge 
improvements promised by the companies, as soon as it is ready.  
With only one unit in bperation, the increase in temperature 
through the plant will be only 130 (R. 30.), and river dilution 
will be adequate to a sure that the whole stream not be raised by 
50 even at low water..  

Moreover, we shall require the companies.to report on the 
feashi i..it.. of iTstalling spray modules in the discharge canal, 
as at Dresden, to reduce the heat discharged to the river. Unit 
12 may be testLd during this period, as the utilities request, 
in order to a.=,-ure its evailability for the peak denrands of 
sunmierf 1972 (R. 31), but, to avoid a full heat load on the river 
withoidt even rapid mixing, which might do considerable damage, 
the total station output shall not exceed 809 mw--that of either 
unit alone--until the diffuser pipe is in operation to assure that 
large areas are not raised more than 50.  

4. Nuclear Accident. The Attorney Generbl raised the 
question of th., ands:u:-cy of a• d against the possible escape 
of radioactive materials in the event of an accident. In light of 
recent controversy over the adequacy of certain systems for cooling 
reactor cores in the event of a coolant loss, we scheduled an additional t-.;o days of hearings, after tr dc "tr .-e record had been closed, 
to pursue the cuestion.. On the basis of the record we cannot 
fine =_ a s...,ificant danger of failure of the emergency cooling 
svstcm as, to :-_d us to dalay further the operation of this 
needdaci: £lt:.Ar 

"'"~ J.........�2 • t"b ra y mo-c tian 5ý will be only 
2) acres (P. 7.91).
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A highly qualified witness from General Electric, 
manufacturer of the reactors, testified in great detail as 
to the integrity of normal controls making the need for 
emergen'y cooling highly improbable; to the cuadruple 
emergency sy'stems rrovided, each independent]y capable 
of quelling any foreseeable problem; and to the extensive 
testing t-hat had been and would be performed to determine 
and to maintain the adequacy of the systems. He assured 
the Board that the problems encountered in recently 
publicized tests were spacific to an entirely different 
type of emergency system that had never been used or planned 
for boiling water reactors (R. 2336-2426). Dr. Alexander 
DeVolpi cf Argonne National Laboratory suggested that a 
1970 incident at Dresden raised questions as to the adequacy 
of BWR emergency cooling systems, but he was unable to 
demonstrate that the incident was one in which an emergency 
cooling system would be ex-zected to operate. Dr. Henry 
Kendall of MIT emphasized the desirability of further 

t..t. g cf e rvstem2 but agrreed that the problems 
recently encountered with cooling systems had no application 
to the BiWR's and had no suggestions for improving the Quad
Cities system.. Neither he nor Dr. DeVolpi asked that the 
permit be delayed or withheld; the latter expressly said 
that "inherent safety features make water reactors ex
tremel; safe" and that the "probability of failure 
necessitating emergency core cooling is very small" (R.  
2428-2542).  

Winile we -shall maintain a continuing concern for this 
and all other matters related to possible radiation hazards, 
and while we Shall provide that the permit may be modified 
or revoked if this is proved necessary by new information, 
we do not perceive a justification today for withholding the 
permit.  

5. O1heCr IT-sue3. Because of the advanced stage of 
constructiTon, s•.,cn-erations are of little consequence 
in .hi• ... --,... c sff i c -:t that e see no reason t r c uire 
th3t thi.s nlant be dismantled and rebuilt somewhere else. Solid 
razdicacci, ', .:aýves -,till be contained and shiz..--ed Lt an L1: 5tab2.bi c 
burial site (Environment.al Feasibility Report, p. 36), and 
we ha.ve no evidence to in~icate any undue dangers in the. plans 

---------.-------- -in transit, or 

S.. .. . - •I I', - - - -.-.. . . ... . .- ".A ,A.lJ . . . . . *." : ' • 

.. .- r,... rsUs the quejtion of nuclear accidents, but 
we think the evidence insufficient to show the need for 
additionJal precautions on this score beyond those already 
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prcv % -. hc - -: co radiation controls agreed to by the 
utilit_'e+ ",,.'ill -ndd Sicnificantlc- to accident protection (R.  
641-42). The sewzage treatment system and the gas-fired boilers 
are dsig-,. to ccm:ly w-ith all relevant regulations, and 
there is no infication that any nonradioactive solid wastes 
generate - tt sit-e -..ill be improperly disposed of. No 
chemical ":ater contaminant problems appear; the use of sodium 
hypochlorite for condenser cleaning will add some chlorine 
-to thie river, and chlorine and its compounds can be toxic 
to fish; but the undisputed testimonv is that the small amount 
of chlorine added will be rendered innocuous ";ithin two minutes 
by the chlorine demand in the river (R. 285-87).  

The Attorney General moved on November 11 that we 
further delay decision in this case -ending study of the 
transcript of a recent Iowa hearing with respect to the 
effects of the -ronosed diffuser. Ile denied this motion 
4-1, Mr. Dumelie dissenting, on the ground that, ample 
oportuni-ty had already been afforded for the presentation of 
evidence and that there "..as no justification for the extra
ordinr1 .ry course oZ reaDening and fu'.-'her delay.  

In conclusion, we should like to-co-mmend the applicants for a thoaa t -'• 
for a thoroug.i anI lucid prozeentati on of the relevant facts, 
and to thank the Attorney General for his participation, 
which provided the adversary proceeding that is so necessary 
to adequate resolution of the issues by the Board.  

Mr. Dumelle dissents for reasons to be stated in a separate 
opinion.  

This cninion ccnstitutes the Board'.s findings of fact 
and conclusions of law.
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ORDER 

.,-fter due notice and hearin;, and for the reasonq given in the 
Board's opinion, a permit is herebiy issued to Comrm..onwealth Edison.  
Co. and Io!Ia-Illinois. Gas e •_=c-ric Co. to operate Ur.its #Il 
and 2 at the 1,'Q-d-Ci.-tis Lzclear Prower Station near Cctdova, Illinois, 
subject to the following conditions: 

'General Conditions 

1. This prrmit shall not release the permittees from any 
liability or obligation imposcd by Illinois statutes or local ordinances 
and shall remain in force subject to all conditions and limitations 
now-or hereafter imposed by law. The permit shall be permissive 
only and shall not be construed as estopping or liriting any 
claims against the permittees for damage or injury to person or 
property resulting fro,,- any acts, operations, or omissiQns of 
the permittees, their agents, contractors or assigns, nor as estopping 
or limiting any legal claim of the state against the permittees, 
their agents, contractors or assigns, for damage to state property, 
or for any violation of subsequent regulations or conditions of 
this permit.  

2. This permit is subject to modification or revocation, and 
may be susironded at any time for failure to comply with the terms 
stat.-&1 horc.n or -.,ith the orovi.i;_n: of an• other anlicabjle 
present or future regulations or standards of the IPC3 or its 
predecessors or successors, and is issued with the undorstandinc 
that it does not estop the Boar.3 from s5tibscii!ent establishment 
of further reauirements for treatment or cortrol at any time.  
The Board upon notice and opportunitv to be heard ray reopen 
this proceeding at any time for the purpose of such revocation 
or modification in order to prevent or reduce possible pollution 
of the environment.  

3. The perniftees or their assigns shall defend, indemnify and hold 
harmlr~sS the State of Illinois, .it- ol'ficr-rs, agents ane e~orlovees, 
officially or personally, against any and all actions, claims or 
demands whatsoever which may arise from or on account of the 
issuance -f t.his permit, or the construction or maintenance of 
any fac 1itities hereunder.  

Snecial Conditions Po'atina to _-;c1nntie nischaraes 

(1. *Poliy of the Board] 

I. policy of t. IP that all radioactive pollution 
of th ,. " ..... . ha!! he held: to t-'- lcwest level that is 

.'-'-.1?i+--' J - 1-iri t''~ ~ ' -r' f-ert n'-1nio al fonsi-bility 

rafIioctive •is r ns c,!cr e::ceed the limits imnosed b,, the tUnitod 
States Atomic Energy Co:-rission. In additinn, the actual levels
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of radiation exposure of members of the public shall be kept as 
far .belo.:: those limits as possible, consist~ent with technological 
feasibility and rnasonablcncss of cost.  

[2. Radioactive Discharges Generally] 

In keeping with the above policy of the IPCB, all practical 
.measures for treatment, control and containment of radioactive 
wastes from Quad-Cities Units 1 & 2 nuclear generating plant of the 
Commonwealth Edison Company shall be employed for the purpose of pre
venting the release of radioactivity to the envirdnment. Such 
measures shall include at ;least, but not be limited to; all measures 
for the treatment, control and containment of liquid and gaseous 
radioactive effluents that are indicated in the Final Safety 
Analysis Report of the Quad-Cities Units 1 & 2 nuclear generating 
plant.  

[3. Liquid Radioactive Discharges] 

(a) The annual average gross beta-gamma radioactivity of 
liquid effluents released to the Mississippi River shall not 
exceed 10-7 uCi/ml (100 £CiilI).  

(b) Total activity discharged to the Mississippi River 
in any year, exclusive of tritium, shall not exceed 26 curies.  

(c) Tritium discharged to the Mississippi River in any year 
shall not exceed'30 curies.  

(d) On and after December 1, 1973, total activity discharged" to 
the Mississippi River in any year, exclusive of tritium, shall 
not exceed 1.2 curies, and aross activity exclusive of tritium 
shall b, roducad to 2 x 10-5 Ci/cc before dilution.  

[4. Gaseous Radioactive Discharges] 

(a) Gross b-ta-gauma radioactivity of gaseous emissions 
released to the t.1cz:here from either Unit 1 o: Unit 2 shall 
not exce-:," an annunl average of 80,000 microcuries per second, 
and cmirssions from both- units operating at the same time shall 
not e an annial average of 110,000.  

(b) If gaseous radioactive emissions at any time exceed 
37,5 0 ".-. §-...0.... o UniL 1 or Unit 2, or exceed 57,500 
uCi/sec FroCm both. units operating at the same time, the perymittees 
shall initi-e o:•-ating rrocedures, to the extent permitted by 
power "•-~.w . ..,- ..-, t. .... .:.-c',r:' s~a,-t • • ... •-h..•.  

2 hnol ex.-,ed an annual average 
of *30u uCn .'czec, uor shall emissions from both units ooerating 
at the s.,e ti(e exceed an annual average of 4000 uCi/sec.  
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[5. Heated Water Discharges]

(a) With the discharge improvements described in the 
Suppembent to Avpndix C o- the Application as A-mended, Units 1 

and/or 2 sa_ be o-aerated u.-til April 1, 1972,, at a total output 
not to exceed 809 m,.-, without regard to the heat limitations of 
regulations SWB-12 as amended by #R 70-16 or of successor 
r~gulations, provided that: 

(i) until operation of the diffuser is achieved.  
effluents shall not exceed ambient river' 
temperatures by more than 12°F; and 

(ii) within thirty da,-s after receipt of this 
permit, the -ermittees shall submit a state
ment regarding the feasibility and cost of 
installing sprav modules to reduce the heat 
discharged In the interim before completion 
of the difuer. The Board upon receipt of 
such statement .:ill take such further action 
as appears appropriate.  

(b) On and after April 1, 1972, Uni.ts 1 and 2 shall be 
operated only in full compliance with 'll provisions of SWB-12 
-as amended by #R 70-16 or of successor regulations, with regard 
to heated discharges.  

[6. Reporting and Monitoring] 

(a) Licuid discharaes. Prior to any release of radio
activ!ty in 1ud eiflunt. e=.ch batch will be counted for 
gross beta activity, excluding tritium. Records of the radio
active concentration and volume of each batch of effluent shall 
be '..aintain-_n- as %..ell as rezord; of th.- amount of circulating 
water vci- mii:ing. At least c-ae per month a gamima 
scan of typ.ci-l batz-ches of effiu-nt sh.all be performed to deter
mino t...n. g.-1-. enercrv oea)s ef thee b.atc;hes. isotopic analyses 
of r='-3resenta.ive batches cz , _cludi;'.a determinatic; 
of t:-.t- .u,'-'" 3h:-:1l b? - .. .t ! ast once .:er 
quarter. If the monthly ganima scan reveals energy pea3ks other 

t,-CL;I t czý ý1i 4C ana.LVii-s ancA!.: 
the dAfferei-,ce is significant, a new set of isotopic analyses 
will be '" f... .. " ..eo• d- .  

-- _*. .. . . ,". .'-- °*.¶..**.  

sL-ack xo-nitorinc, svstcm and plant chimney monitoring system shall 
be of-erable at all times. Dail% z-'.mples of the air ejector 
efflucnt will be takern. Within one rmonth after initial 
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cc.rr•e-r-a oeration of the unit, an isotopic analysis will be 
.o, this analsis 'a ratio of long lived to short lived 

activity -:i l be cori-puted. If a ratio based on. any daily sample 
indicates a change greater than 20 per cent from the previous 
isotopic analysis, a new isotopic analysis will be performed 
and recorded. In any event, a new isotopic analysis will be 
performad at least quarterly. Gaseous releases of tritium shall 
be calculated monthly from measured data. Records from the 
continuous monitors, the daily samples and the isotopic examinations 
shall be maintained.  

(c). All effluent and environmental monitoring program 
results shall be reported monthly by the Permittees to the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). All monitoring program 
results shall also be available for inspection by the 
Envirormental Protection Agency at the plant site at any time.  

[7. Emergency Situations] 

The Permittees shall cooperate to the full extent necessary 
with the EPA and with the Illinois De.'artment of Public Health 
for ..pur2oses of development by those, agencies of an adequate 
and effective emergency protection plan designed to immediately 
control and minimize the effects of any accidental release of 
unexpectedly large quantities of radioactivity from the Quad
Cities nuclear gener:at-ng plant. In particular, the permittees 
shall immediately notify both the EPA and the Illinois Department 
of Public Health of any uncontrolled release of unexpectedly 
large quantities of radioactivity to the offsite air. and/or 
water environmhnt due to operational failure of any of the nower 
plant systems, and shall report monthly to the Board and EPA any activa 
tion of the emergency core cooling system', whether spurious or real, 
exclusive of today.  (8. Time of Permit] 

This permit shall expire on November 15, 1973. If the 
permittes wish to continue opc.ration of Quad-Cities Units 1 
and 2 be%-'nd that date they shall file with the IPCB an application 
for a rene-.a •erw it on or before August 15, 1973. Said 
applica.tion .ii co-ntain complate information and data: 

(a) dc-c-arning the radioactive emissions, gaseous and 
liquid, u. to th-at d,4 

(b) concerning the status of the construction and installation 
of the radioactive control .facilities required by this permit, 

1.J 
• .. . . .. .|- ,L . ". .  

. • app zi-Lion &haill also include such 
other arrCi-on anc data as required by Lhe Board to evaluate 
the..im-.act on -he environment of Quad-Cities Units l and 2.  
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[9. CombJ1iance with Existing Laws] 

The permittees shall conform to all existing and future 
laws and regulations in other aspects of the operation of Quad
Cities Units 1 and 2, including among other things the operation 
of boilers, the operation of sewage treatment facilities, and the 
disposal of solid w.:aste, and shall procure from the Environmental 
Protection Agency such permits as may be required for various 
aspects of that operation.  

I, Christan N4offett, Acting Clerk of the Pollution Control Board, 
certify that the Board issuied the above Permit this -/./ day 
of,'-.,. - , 1971.  

1 
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ILLII:OIS T-OLLUTc:C: ~TRCL 3BOAR1 
Nove~mber 15, 1971 

) 
in the matter of ) ) 
JOINT ADLICA-ION OF ) PCB 71-20 
CO410ELTE EDISO2Z CO. AND 
IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS & ELECTRIC CO. ) 
(QUAD-CITIES PERM4IT) ) ) 

Dissenting opinion by Mr. Dumelle: 

The Board, by a 3-1 vote on this date has granted the permit 
for the Quad-Cities reactors to operate. I. dissented for the followins 
reasons in this order of importance.  

1. The lack of time in which to adequately assess 
the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) testi
mony received only eight working hours previous 
to the decision.  

2. The excessive and unnecessary radiation dosage 
to the public in the vicinity of the Quad-Cities 
nuclear plant under the permit.  

3. The opinion that the jet diffuser will serve as 
a barrier to the passage of fish in the Mississippi 
River.  

I. The Emergency Core Cooling System 

On Thursday, November 11, the Board heard Dr. Henry Kendall, 
Chairman of the Union of Concerned Scientists, and a physicist at 
the Massachusetts institute of Technology, tell why his group 
feels that present Emergency Core Cooling System design is not 
adequate. His testimony, which was well researched and impressive, 
detailed the conseauences of an r#CCS failure.  

If a Loss of Coolant Accident occurs, the uncovered fuel rods 
in the core would heat up, distort, rupture and thus block coolant 
flow into t"e hot spots of the core. Metal-water reactions will 
add to tc heat present; em::rittlement of. the cladding will occur 
and eutecic alloys will orii. All of this could lead to an 
irr-,n= b½e r.tin-- .ten co-re t 3,000F. to 5,000', which 
would zu'ture both the inner and outer contaminant vessels and 
release clouds of radioactive gases to the atmosphere. Depending
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upon the winds at the time, these lethal clouds could travel over 
highly populated areas and cause lethal doses of radiation within 
a 60-770 -:-ls n,".r cc-s a..& othousands of peop~le might -e 
killed i. such a seauence occurred at either Quad-Cities or its 
týin at Dresden (R. 2467-8, 2527-30).  

Ccmbonrea'th 1dison Company and Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric 
Company (the Utilities) and their vendor, General Electric Company, 
point to the several core cooling -or feedwater systems which would 
energize and cool the core before the fatal 60 seconds of uncovered 
core has passed. Accepting as true the uncontroverted testimony 
that after the initiation of an incident requiring Emergency Core 
Cooling, 30 seconds elapse before the core sprays are activated, 
leaving only-another 30 seconds for the ECCS to do its job 
(R.2475, 2491) we must take note of the import of Dr. Kendall's 
testimony.  

Dr. Kendall tells us that even if the ECCS system functions 
itma not stoo the excursion and consequent disaster. The ECCS 
system i-sllkethe emergoncy brake system on our cars. We may 
put it on and the brakes may engage but just as the mechanical 
momentum impels the car forw.ard so too may the reaction in the 
core be unstoppable and proceed to total core meltdown. That is 
the meaning of all the testimony by Dr. Kendall about test results 
and computer codes and blithe assumptions that are not realistic.  

The next logical question is "',hat are the chances of a 
Loss-of-Coolant-Accident?" Dr. Kendall puts them at being very 
high when he says "I expect an incident (of core uncovering) in 
the next few years" (R. 2532). If we take a "few years" as 
being three years and compare the seven existing power reactors 
in Illinois soon to.be on line (Dresden 3, Quad-Cities 2, Zion 2) 
with the 121 reactors listed by Dr. Kendall (Bd. Ex. 12 Supp. 2 p.l) 
the chances are simply 7 in 121 that this incident will obcur 
in Illinois or aI:17 chance. These are very high odds. And if 
the "brake" does not work then monumental tragedy may ensue.  

The short time left after Dr. Kendall's testimony was finished 
was simply not enough to read the Final Safety Analysis .Report or 
the Edison report to the Atomic Energy Commission of the previously 
not publicly known ECCS activiation incident at Dresden 2 on 
June 5, 1970. From these documents, at the very least, a fuller 
picture would have emerged that might have resulted in sovie core 
temperature restriction or, a speedup in'the sensor testing program, 
or both. I had asked to defer consideration of the permit application 
until the noxt Board meeting a week hence and that r.otion, by a 2-2 
vote was lost4,, With so much at stake the Board should have granted 
Cie ci.ionaxStUay time.  

I. Excessive Radiation Doses to the Public
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- ;,-, 17.C From this date, until 
eS aa..e aa t •" at ehich the. gas clepning system 

is to hs o-erat-ive, an apoxiate 120 mi'lire-s dose il be 
deli;ed -• the ubic !-i:n nerby. Tn other %.zords, these 
peop2e -- :.i: . .. '-. an "`.ssarv &ose of radiation aaual to a 
year's nornal background :e7el. Put anot-her -.. ay, in t•Ve year
and a halif o- -f power, _-e nearby public will receive two and 
one half vyars of radiatiosn. Since most scientists hold that no* 
.acceptable threshol] values exist for unnecessary radiation 
exposurez it fcliows that there is some unnecessary risk of induc
tion of leu'kemia, other cancers and genetic defects.  

If it -,ere necessary that this radiation occur then the balance 
might be so"e'..hat easier. -he Board could then balance the effects 
from the smioke from the A::'line power plant and the leukemia-cancer
genetic defects against the necessity for power. But it is wholly 
unnecessary. Edison's own.witness, Mr. Harold Williamson testified 
that fuel reds did not deteriorate in storage and could be used 
again (Dresden Record, October 19, 1971 p. 75-79). All that 
would be necessary for the Utilities to do--,:ould be to refuel 
when emissions exceeded 25,000 pCi/sec. per reactor at full load, 
retain the "dirty" fuel, load with new fuel, and use the "dirty" 
fuel after Septe-ber '1973 "-:hen the off-gas control system would 
be operati-ve. - o-e only cost to the Utilities would be the interest 
on the fuel rod inve stment -lus the cost of the additional do'.in 
time required for refueling. Since we have been told by Edison 
that it took the unusual step of completely refueling Dresden 2 
after the June-5, 1970 incident,refuelina as a precaution is cer
tainly possible and indeed has been done in the past.  

I would have retained the'25,000 uCi/sec. limit on the uncon
trolled Quad-Cities reactors as a maximum, similar to the limit we 
set on the Dresden 3 reactor in March 1971. I think the Board has" 
now set a precedent., in .ermitting S0,000 uCi/sec. for a single 
Quad-Cities reactor• (more than a 2003- increase) that w..'ill haunt 
the Bo'-.rd. The Board next "lee-k mra, decia'e .further crder on 
Dresden.3 and the pressure -ill be on to relax the li.it in that 
permit and to go with the-looser (and "dirtier") Quad-Cities level.  

III. The Jet Diffuser as a Barrier to Fish.  

The Board .has gi,.en• its per.i.'!ion to the Utilities to use a 
jet diffuser to dissipate the heat from theoi'_ oeration. The 

has not been proven to me th.at fish will in aac t go through the 
LA 0 . " " C. -C 0 r 

effecti'e:ess"as a heat s.-:rcader). Just because there may be 
iro-"e cf co-1 -to ztwze. the edida -c,- pl'umes dces not .-,!.a . h - = --.- z ] . - .• . .. .• • ., . • - . , - - -.
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sensitive to noise. ',hat is calle' fCor and what iý lacking, are 

3. P l in s- t j7l~y~zL~~ -o.2 hc TIC hr,~ 

not per-it a 'I-arrier to Oe constrAczeCd and then he under the 

con. C •:tr ra•b I --. cs--ur_. c` .- ,.kin- .;orth%!ess this substartia! iCn t

ment j it is E-:hn ti crcatlv i-,ma-r ntu•al fi.-h -ovemen-.  

IV. Conzlusion 

Between the Nove:,ber 11 testimony of Dr. Kendall and the 

Board action or November 15 the Chicago Daily News (November 13) 

ran a perceptive editorial as follows: 

Nuclear power dilemma 

From the testimony adduced so far there appears no 
reason to deny the Com..onwiealth Edison Co. a permit 
to build its projected new Quad Cities nuclear plant 

at Cordova. Edison, speaking through Asst. to the 
Presiden`_t Byron Lee, told the Illinois Pollution 
Control Board that -t no time during a pre-ep~rational 

accident at the Dresden plant in June, 1970, was there 
any hazard to the public. At that time a safety valve 
was accidentally opened by a "spurious" electronic 
signal. The steam turbine and reactor -.,ere shut 
down intstantv. Ead thc wat.•r level receded enougn 
to expose the reactor fuel core, the core could have 
overheated and sent radioactive gas clouds over the 
adjacent countryside.  

Members of th, Union of Concerned Scientists have 
testified that, while "fail-safe" mechanisms operated 
in this case, the sum-total of existing precautions 
are not sufficient to ensure such an accident will not 
recur and "lead to ccmplete core uncovery". It 
questions the feasibility of proceeding with new 
plants of the Dresden de'sign until and unless greater 
safety can be built into the designs.  

Corn Ed 'A7s that this is the only time a safety valve 
has. failc.' to function properly, and there is no 
rcc~on to suppose that if it ever did fail again, 
the built-in nrecautions w.'ouldn't operate as they 
did in th-is cas.  

W-rappe.d up in this single example is the whole dile-MM-a S. . .... , -7,-u trl . ...,n.. the. pl-.b-icre.r '''.  

tne dC :R6y potentials of the fuels used in nuclear power 
r1--ns, how s.;_.:e is ".safe enough?"
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1u.-Jy e any t.rrning back from the course 
,.-,hc - comanies In

"_ . ,blbi ein locked into absolute 
d -'--' the p_-.-er from the great nuclear 
.. e- .:r•,' :Q.ninc ~adjacent to the principal 

-. n-- . In Illinois the Pollution C3nt-rol Board an.] ~t..oz!.vthle Atonic Energy CoT.:ission have the 

job of making as certain as possible that the risk 
o: contamination is kept at the absolute minimum. In 
a siua.io .e disasters can result either from too 
litt2.e or tze '.uch caution, the public can only hope 
that their judgment is good.  

The Board by its Dresden decision in March 1971 and under 
Title VI-A of the Environmental Protection Act has responsibilities 
in the area of nuclear plant regulation. With these responsibilities 
comes the "job of making as certain as oossible that the risk of 
contamination is kept at the absolute minimum". I feel that we 
should have done more in this proceeding to be "certain".  

,- i '/B?..-.  

,Jacob D. Dumelle 

I, Christan Moffett, Acting Clerk of the Illinois Pollution 
Control Board, hereIy certify that the above Dissenting Opinion 
was submitted on the ": day of Novem:ber, 1971.  

Christan R:offett, AJt itc• Clerk 
Illinois Pollution Control Board 
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ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
February 22, 1972

A•rII', .T........ J• ... -c •... 'ThW LTH EDISON 
CO. :.rD I&:A-ILLI1,,OIS GAS & ELECTRIC 
CO. "U""-...iES) .; ý 1.L"••

) ) 
)

-\, 

#71-20

Supplementary Order of the Board (by Mr. Currie): 

Tho aklicants by letter of February 15 have informed us 
that pursuant to Iovia requirements they plan to construct a 
spray canal to acco-mmodate one-half of the plant's cooling water 
discharge. They ask whether additional proceedings brifore us.  
are necessary to obtain permission to construct this canal.  
We say no..  

The original hearings preceding our issuance of the Quad
Cities permit contained ample evidence as to the good and bad 
effects of spray canals, as a serious issue in'that proceeding 
was whether or not such a canal should be required. Our 
c--to^ncti- - ;'v, E 4- t4- no such canal , was. necessary at the time, not 
UICLL LL WC~ U1LUtebL.CUJ1J4.. -s wt: UL1Cttr_1.CSdid Ciie flew pian, LwiL.  
give further assurance that the Illinois standards for river 
temperature will be met. The evidence does not i-ndicate that 
fogging or other side effects will be so great as to forbid 
the se of the canal. No modification of the initial permit is 
necessary.  

The applicants further state their intention to seek a 
modification of the permit to allow operation without the diffuser 
pipe during the spring of 1972 because of regulatory delays in 
obtai3ning permits to construct the diffuser. We do not construe 
the February 15 letter as that iequest; when the applicants are 
ready they may submit such a request and we shall entertain it.  
It aper-ars likely that a hearing will be necessary. on such an 
application, and we urge that its filing hot be unduly delayed.  

, C...""'-" :...' . Clerk of the Pollution Control Board, certify

All ° • Si..--, .• 'Z

•- |
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) ,.  

, .:-TO -T, ,77 ) PC D 71 2 .  
COMUCINý;*-t.A:-.LTi EDT SON CO. AND ) 
IO•w-i+.,:.,o' GAS & ELZCTRIC CO.  
(Q :A D _C T::L £,.-. . . .......  

) 

Snpel..entary Order (by Mr. Dumielle) 

On November 15, 1971 the Poard issued the permit in this 
proceed.ing. On Noverber 23, 1971 the Board in PCB 70-21 
rrodified a permit issue.. on .larch 3, 1971 for Dresden Unit 3 
of the Dresden Nuclear _Power Station near .. orris, illinois.  

oQuai-C~ti reactors &nd Dresden 3 are identical reactors 
in desicn and size.  

The order Ahich follcws ae-rely confor-ms the Quad--Cities 
permit of Novcmrber 15, 1971 to the new-.er language of the Dresden 
3pe--i..t of N'ove:.ber 23, 1971 wit-h roE-rd tc, the prchio"tion o 
reactor ooeration if emergency core coc..ir-' systems are inoperable 

_; Io f J U %A • j • U A. ° , 

a single re--'-"cr and 57,500 uCi/sec. for both reactors action levels 
for gascouL. radioactive ea:.ission reduction.  

ORDER 

The lRvewrber 15, 1.971 permit issued by the Board is modified 
as follows: 

The phrase `:to t/he extent permitted .:y rower demand" 
is die-l'C ali. the phrase "to the extent permitted 
without interrupting elect.ric service" is substituted 
jn I's s-tc.- 4n -M 

The fo]1cw.;ing sentence is ac,.ded to 7.  
h- , oe:-.tes shall -.o '-oeUate :in- actor at Quad-Ci ts•- .  

". .,. c - th -, ...... . . -ý7 r c r ....n E ' 

are ,,,.': , operate." 

TY Christan M_.offett, Actin? C]erk of the Illinois Pollution Control 
, ri 0... r C1 C - O. dcr on the day of 

a, -ý 0, . t- -_ - a oA 

Illinois Po.2utitn, Cont. i0 Board 
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ILLINOIS ..... T-":; C"NT.RCL BOARD 
: r 23, 1972 2. .  

In the matter of 

JOINT APPLICATION OF ) 
CO....;•.LI EDISC'.Z CO. A:TD ) PCB 71-20 
IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS & ELECTRIC CO. ) 
(QUAD CITIES PERMIT) ) 

) 
) 

Preliminary Opinion and Order of the Board on Petition to Modify 
Permit (by Jacob D. Dumelle) 

Commonwealth Edison Co. and Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric 
Company (hereafter."Utilities") petitioned the Board on March 1, 
1972 to modify the Permit issued on Noverber 16, 1671 with respect 
to Paragraph 5 which dealt with the operation of the power generating 
station's cooling water discharge to the Mississippi River. Para
graph 5(b) of the permit prohibits operation of the station after 
April 1, 1972 in violation of the Mississippi River Thermal Standard 
adopted on Novenber 23, 1971 (R70-16). At the time of the issuance 
of the Permit it was thought that the diffuser discharge system would 
be in operation by April 1, 1972 and that the station would be opera
ting within the thermal standard. On March 7, 1972 we voted to hold 
a hearing on the Utilities request for variance to be able to exceed 
the te-mperature 1i-its in the Mississippi River Thermal Standard.  

Since the filing of the petition the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission has issued its Draft Detailed Statement on Environmental 
Considerations (draft impact statement) for the station (March 6, 
1972). Several inconsistencies between the draft imnact statement 
and the record on which the Permit was based are apparcnt. Amona 
the inconsistencies are the site boundary dose to people, the sta
tion release rate of radioactive gaseous emissions, the quanti'ty of 
liquid radioactive releases and the anticipated date of operatiorn of 
the station with the diffu.,ser discharge system. Rather than 
initiate a separate hearing on the questions raised with the publi
cation of the impact statement we shall order that the subject be 
dealt with in the previously authorized hearing.  
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IT IS. HEREBY ORDFRFD t-hat tihe Utilities in addition to pre
........... ... .-.. -.. ._ ... . . .. •.. . . . . . to Mc i y Permit 

address -o--s.v.... .t a:u&renc inconsistencies between 
the draft izact statemeent .-*.d the previous record in this case 
on which th i.suance of t Pe ?ermit -.7as based and show the Board 
why, the Prit . -uanc•a should not -c re-exa.ined.  

I, Christan L. Moffett, Clerk of the Illinois Pollution Control 
Board, hereby certify the Board adopted the above Preliminary Opinion 
and Order on the 28th day of March by a 5-0 vote.  

.  

Christan L. 2.1offett, Clerk 
Illinois Pollution Control Board
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ROCK ISLAND DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

CLOCK TOWER BUILDING 

ROCK ISLAND. ILLINOIS 61201 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

NCRED-PB 13 April 1972 

5 - 25 4 0- 26 5 

)r. Lester Rogers 
United States Atomic Energy Commission 
Division of Radiological and 

Environmental Protection 
Washington, D. C. 2o545 

Dear Mre Rogers: 

This is in response to your letter of 6 March requesting review and 
comments on your draft environmental impact statement for the Common
wealth Edison plant at Cordova, Docket numbered 50-254 and 50-265 
(Quad City Nuclear Power Station). The following are the camnents 
of this office.  

On page 16, Section II, paragraph E, the site elevation is reported 
as nine feet above the highest flood level during the 92 years of 
record. It is suggested that the final statement indicate whether 
this meets ABC design flood protection criteria.  

On page 63 the quantities of material to be removed are not in con
formance with the quantities stated in the applicant's most recent 
revision, dated 3 June 1971. These quantities were changed to 
99,950 cubic yards of unconsolidated alluvium and 504 cubic yards 
of rock. It is suggested that the final statement also state that 
a minimun depth of 18.0 feet will be provided from flat pool eleva
tion 572.0 to top most point of the diffuser pipes in the navigation 
channel. This will clearly indicate that no restrictions will be 
placed on present or future planned comoercial navigation traffic on 
the upper 14ississippi River. It is also suggested that the final 
statement make reference to the amount of turbulence that may be ex
pected near the diffuser pipes as related to small boat safety.  

Since preparation of the draft statement there have been two new legal 
developments; namely, settlement of the litigation involving the 
Illinois Attorney General, and issuance of a permit by the Iowa Con
servation Commission. The final statement should update the draft to 
show these developments.
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NCRED-PB 13 April 1972 
Xr. Lester Rogers 

On page 16, paragraph D, the discussion of historical and archaeological 
aspects is rather limited. Although the site proper probably does not 
have an impact on any particular archaeology site, construction of the 
spray-channel W involve minor archaeological sites, It is suggested 
that this aspeat be considered in more detail in the final statement.  

On page 5., paragraph 2, the aquatic habitat is discussed. It is sug
gested that a percentage relationship of the various habitats be given 
in the final statement. This would allow for a better evaluation of 
aquatic conditions in Pool 14 above and below the plant site.  

Sincerely yours, 

) J1kZE_,SE. BUNCH 
Colonel, Corps of Engineers 
District Engineer 

2
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SUnited States Dep rtmriet of the Interior 

01O FF ICEOF TIIE' SECRETARY 50-254 
-WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 56-265 

MAY 1 1972 

C'J 

Dear Mr. Muntzing: .  

This is in response to Mr. Rogers' letter of March 6• 
1972, requesting our comments on the-Atomic Energy v.  
Commission's draft detailed statement dated March 6, 
1972, on environmental considerations for Quad-Cities 
Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, Rock Island County, v' 
Illinois.  

General 

It is our understanding that the applicants have changed 
their plans for waste heat dissipation since the environ
mental statement was prepared and they now plan to install 
spray canals for both units. This change in plans sub
stantially reduces our former concerns that this plant will 
have an adverse impact on the environment.  

Our specific comments follow on a sectional basis.  

Historical Significance 

Our review reveals that operation of the power station 
will not affect existing or proposed units of the National 
Park System nor any historical or archeological values.  

Condenser Cooling Water Intake 

The trash racks and traveling screens in the condenser 
cooling water intake are described, and observations are 
reported concerning debris that accumulated on these 
facilities on pages 38 and 75. However, a description 
of the method to be used for the removal and disposal of 
fish and other accumulations is not given. We think this 
information should be included in the environmental 
statement.  

Solid Waste Disposal 

The final statement should include the location of the 
disposal site and method of disposal of solid radioactive 
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wastes. This lack of information is acknowledged in the 
statement but there were no indications that it would be 
included in the final statement.  

Environmental Impacts of Plant Operation 

It is stated on page 65 that no public access or recrea
tional functions are to be provided and none existed 
previously. We do not think that a public utility with 
rights of condemnation actions in its interest has a right 
to prohibit public access to the property obtained through 
condemnation or which could have been obtained through 
condemnation proceedings if such visitations would not 
materially interfere with the intended use.  

Furthermore, the educational and recreational benefits 
obtainable from visiting nuclear power stations have 
proven to be significant. In order to optimize the use 
of these resources, we suggest that a comprehensive site 
plan be developed. This plan should be included in the 
final environmental statement.  

Land Use 

The first paragraph of page 65 contains the following 
statement, "The 560 acre site . . . has been committed 
to the station. No plans have been announced for the 
remainder of the property." Based on statements at the 
bottom of page 13 and in the second paragraph on page 16, 
it appears that the area of the site is 560 + 160 or 
720 acres; however, the Summary and pages 63 and 65 imply 
that the total area is 560 acres. We suggest that this 
be clarified in the final statement.  

It appears that the portion of lands not usea by the 
applicant could be managed for recreational and educational 
purposes. It is suggested that the applicants consult 
with State and local planning groups in the development 
of a plan to utilize this resource.  

Biological ImDact 

According to a statement on page 74, AEC will require the 
applicants to monitor the environment in order to determine 
the impacts on aquatic life. We suggest that the applicants 
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work cooperatively with the appropriate State biologists 
in making onsite observations of entrained fish and other 
organisms in the intake structure and discharge canal.  
We also point out that compliance with State and Federal 
standards does not preclude environmental damages or 
remove the applicants' responsibility for the environment.  

Plant Shutdown 

It is mentioned on page 82 that cold shock from station 
shutdown during winter could occur to resident animal 
species in the island area. Cold shock could also occur 
to fish living in or near the thermal plume when the 
side-jet and diffuser-pipe methods are used. We suggest 
that a shutdown of both units be avoided except in emer
gencies and that a gradual shutdown procedure be utilized 
even when only one unit is involved, particularly during 
the winter months.  

Diffuser Pipe 

We have considerable concern for the possible effects of 
the diffuser system even though it will only be used until 
the spray canal is completed. This pipe, as planned, 
will extend about 3/4 of the distance across the river, 
thus preventing the free movement of fish. This action 
also violates the "zone of passage" requirement suggested 
in the Report of the Committee on Water Quality Criteria 
of about 75% of the cross sectional area and/or volume of 
flow of the stream. We recommend that additional con
sideration be given to the design of this system.  

The warmed water moving from the jets of the diffuser will 
form a heated-water barrier or curtain across most of the 
river. The effects of this barrier on the movement of 
fish should be given.  

Pages 44 - 51 contain a discussion of the areas involved 
of temperatures greater than 30F; however, these areas 
are not estimated for temperature rises of 10 or 20 F.  
Many fish and aquatic organisms are acutely sensitive to 
small temperature changes during certain periods of their 
life cycles. Thus, a degree or two increase in water 
temperature throughout the year for a 50, 100, or 200-mile 
reach of river could exert a significant environmental 
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impact. These areas should be estimated in this section 
and the impacts on the environment resulting from these 
changes in temperatures should be included in the appro
priate section.  

Cumulative Effects 

No mention is made of the effects of this plant combined 
with those of other sources of heat or chemical discharges.  
This is a requirement of NEPA and this Department thinks 
that this analysis is highly desirable in assessing the 
environmental impacts.  

Transportation ImDact 

As stated on page 94, the probability of accidental 
releases of low level contaminated material has been 
calculated and found to be sufficiently small that the 
likelihood of significant exposure is extremely small.  
We suggest that emergency procedures be developed to 
insure maximum containment of the spill and minimum 
personal exposure to contamination. These procedures 
should be given in the final environmental statement.  

Environmental Impact of Postulated Accidents 

The radiological effects of accidents are given only in 
terms of estimated doses to the population from air borne 
emissions at various distances from the plant. However, 
the environmental effects of releases to water is lacking.  
We think that the final environmental statement should 
include estimates of the pathways of the escaping radio
nuclides and quantities involved.  

We also think that Class 9 accidents resulting in radio
active releases to both air and water should be described 

.and the impact on human life and the remaining environ
ment discussed as long as there is any possibility of 
occurrence. The consequences of an accident of this 
severity could have far-reaching effects which last for 
centuries.  
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Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

This section should describe the annual losses of fish 
and wildlife resources resulting from prloject construction 
and operation.  

Cost-Benefit Analysis 

This section does not adequately include the effects of 
the proposed plant or its alternatives on the environment.  
An evaluation of sport and commercial fish was made on.  
page 114; but the total plankton and terrestrial life is 
essentially ignored in this section. A quantitative 
estimation of environmental costs and benefits should be 
given in the final invironmental statement.  

Sincee y ss 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Lnterior 

Mr. L. Manning Muntzing 
Director of Regulation 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

i21
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY a STATE OF ILLINOIS

William'. Blaser, Director a Richard B. Ogilvie, Governor 

July 12a 1972 

50-25V/265 
EWPIRONmNTAL nIPACT STATEMENT-Cotmonwealth Edison Company 

Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Division of Radiological and Environmental Protection 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Gentlemen: 

The Permit Section of the Division of Water Pollution Control has 
reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Quad-Cities 
Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2 prepared by the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission, issued on March 6, 1972, and the Environmental 
Impact Statement Comments prepared by the Federal Environmental 
Protection Agency, issued in April, 1972.  

We find that we are in agreement with the Environmental Impact Statement 
Comments prepared by the Federal Environmental Protection Agency. As 
stated in the PEPA comments, the use of chlorine as an anti-fouling 
agent in the condenser cooling water system may show cause for concern 
due to its possible environmental, consequences. When ammonia is 
present, chlorine can combine with it to form cloramines which are 
more toxic than chlorine to the aquatic environment. However, due 
to the low concentration and intermittent discharging, we feel that 
the impact on the environment would normally be insignificant except 
possibly during periods of low flow.  

Very truly yours, 

DIVISION OF WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 

Robert A. Weiss, P.E.  
Manager 
Permit Section 

JRL/lce 
0o0 Federal Environmental Protection, Agency 

Commonwealth Edison Company 
R. 8. Nelle 

3933

Springfield, Illinois 62706 Telephone: 217-525-33972200 Churchill Road



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 0201

AND WELFARE

JUL 1:3 197Z

Hr. L. Rogers 
Director 
Division of Radiological and 

Environmental Protection 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545

* 4\ 

C

Dear Hr. Rogers: 

This is in response to your letter of March 6, 1972, wherein you requested 
comments on the draft environmental impact statement for the Quad-Cities 
Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, Commonwealth Edison Company and 
Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company.  

This Department has reviewed the health aspects of the above project as 
presented in the documents submitted. The following comments are 
offered: 

1. Proper construction methods should be used during future con
struction activities and during placement of dredge materials 
to assure that mosquito breeding areas are not created.  

2. Operation of the spray canal will create fog and icing on 
Illinois Route 84 increasing the potential for highway accidents.  
Present accident rates due to fog and icing in the vicinity of 
the power station should be determined. If accident rate due 
to these reasons increases after the spray canal is operational, 
control measures should be initiated.  

The opportunity to review this draft environmental impact statement is 
appreciated.  

Sincerely yours,

hl4L<
Merlin K. DuVal, M.D.  
Assistant Secretary for 

Health and Scientific Affairs

50-254 
50-265



Appendix B. Agency Comments on the Addendum to the 

Draft Environmental Statement



50-254 
50-265 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426 

IN REPLY REFER TOi 

$ JUN 1972 

Mr. Daniel R.. Muller /.b 
Assistant Director for .0 6'~ 

Environmental Projects 
Directorate of Licensing 

"U. S. Atomic"Energy Commission 6 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Muller: 

This is in response to your letter dated June 7, 1972, 
requesting review and comments by the Federal Power Commission on 
an Addendum dated June 1972 to the AEC's Draft Environmenta1 State
ment for the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2, which 
includes proposed changes to the Station's condenser cooling system.  

The Federal Power Commission's Bureau of Power has previously 
commented on the AEC's Draft Environmental Statement in it& letter 
dated March 22, 1972. These comments discussed the needs for 
additional power supply capability in the Applicants' areas and 
are not affected by the Addendum to the Draft Environmental State
ment. Therefore, we shall appreciate your using the March 22, 1972 
comments to fulfill whatever needs may arise for Federal Power Com
mission information 'in the case covered by Addendum I to the Quad 
Cities Draft Detailed Statement.  

Very t;ruly yours, 

Stewart P. Crum 
Acting Chief, Bureau of Power.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
MAILING ADDIIESS:.  

PHONE. 202-426-2262 

01 JUN 1972 

Cr 1%50-254 
Mr. Daniel R. Muller 50-265 

Assistant Director J JUN 13 1972> 
for Efivirormental Projects A 2-1. 1103Y ,ER, 

Directorate of Licensing , , 
U. S. Atomic Energy Comission V ail st '.  

.Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Muller: 

This is in response to your letter of 7 June 1972 addressed to Hr.  
Herbert F. DeSimone, Assistant Secretary for Environment and Urban 
Systems. Your letter concerned an addendum to the draft environ
mental impact statement for Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station Units 
land 2, Rock Island County, Illinois.  

We have reviewed the additional material presented and we have no 
comments to offer.  

This Department previously reviewed this project as indicated in our 
letter dated 6 April 1972 to Mr. Lester Rogers of.the Atomic Energy 
Commission. It is our determination that the impact of this project 
upon transportation remains minimal and we have no objections to the 
Quad-Cities project.  

The opportunity to review and comment on this addendum to the draft 
statement for Quad-Cities Nuclear project is appreciated.  

Sincqrely, 

k.. 1.., . . -. 4 ' (C , .  

o.. of:
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

ROCK ISLAND DISTRICT CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CLOCK TOWER BUILDING 

ROCK ISLAND. ILLINOIS 61201 

IN REPLY REFER TO

NCROC

50-254 
50-265

22 June 1972

Vr

Mr. Daniel R. MuLler.f Assistant Director qP ..  
for Environmental Projects " 

Directorate of Licensing 
United States Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Muller: 

This is in response to your letter of 7 June requesting re
view and comments on Addendum I to the Draft Environmental 
Statement for the Commonwealth Edison plant at Cordova, 
Docket numbered 50-254 and 50-265 (Quad-Cities Nuclear Power 
Station). Inclosed with the Addendum was Supplement 5 
,to the Applicant's Environmental Report. Both documents 
discuss spray canal design changes to enlarge its capacity.  
The notice of the Addendum published in the Federal Register 
we found in the issue of June 9.  

On 13 April 1972 we submitted our comments on the Draft En
vironmental Statement in a letter addressed to Mr. Lester 
Rogers, a copy of which we inclose. Although Addendum I 
does not appear to be intended as the document responsive to 
solicited comments, we do note it supplies one item we re
quested, namely, updating to show settlement of the law
suit which the Illinois Attorney General brought. The re
maining 13 April comments we see no need to add to or change.  

Sincerely yours,

hJAMES E. BUNCH 
Colonel, Corps of Engineers 
District Engineer1 Incl 

As stated

3
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13 Apr4 1972

1h. Lester Rogers 
United States Ato.ic Enorvy Conmission 
DiVision' of !Rdilb'dic&l and 

flnvirornental Protection 
Waslhington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mrr. Rogers: 

This is in response to your letter of 6 larch requesting rovime and 
comments on your draft environmental impact statament for the Cormmon
wealth Edison pl-nt at Cordova, Docket niribered 50-2,L4 and 50-265 
(Quad City ILuclear Power Station). The folloawing are the camments 
of this office.  

On page 16, Section II, paragraph E,, the site elevation is reported 
as nine £cet above the highest flood level durin-ig the 92 years of 
record. It is ougeosted that the final staterent indicate whether 
this rects AEC design flood protection criteria.  

On pag.e 63 the quantities of raterial to be removed are not in con
fcrmance with the quantities stated in the applicant's most recent 
revision, dated 3 June 1971. These quantities were changed to 
99,950 cubic yards of unconsolidated alluvium ard 504 cubic yards 
of rock. It is su-..^ested that the firal statement also state that 
a ninum depth of 10.0 feet rill be provided from flat pool eleva
tion 572.0 to top most point of the diffuser pipes in the navi-ation 
channel. This will clearly indicate that no restrictions will be 

.placed on present or future planned ccrmercial navigation traffic on 
the upper !imsissippi River. It is also su--csted thzat the final 
statement na•e reference to the amount of turbulence that may be ex
pected near the diffuser pipes as related to small boat safety.  

Since preparation of the draft statement there have been two new legal 
dovelopm.nts; namely, settlenent of the litigation involving the 
Illinois Attorney General, and issuance of a pernit by the Iowa Con
servation Com.icsion. The final statement should update the draft to 
show these developments.

3 4E6
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PLAN•ING & REPORTS BR 
FWCoflins/tfb

33 April 1972VCAUZ-PB 
I-W. Lostor RoGers

On pago 16, paragraph D, the discussion of historical and archacolo'ical 
aspects is rather lirnited. Although the site proper probably does not.  
have an innpact on ayrt particular archaeolo,, -ite, •onstruction of the 
spray-cimmaol rany involve rdnor archacaolo;;ical sjtesi It is su1Zestcd 
that this aspect be considered in more detail 3ii the final statement.  

On page 25, para-raph 2, the aquatic habitat is discussed. It is sug
Vested that a porcentage relatiosisLp of the various habitats be given 
in the final staterent. This would aUo:7 for a better evaluation of 
aquatic conditions Di Pool 14 above and below the plant site.  

Sincerely 7ours,

JAlr"S E.  
Colonel, 
District

cc: Dist File V/ 
Ofe of Counsel 
Operations Div 
Engrg Div 
Planning & Rpts (2)

MUUCH 
Corps of Ingineers 
M-zinoer 

COLLINSr 
STFAMNSL 
BURLETGH 
XFZ=TEVR-
OFFICE OF 

Q0L" I=.•.$
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 50-254 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 50-265 

RICHARD W OGILVIE SPRINGFIELD 62706 HrNRY N. BARKHAUSEN 

GOVERNOR oIRECTOR 

June 20, 1972 

Mr. Daniel R. Muller 
Assistant Director for 

Environmental Projects 
Directorate of Licensing 
United States Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Muller: 

Addendum I to the Draft Detailed Statement on Environmental 
Considerations has been reviewed, and I can say that we are 
extremely happy that the change .has been made from the diffuser 
pipe cooling water discharge system to the spray canal system.  
This, we believe will definitely reduce the adverse environ
mental effects on the river ecology.  

A couple of comments appear to be in order. On page 8, Item VI, 
last sentence of paragraph 2, it states, "---the transient time 
through the canal may be sufficient (underlining added) to reduce 
the residual chlorine to very low value." It would be good to 
know that this would be the case but I assume it can't be positively 
determined at this time.  

On page 7 under "B. Water Use" the statement is made that blowdown 
could be achieved ---- through the canal leakage into the ground 
water---. However, in Supplement No. 5, page 4, Economic Consideration, 
the second and third sentences read, "The soils in the vicinity 
of the Quad-Cities Station, in general, are very permeable. To 
avoid a large water loss, sealing of the spray canal will be required." 

These statements in the Addendum and in Amendment No. 5 appear 
to be in conflict.  

6
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Kr. DaAel R. Muller

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these documents and 
are generally pleased with the revisions that have been made in 
the original plans for the Quad-Cities Station.  

Since yours, 

emy N rarý uen 
Director.  

HNB: ns 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20201 

Mr. Daniel R. Muller 
Assistant Director for 

Environmental Projects 
Directorate of Licensing 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545

50-254.  
50-265

Dear Mr. Muller: 

This is in response to your letter dated June 7, 1972, wherein you 
requested comments on an Addendum to the Draft Detailed Environmental 
Statement for Quad-Cities Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
health-aspects of the above project as presented 
submitted. We offer no comments.

has reviewed the 
in the documents

The opportunity to review the draft statement is appreciated.  

Sincerely yours, 

Merlin K. DuVal, M.D.  
Assistant Secretary for 

Health and Scientific Affairs

,8 34 28



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 50-254 
-- mO WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460 50-265 

SJUL 1972 

;ir. Mlanning L. Zluntzing 
Director of Regulation 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, .D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr, Muntzing: 

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed 
the Addendum I to the draft environmental impact 
statement for the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station 
Units 1 and 2.  

Our review of the draft environmental statement for 
the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2, 
forwarded to the Atomic. Energy Commission on 7 April 
1972, recognized the changes to that statement spelled 
out in Addendum I. We commend the applicant for the 
commitment to a closed-cycle cooling system for both 
units.  

We concur in the AEC's requirement that the 
applicant define an environmental (chemical, 
biological, and thermal) monitoring program to 
determine any impacts of plant operation. This program 
should be presented in detail in the final 
environmental impact statement.  

On page 2 of Supplement 5, submitted by the 
applicant (April 24, 1972) there is reference to 
operation with the diffuser "if operation of the spray 
canal would be detrimental to the health and safety of 
the public.". •..This statement should be clarified. The 
final impact statement should indicate the criteria 
which will be applied to determine when the spray canal 
would be "detrimental to the public health and safety;" 
who will make the determination to go to the diffuser; 
and the enforcement procedures which will govern 
diffuser operation.  

9



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY W ' WASHINGTON. D. C. 20250 i 

July 11, 1972 

Mr. Daniel R. Muller 
Assistant Director for 

Environmental Projects 
Directorate of Licensing 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

Dear Mr. Muller: 

We have had Addendum I to the draft environmental statement on 
Environmental Considerations Related to the Proposed Issuance 

of an Operating License to the Commonwealth Edison Company 

and the Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company, Quad-Cities 
Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2 reviewed in the relevant 

agencies of this Department.. We have no comments to offer 
on the Addendum.  

Sincerely, 

T. C. BYERLY 
Coordinator, Enironmental 

Quality Activities 

V
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United States Department of the Interior flLbL1V LVU 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY L AUO2 1l97.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 x ATDIIC E8 ' 

ER-72/266 5 0-2 54/265 

AUG 18 197Z'.

Dear Mr. Muller: 

This is in response to your letter of June 7, 1972, 
requesting our comments on the Atomic Energy Commission's 
Addendum 1, dated June 1972, to the draft statement on 
environmental considerations for Quad-Cities Nuclear 
Power Station Units 1 and 2, Rock Island County, Illinois.  

General 

We are gratified that the applicant ultimately abandoned 
the objectionable once-through method of condenser cooling 
and now plans to use a closed-cycle spray canal system.  This removes the ominous threat of extensive damages to 
the important aquatic resources of the Mississippi River which the once-through and jet diffuser systems formerly po~sed. Consequently, this Department's concerns and 
objections to the plant operation as expressed in previous 
letters are significantly reduced.  

There are, however, several items in the addendum which 
lack sufficient detail regarding the effects that project 
operations will have on aquatic 'esources if operated • 
at the power level permissible with the diffuser cooling 
system during the interim period prior to May 1, 1979, 
when the spray canal system becomes operational for both units and also following that time if the diffuser system 
is used in emergencies which cover extended periods of 
time.  

Environmental Study 

Since the diffuser system will be used for a period of 
nearly three years, there exists the opportunity for a study of the effects of this type operation on aquatic 
life in the Mississippi River. This Department suggests 
that such a study, to include a reach of the river beginning .at the plant and extending about 200 miles 
downstream be initiated immediately in cooperation with 
the appropriate State agencies and the Bureau of Sport



Fisheries and Wildlife. The study should include onsite 
observations of entrained fish and other/ aquatic organisms, 
in the intake system and the canal and the thermal effects 
of the project operation on fish and wildlife and their 
habitat. Empirical envi:?onmental data on this type of 
discharge system is greatly needed to serve as a basis 
for future projections of effects on aquatic life.  

Historical Significance 

The addendum describes a 2 1/2 mile long by 170-200 feet 
wide spray canal which will be constructed to provide 
cooling area for Unit No. 2. If archeological resources 
are located in this area they would be affected adversely 
during construction. The draft environmental statement 
issued on March 6, 1972, indicates that no known arche
ological materials are on the site; however, we believe 
that the presence or absence of archeological resources 
should be determined by consultation with experts in 
this field. In this regard we suggest that the final 
environmental statement reflect consultation with Mr. Charles 
J. Bareis, Department of Anthropology, 109 Davenport Hall, 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 63801.  

We hope these comments will be helpful to you in the 
preparation of the final environmental statement.  

Sincerely yours, 7 .  

Oeputty A:ssistat Secretary of the Inteytor 

Mr. Daniel R. Muller 
Assistant Director for 

Environmental Projects 
Directorate of Licensing 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20545
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III. BENTHOS 

A. Ephemeroptera CKayflies) 

Hexagenia 
Stenonema 
Isonychia 
Neocloeon 

B. Diptera (Flies) 

Microcricotopus 
CoelotgMus 
Polypexilum 
AblasbesiMia 

Tendipedidae (- chironomidae) (Bloodworm or midge fly larvae) 

Stenochironomus 
Chironomus 
Cryptodeionomus 
Tendipes, 
Glyptotendipes: 

C. Tricoptera (caddisflies) 

Hydropsyche 
Cheumatopsyche 
Neureclipsis 
Potamyia 
Cyrnellus 

D. Oliogochaeta 

Limmodrilus'hoffmistera 
0119o Itita 

E. Mollusca (snails and clams) 

CMEeloma 
Lioplax subcarinata 
SomatogErus-depriss-us 

Sphaeriidae (fingernail clams) 

ýyhaerium transversum
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Table C-2 
Species of Fish

"Families and Scientific Names Common Names

Petromyzontidae (lampreys) 
Ichthyomyzon castaneus 
Ichthyomyzon unicuspis 

Acipenseridae (sturgeons) 
Scaphirhynchus platorynchus 

Polyodontidae (paddlefishes) 
Polyodon spathula 

Lepisosteidae (gars) 
Lepisosteus osseus 
Lepisosteus platostomus

Amiidae (bowfins) 
Amia calva

Clupcidae (herrings) 
Alosa chrysochloris 
Dorosoma cepedianum 

Hiodontidae (mooneyes) 
Hiodon tergisus 

Esocidae (pikes) 
Esox americanus 
Esox lucius

Cyprinidae (minnows and carps) 
Cyprinus carpio 
Hybognathus nuchalis 
Hybopsis aestivalis 
Hybopsis storeriana 
Notemigonus crysoleucas 
Notropis atherinoides 
Notropis blennins 
Notropis buchanani 
Notropis hudsonpns 
Notropis spilopterus;

Chestnut 
lamprey

Chestnut lamprey 
Silver lamprey 

Shovelnose sturgeon

Paddlefish

Longnose gar 
Shortnose gar

Bowf in

Skipjack herring 
Gizzard shad 

Mooneye 

Grass pickerel 
Northern pike 

Carp 
Silvery minnow 
Speckled chub 
Silver chub 
Golden shiner 
Emerald shiner 
River shiner 
Ghost shiner 
Spottail shiner 
Spotfin shiner
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Table C-2 (Cont'd)

Families and Scientific Names

Cyprinidas (continued) 
Pimephales notatus 
Pimephales promelas 
Pimephales vigilax 

Catostomnidae (suckers) 
Carpiodes carplo 
Carpiodes cyprinus 
Catostomus commersoni 
Ictiobus bubalus 
Ictiobus cyprinellus 
Minytrema melanops 
Moxostoma anisurus 
Moxostoma macrolepidotum 

Ictaluridae (catfishes) 
Ictalurus melas 
Ictalurus natalis 
Ictalurus punctatus 
Noturus flavus 
Noturus gyrinus 
Pylodictis olivaris 

Atherinidae (silversides) 
Labidesthes sicculus 

Percichthyidae (temperate basses) 
Morone chrysops 

Centrarchidae (sunfishes) 
Amboplites rupes tris 
Lepomis gulosus 
Lepomis cyanellus 
Lepomis gibbosus 
Lepomis humilis 
Lepomis macrochirus 
Micropterus dolomicui 
Micropterus salmoides 
Pomoxis annularis 
Pomoxis nigromaculatus

Common Names

Bluntnose minnow 
Fathead minnow 
Bullhead minnow 

River carpsucker 
Quillback 
White sucker 
Smallmouth buffalo 
Bigmouth buffalo 
Spotted sucker 
Silver redhorse 
Shorthead redhorse 

Black bullhead 
Yellow bullhead 
Channel catfish 
Stonecat 
Tadpole madtom 
Flathead catfish 

Brook silversides 

White Bass 

Rock bass 
Warmouth 
Green sunfish 
Pumpkinseed 
Orangespotted sunfish 
Bluegill 
Smallmouth bass 
Largemouth bass 
White crappie 
Black crappie
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Table C-2 (Cont'd)

Families and Scientific Names
Famiiesand cietifi Naes jiMSW&5 aines~

Percidae (perches and darters) 
Ammocrypta clara 
Etheostema asprigene 
Ethcostoma nigrum 
Perca flavescens 
Percina caprodes 
Percina shumardl 
Stizostedion canadense 
Stizostedion vitreum

Western sand darter 
Mud darter 
Johnny darter 
Yellow perch 
Logperch 
River darter 
Sauger 
Walleye

Sciaenidae (drums) 
Aplodinotus grunniens Drum

0
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Table C-3 
Number of Fish Collected in the Mississippi River 
Illinois Island Area vs. All Sampling Locations 

Quad-Cities Station 
1971

Island All 12 SaTIng 
Area Locations-�nti�tc,� Name

Bowf in 
Shortnose gar 
Longnose gar 
Gizzard shad 
Mooneye 
Grass pickerel 
Northern pike 
Carp 
Golden shiner 
Silver chub 
Silvery minnow 
River shiner 
Spottail shiner 
Spotfin shiner 
Emerald shiner 
Ghost shiner 
Bullhead minnow 
Smallmouth buffalo 
Bigmouth buffalo 
Quillback 
River carpsucker 
Shorthead redhorse 
Channel catfish 
Black bullhead 
Brook silverside 
White bass 
Orangespotted 
sunfish 

Bluegill 
Warmouth 
Largemouth bass 
White crappie 
Black crappie 
Johnny darter

Amia calva 
Lepisosteus platostomus 
Lepisosteus osseus 
Dorosoma cepedianum 
Hiodon tergisus 
Esox americanus 
Esox lucius 
Cyprinus carpio 
Notemigonus crysoleucas 
Hybopsis storeriana 
Hybognathus nuchalis 
Notropis blennius 
Notropis hudsonius 
Notropfs spilopterus 
Notropis atherinoides 
Notropis buchanani 
Pimephales vigilax 
Ictiobus bubalus 
Ictiobus cyprinellus 
Carpiodes cyprinus 
Carpiodes carpio 
Moxostoma macrolepidotum 
Ictalurus punctatus 
Ictalurus melas 
Labidesthes sicculus 
Morone chrysops 

Lepomis humilis 
Lepomis macrochirus 
Lepomis culosus 
Micropterus salmoides 
Pomoxis annularis 
Pomoxis nigromaculatus 
Etheostoma nigrum

1JMU4%I *14 ScetfcN m

2 
2 
1 

116 
9 
6 
5 

101 
1 

82 
10 

770 
52 

267 
215 

1 
41 
5 
3 
9 

113 
2 

12 
1 
2 

14 

17 
165 

1 
56 

115 
79 
6

30 
79 
7 

1137 
79 

8 
22 

887 
32 

639 
52 

2379 
134 
312 
842 

1 
125 
141 

59 
30 

554 
19 

225 
9 

32 
293 

76 
617 

1 
353 
820 

1055 
18

¶
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Table C-3 (Cont'd)

Island All 12 Sarling 
Common Name Scientific Name Area Locations-" 

Log perch Percina caprodes 2 38 
Yellow perch Perca flavescens 1 11 
Sauger Stizostedion canadense 32 561 
Walleye Stizostedion vitreum 10 65 
Drum Aplodinotus grunniens 87 516 

1/ Total of 12 sampling locations for fishery studies performed by 
BIO-TEST in the vicinity of Quad-Cities Station during 1971.


